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Newspaper warned on report used by others

Johannesburg — One of the seven reports cited in the government's warning to the Sovietan newspaper was a wire service story that appeared almost exactly the same form in at least three other newspapers — including the government supporting Cape daily, Die Burger.

The Sovietan was given a written warning by Home Affairs and Communications Minister Stoffel Botha — the first step towards closing a publication under government's new media regulations.

Botha cited seven reports which he said tended to promote the image or esteem of the ANC or PAC and contained subversive propaganda.

Most daily newspapers covered five of the seven issues contained in these reports. None of them has reported receiving similar warnings.

One of the reports Mr Botha cited — headed "Tambo Talks with Runcie" in the Sovietan — was a story datelined London.

It was carried by Die Burger (September 16), The Star (September 18) and Business Day (September 15).

All the articles, including the one in the Sovietan, refer to Oliver Tambo, leader of the ANC, and to the statements released after the meeting which said both Tambo and Archbishop of Canterbury Robert Runcie agreed "there is an urgent need to end the apartheid system.

A second report cited by Mr Botha dealt with the sanctions statement issued at the close of the Commonwealth Conference in Vancouver.

The Sovietan report quoted Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and, very briefly, PAC vice-chairman, Mr Gora Ebrahim.

A report in Die Burger (October 17) on the Commonwealth sanctions issue carried extensive comments by ANC international director Mr Johnstone Makumzi.

The Argus (October 19) report almost exactly duplicates that in the Sovietan Beeld, The Citizen, Business Day and The Cape Times all carried reports on the issue.

The Sovietan commented on the controversy about a film on Nelson Mandela being made in London apparently without his wife Winnie's consent. At least 12 other dailies reported the controversy.

Two other reports — on the international conference on Flight of Children under Apartheid in Harare (which quoted Tambo) and on the memorial service held for former Mozambican leader, Mr Samora Machel — were cited in the warning.

The two events were also widely reported by other newspapers.

Bishops slam press warning

Johannesburg — The Southern African Catholic Bishops' Conference, publishers of New Nation, has slammed the government for threatening to act against the newspaper.

The conference said in a statement that the warning to act on the New Nation — gazetted at the weekend — was deplorable especially as it came at a time when all South Africans were searching for ways and means to improve communication.

The statement said the action would certainly not promote harmonious relations between the government and the majority of the people, many of whom appreciated the New Nation as an important vehicle for the struggle for democracy, justice, peace and reconciliation.

"To guillotine a free flow of information is to do a great disservice to all our people, especially whites. In a way, this action comes as no surprise," the statement said.

Sapa
Miriam Makeba and the baby

The censors explain what they found offensive in banned New Nation editions

The New Nation, one of the newspapers hardest hit by the Emergency and its press curbs, this week appeared before the old-style censors—the Publications Appeal Board—to argue for the lifting of bans on three of its editions.

The Committee of Publications banned the editions on the grounds that they were likely to threaten state security and stir up hostility between the races. The offending articles include a photograph of exiled singer Miriam Makeba; a cartoon depicting a white man holding a black baby by the ankle; reports on the Palestine Liberation Organisation and Cuba; and a number of historical articles.

Gilbert Marcus, counsel for New Nation, argued that the publications committee had been unable to find concrete evidence for its "basic proposition that "New Nation" leads directly to revolution, unrest and sabotage". Instead, it alleged a co-conspiracy between New Nation and Lenin—"who, apparently through his writings, created grievances and encouraged strikes". He objected to the committee's reliance on Lenin without reference to specific works.

Marcus argued for the Appeal Board to follow its list of liberal precedents which allowed for the publication of views he said were far stronger than those in the New Nation.

 Pretoria advocate SW Burger, who appeared for the state attorney, argued that the items at issue in the newspaper were "not as innocent" as they appeared at first glance. He said the committee was not relying on any specific work of Lenin but on the "general tenor" of his work.

The hearing before Appeal Board chairman Professor JCW van Rooyen took place in the board's headquarters in central Pretoria.

The publications committee— which ordered the banning of the New Nation's Vol 2 numbers 7,6 and 34, published in February and
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August — operates under a cloak of secrecy. The Publications Act 42 of 1974 precludes interested parties from a right of audience before the committees and the names of members are never revealed.

Affected parties' sole course of redress is appeal to the Publications Appeal Board. Van Rooyen and his 12-member board have the final word.

However, evidence heard in the New Nation appeal on Monday gave some insight into the mind of the committee members. Perhaps the clearest indication was the selection of items they found offensive:

- A photograph of Miriam Makebe at Paul Simon's concert in Harare. Marcus said while the committee said she was an active supporter of the ANC there was no mention of her affiliations in the caption.

- An advert calling for the release of detained unionist Moses Mayekiso. It was described by the committee as being more serious than the "Barclays-Ball advert" — a reference to the "Unban, the ANC" advert which prompted the Munnik enquiry.

Marcus said campaigning against detention without trial was legitimate and added that the Attorney General hadn't prosecuted newspapers which carried the "Unban the ANC" advert.

- A cartoon of a white man holding a black child by the ankle. The caption read: "Please, I am terrified of what I may be forced to become."

The comment beneath stated: "Exit the human being, enter the zombie who will ask no questions."

Marcus argued the illustration tried to portray the potential dehumanising force of conflict.

But Burger said the cartoon was a serious example of the newspaper's attempts to stir up hatred and hostility. What the cartoon and caption meant, Burger said, was that whites would murder blacks.

A regular historical section. Offending articles included a tribute to Gert Sibanda, a prominent unionist 30 years ago, an article headed "How the ghettos began", and a history of mission schools.

Burger said the articles were not simply historical but were selected to have a message for the present.

Marcus asked: "Are black people not entitled to their own history, their own heroes. Or must they regard Piet Retief and the Voortrekkers as their heroes."

A report accusing the government of raising the spectre of black and rooi gevaar to unite the divided white community before the May elections.

The committee said the concern of red menace was a real one but to accuse the government of propagating a swart gevaar was "a filthy lie which led to racial animosity."

In the banned August edition of New Nation, only one item was cited as offensive—a centre page advert entitled "Save these 32 patriots."

The committee said as the deathrow prisoners, convicted of unrest-related crimes, were regarded as patriots, the advert was justifying violence.

But Marcus said the committee had misunderstood the nature and import of the advert. It was essentially a campaign for clemency.

Marcus argued for the overturning of the bans because in the "market place of ideas" New Nation "is one weekly newspaper among a range of various ideas. The case for the government is pumped over on a daily basis through the official media and a number of newspapers who are sympathetic to the state. It is against that arsenal of information that a weekly newspaper like the New Nation tries to put across its view."

The ruling of the board is expected next week.
One chance more

New Nation becomes the first paper to receive final "warming" in the Government Gazette. The meaning: If the Minister objects to one more issue, he can suspend the paper or appoint a censor.

Meanwhile, two other publications receive warning letters.

Under attack... on the left, critic forum where people could have a direct say in matters affecting them. But the newspaper was not represented in the political system of this country. He said although some of the "one-man organisations" were unrepresented in the political system of the country. He said although some of the organisations were not represented in the political system of the country, he said.

Wib, on the right, Die Stem by "The whole idea is that something should be heard in this country. The newspaper is not only a forum for expression, but also a forum for action." Tugwana said that the newspaper had been accused of "disturbing the peace" and had been threatened with closure.

By SEFAKO NYAKA

Railway strikers in court today on murder charge

SEVENTEEN members of the South African Railways and Harbours Workers' Union (SARHWU) were arrested on 14 June for their role in the Soweto railway strike.

The workers are accused of murdering a policeman in Pretoria and resisting arrest. They are also charged with rioting and possession of weapons.

The accused were due to appear in court today.

The trial is expected to last for two weeks.

By SIZILE NGOMO

By Vusi GUMENE, Edith BULBING and TOLU-ADEFE

New Nation weekly has become the first newspaper to receive a "warming" from the government in the new emergency regulations which are aimed at suppression of dissent.

The newspaper is reported to have been warned by the postmaster general's department to desist from publishing articles critical of the government. The warning was issued on 21 June.

The government has also warned that it will take action against any newspaper that fails to comply with the new regulations.
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MD reaffirms stand

CP Reporter

NASIONALE Pers has reaffirmed its commitment to black partnerships and publishing in a speech made by managing director Ton Vosloo.

At a recent luncheon for homeland leaders and senior publishing staff of Via Afrika — held in Cape Town — Vosloo said that his company highly valued relationships and joint venture black participation.

"Some of these partnerships go back 12 years," he said.

"The majority shareholding rests with our partners. The companies have real boards, not dummies, and real benefits in terms of dividends decided by the boards."

"For instance," he added, "Via Afrika

Trensko has now started publishing under its own imprint.

"New branches have been opened and in the four joint homeland ventures — and in Via Afrika SA — we now have 17 branches."

Vosloo said that from day one his company had not entered black publishing for profit alone. It saw itself as a company serving the people to the best of its ability. Book prices had been kept low.

"At all times we have put the interests of the scholars and the educationists first," he said.

"We have a goal, which is to serve all of our inhabitants with the best educational matter to increase the quality of life of everyone."
SOUTH wins appeals

SOUTH's appeal against the banning of two editions has been upheld by the Publications Appeal Board.

The Appeal Board also upheld the decision of a local committee of the Publications Control Board that a third edition of SOUTH, was not undesirable. The banning of three editions of New Nation was also lifted.

SOUTH applied for the banning of two editions, July 30 - August 5 and August 6 - 12, to be set aside. In the third case SOUTH responded to an appeal by the Directorate of Publications against a decision by the Publications Committee not to ban the July 23 - 29 issue.

The Appeal Board found that none of the issues in question was undesirable. Details of the judgment have not been made available.

When the two SOUTH issues were originally banned the Publications Committee claimed the issues were contributing to the creation of a revolutionary climate and were attempting to cultivate a positive image of the ANC and ANC guerrillas among readers. They therefore constituted a threat to peace, order and State security.

Extraordinary powers

SOUTH editor, Mr Rashid Sera, said that through its decision the Publications Appeal Board had shown these claims to be spurious.

"While we welcome the Appeal Board's decision, it does not lessen the government's threat to the independence of this and other newspapers.

"SOUTH has already received a letter from the Minister saying he is considering issuing us with a warning notice.

"If the Appeal Board can be used as a yardstick of SOUTH's tone and content, then Botha is advised to lay off."

Sera felt the government was directing a well-orchestrated campaign aimed at censoring and ultimately silencing newspapers like SOUTH. The banning of the two editions were clearly intended to pave the way for more drastic action to follow.
Has a lot of Freedom

Despite clubs, press
DEFEND OUR RIGHT TO KNOW

The South African state has declared war on the South African press and on press freedom.

In the next few days Home Affairs Minister Stoffel Botha is set to close the independent New Nation newspaper or force its journalists to submit themselves to pre-publication censorship.

The government has already acted against the New Nation - detaining editor Zwelukhile Sivuza without trial last December. A year later, and still not charged, Sivuza remains behind bars.

But Botha has also threatened other South African publications - the Sowetan, South and Work in Progress have all received formal warnings.

Their suspension could be only weeks away.

And once he has silenced these voices, we believe he will turn his attention to every crucial media voice in our country.

Those already threatened have committed no crime. The only crime involved is the threat to close or censor them.

We, the signatories of this advert, commit ourselves to defending those publications already threatened, and call on all South Africans and on democrats throughout the world to fight South African media censorship.

And we dedicate ourselves to the achievement of the only form of society in which a free press is possible in South Africa - a free, democratic and non-racial society.

Media Organisations

Agenda Press Service
Albany News Service
Channel 702
Company News Agency
Congress of SA Writers (Transvaal branch)
Eastern Cape News Agency
Learn and Teach Publications
P.E. News Agency
Sespo National
Southern African Society of Journalists
SASJW Cape region
SASJ Natal Midlands region
SASJ South Transvaal region
SASJ E Cape region
SASJ Northern region
SASJ Border region
SASJ Natal Coastal region
SASJ Freelance and Allied Journalists' Chapel
South Press Service
Speaker's Service
The Other Press Service
Upbeat
The Weekly Mail
Work in Progress
SA Research Service
Entertainment
Afrikaans

Sponsored by:
The South African Catholic Bishops Conference
The South African Council of Churches
The United Democratic Front
The Congress of SA Trade Unions
The Release Mandela Campaign
The South African Council on Sport
The Association of Democratic Journalists

Dr Alan Boesak
Essop Jassat
Mary Burton
Lloyd Vogelman
Cyril Ramaphosa
James Motlatsi
Eliaf Barayi

Detainees Parents
Support Committee
Transvaal Rural
Action Committee
National Medical and Dental Association (Namda)
Organization for Appropriate Social Sciences in SA
Youth Congress
Southern Transvaal
Youth Congress
Institute for a Democratic Alternative in SA
Transvaal Indian Congress
Black Sash

South African Council
on Sport
South African Soccer Federation
Transvaal Soccer Board
Southern Transvaal Darts Association
SASF Professional League
Transvaal Council on Sport
Western Transvaal Darts Association
Transvaal Women's Hockey Board
Transvaal Cricket Board
Chiefs Football Club
Transvaal Soccer Board

Do you want to add your name to the list of freedom-loving South Africans who are concerned about the erosion of the last vestiges of press freedom in this country?

Give your name to Bongi Shimbambo at the New Nation (Tel 23-2721) or Sefako Nyaka (Page no 453-1030 code 1332 or Tel 337-8350)
New Nation one step away from state crackdown

By JO-ANN BEKKER

THE New Nation is a hair's breadth from being suspended for three months or subjected to pre-publication censorship.

The move comes as the newspaper's editor, Zwelakhe Steula, prepares to mark his first anniversary behind bars on Saturday. Minister of Home Affairs and Communications Stoffel Botha—who last weekend gazetted a warning to the newspaper under the latest Emergency regulations—has notified the weekly paper that last week's edition contained subversive propaganda.

The New Nation has a fortnight to make representations. If Botha does not accept these—and the newspaper points out that previous representations were rejected by the minister—he can suspend the newspaper or appoint an official to censor it.

The action has been condemned by news and anti-apartheid organisations here and abroad.

The articles Botha found objectionable include:

A report dealing with what released African National Congress veteran Govan Mbeki might have told an open-air rally in Port Elizabeth had it not been banned.

An article on a church appeal for clemency for the Sharpeville Six death-row prisoners who recently lost their appeal against the death sentence.

A religion page report on the Anglican church's stand on the World Council of Churches' "Lusaka Document"—which recognises that liberation movements are "compelled" to use force as a means of achieving political change in South Africa.

In its editorial this week, the Catholic Bishops Conference published newspaper points out it has never been "charged with, let alone convicted of, any infringement of the media laws. The government's new powers (issued under the State of Emergency) are clearly designed to get around this inconvenient fact."

Just last week the Publications Appeal Board overturned bannings on three issues of the newspaper declared undesirable by the Publications Committee earlier this year.
Newspaper's banning will arouse anger
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Standing together

SAAMSTAAN, an Oudtshoorn community newspaper, is bearing the full brunt of State repression. Its workers have been harassed, detained and charged for subversion, but this campaign has not succeeded in closing down the newspaper.

In 1985 two of its organisers were arrested and charged with subversion. They were acquitted.

During the State of Emergency three of its full-time organisers were detained.

Derek Jackson was held for almost three months.

Mbuselo Grootboom for a year, while another organiser was held for about a month. Grootboom was re-detained in August this year and is still in detention.

According to Jackson, the newspaper was not really affected by the 1985 State of Emergency, but it was very hard hit in 1986. ‘Due to detentions in 1986, an edition was not produced until October that year.

Harassment

‘During our detentions people kept on calling the office to find out when the paper would come out and what the problem was,’ said Jackson.

The offices were damaged by fire before and after the organisers were detained. Because of the harassment of people who sold the newspaper, it is now distributed free of charge.

Saamstaan was initiated by the Grassroots community newspaper, which saw the need for a rural community newspaper to highlight the people’s struggle there.

According to Jackson community leaders were sent into the rural areas to collect news in 1983. A workshop was held, the stories were reworked and the first edition of the newspaper appeared under the name "Suid-Kaap Nuus".

Circulation up

At a workshop in 1984 the name "Saamstaan" was chosen.

Saamstaan is printed mainly in Afrikaans, although there are some articles in Xhosa and English.

The paper is distributed by various organisations.

"But local shopkeepers are very supportive and distribute the newspaper from their shops. Others would like to help, but are afraid of harassment," he said.

In the past year the demand for the newspaper has increased and its circulation is now 12 000.

Saamstaan is now distributed as far as Namaqualand and the Transkei.

The newspaper is published every six weeks and is funded by churches in the Netherlands.
Govt interference in the media angers journalists

The Star Bureau

BONN — Two cases of political interference in West German television news programmes over the East-West missiles accord have sparked controversy in Bonn and underlined the subtle influence over the media exerted by the West German government.

A government declaration by Chancellor Helmut Kohl on the arms deal during peak-time television news last week was branded by the opposition Social Democratic Party (SPD) as an East German-style example of political harnassing of the media.

The affair followed the last-minute substitution on Monday night of a top television journalist due to interview Mr Franz Josef Strauss, leader of the conservative Bavarian Christian Social Union, on ZDF, the second German national television channel.

The interviewer was to have been Mr Klaus Bresser, who is due to take over next April as editor-in-chief of ZDF. He was replaced after Mr Strauss took issue with comments made by Mr Bresser over journalistic passivity towards politicians and the CSU in particular.

The two examples highlight how news editors on both the national channels, the ARD and ZDF, have become progressively less ready to stand up to political pressure.

There is general agreement that interference has increased since Mr Kohl came to power in 1982.

Journalists interviewing leading politicians on television are often embarrassingly obsequious and reporting of political events often consists of little more than camera shots of Mercedes limousines carrying coalition chiefs to the Chancellor's office.

Mr Bresser took aim at these deficiencies in a long magazine article this month. His criticism of two right-wing journalists at the Bavarian Broadcasting Service, whom he accused of helping to "destroy television", has drawn particular fire from the CSU.

Mr Bresser hit out above all at the frequent practice of filling broadcasting time with empty statements from politicians. Of journalists' uncritical interviews with people like Mr Strauss he said, "The deeper one bends, the better one can be kicked."

This sparked an angry reaction from Mr Friedrich Zimmermann, the CSU Interior Minister, preventing Mr Bresser taking part in Monday's programme.
Spot the 'unacceptable' page

BY JO-ANN BEKKER

THIS Weekly Mail yesterday received a formal warning that Minister of Home Affairs Staffel Botha is considering action against it in terms of the newest Emergency regulations.

The newspaper has 14 days to make written representations to the minister. If he does not find these acceptable, he can publish a warning in the Government Gazette — as he did after issuing a similar warning to the New Nation.

If the minister finds that — in his opinion — a newspaper continues to breach the regulations, it can be banned for three months, or ordered to submit copy for pre-publication censorship.

Other newspapers known to have received similar warnings are the New Nation, South, The Sovieten, Work in Progress and Die Stem.

Botha's letter of warning to the

A BOTHA LETTER OF WARNING ARRIVES FOR WEEKLY MAIL

Mail, delivered by two Home Affairs officials from Pretoria yesterday morning, said he had considered six consecutive issues of The Weekly Mail, ranging from the issue of October 23-29 to the issue of November 27-December 3. Botha gives the Mail two weeks to make representations.

A four-page annexure accompanying the letter set out reasons for the warning.

In the first place there are the items which Botha claims promote the public image of extremism of unlawful organisations and "promote or fan revolution or uprisings in the Republic by having the effect of mustering..."
support for revolutionary organisations.

They include an article entitled "Tambo at 70" about the African National Congress president's birthday; Release Mandela Campaign advertisements concerning the release of ANC life prisoner Govan Mbeki; a photograph of a party in Kloofe House, Johannes-
burg, to celebrate Tambo's birthday; an article about a shu-
f ling in the hierarchy of the ANC's armed wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe.

All the above were considered to give "positive publicity" to revolutionary leaders and the ANC.

Botha also found objectionable an article by Weekly Mail jour-
nalist Thami Mkhwanazi, a for-
mer Robben Island prisoner,
which dealt with his recollec-
tions of Mbeki and Pan African-
ist Congress leader John Nkosi,
who was freed at the same time as Mbeki.

Most of WM's other articles on
Mbeki's release were found to have given positive publicity to the ANC as well. One article on Nkosi is alleged to do the same for the PAC.

But Botha apparently changed his mind about Nkosi's affiliations. An article headed "Nkosi: Out of jail but back at his books", the minister said, gave "positive publicity ... to a leader..."

**From PAGE 1**

(symbol) of the ANC.

Photographs reproduced from a recently published book, The Fifteen People of South Africa, was found objectionable.

In the second place, Botha complaints that The Weekly Mail has published articles which "stir up or foment feelings of hatred towards security forces".

The items he finds objectionable are:

- An article headed "A message from the Angolans: Stop the war now".

- An article on the rent boycott entitled "The billion rand boycott", Botha says, alleges that the SADF "harasses" the residents of Soweto.

In a statement last night, Weekly Mail co-editors Anton Harber and Irwin Manoom said they were "dismayed and mystified by the warning given to this newspaper by the Minister of Home Affairs."

"It is difficult to understand the reasons for Mr Botha's warning from the letter we have received. The articles he cites relate in the main to the African National Congress, Govan Mbeki and Oliver Tambo and security force conduct — all matters which have been extensively and routinely reported by the entire media."

Doonesbury

"We suggest it is the government itself that has put these matters under the spotlight in recent months and the Weekly Mail has simply done its duty as a newspaper in reporting these developments.

"Mr Botha has accused us of "promoting the public image or esteem of (unlawful) organisation."

"The Weekly Mail is an independent newspaper committed to informing South Africans about every aspect of their political life in a critical and fair way. Our contributors have reported developments, such as the move-
ments of Mr Mbeki, ANC activities and statements of its leadership, within the law, and critically evaluated the ANC in the same way as it would any other leading player on the South African stage.

"To date we have never been prosecuted for a breach of any security legislation. In fact, in his letter Mr Botha concedes that the material he is objecting to is legal.

"Though Mr Botha's warning is couched in legalisms, in fact a close examination shows he has made an arbitrary decision without giving good reason. We fear his action may well foreshadow a more insidious motive silencing independent and critical voices."
Beeld-man gaan kyk diep in Afrika

Só lyk 'n kamp van ANC

Challenger se man lei soektog in

Spot the 'unacceptable' page
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THE Weekly Mail yesterday received a formal warning that Minister of Home Affairs Stoffel Botha is considering action against it in terms of the newest Emergency regulations.

The newspaper has 14 days to make written representations to the minister. If he does not find these acceptable, he can publish a warning in the Government Gazette — as he did after issuing a similar warning to the New Nation.

If the minister finds that — in his opinion — a newspaper continues to breach the regulations, it can be banned for three months, or ordered to submit copy for pre-publication censorship.

Other newspapers known to have received similar warnings are the New Nation, South, The Spectator, Work in Progress and Die Stem.

Botha's letter of warning to the

A BOTHA LETTER OF WARNING ARRIVES FOR WEEKLY MAIL

Mail, delivered by two Home Affairs officials from Pretoria yesterday morning, said he had considered six consecutive issues of The Weekly Mail, ranging from the issue of October 23-29 to the issue of November 27-December 3. Botha gives the Mail two weeks to make representations.

A four-page annexure accompanying the letter set out reasons for the warning.

In the first place there are the items which Botha claims promote the public image or esteem of unlawful organisations and 'promote or fan revolution or uprisings in the Republic by having the effect of mustering...

NOTE PAGE 2

UNACCEPTABLE: Govan Mbeki at a government-sponsored press conference.
Spot the ‘unacceptable’ page

**From PAGE 1**

We suggest it is the government itself that has put these matters under the spotlight in recent months and *The Weekly Mail* has simply done its duty as a newspaper in reporting these developments.

"Mr Botha has accused us of "promoting the public image or esteem of (unlawful) organisation.""

"*The Weekly Mail* is an independent newspaper committed to informing South Africans about every aspect of their political life in a critical and fair way. Our contributors have reported developments, such as the movements of Mr Mbeki, ANC activities and statements of its leadership, within the law and, critically evaluated the ANC in the same way as it would any other leading player on the South African stage."

"To date we have never been prosecuted for a breach of any security legislation. In fact, in his letter Mr Botha concedes that the material he is objecting to is legal."

"Though Mr Botha’s warning is couched in legalisms, in fact a close examination shows he has made an arbitrary decision without giving good reason. We fear his action may well foreshadow a more insidious motive: silencing independent and critical voices."

---

"We suggest it is the government itself that has put these matters under the spotlight in recent months and *The Weekly Mail* has simply done its duty as a newspaper in reporting these developments..."

"Mr Botha has accused us of "promoting the public image or esteem of (unlawful) organisation.""

"*The Weekly Mail* is an independent newspaper committed to informing South Africans about every aspect of their political life in a critical and fair way. Our contributors have reported developments, such as the movements of Mr Mbeki, ANC activities and statements of its leadership, within the law and, critically evaluated the ANC in the same way as it would any other leading player on the South African stage."

"To date we have never been prosecuted for a breach of any security legislation. In fact, in his letter Mr Botha concedes that the material he is objecting to is legal."

"Though Mr Botha’s warning is couched in legalisms, in fact a close examination shows he has made an arbitrary decision without giving good reason. We fear his action may well foreshadow a more insidious motive: silencing independent and critical voices."

---

"We suggest it is the government itself that has put these matters under the spotlight in recent months and *The Weekly Mail* has simply done its duty as a newspaper in reporting these developments..."

"Mr Botha has accused us of "promoting the public image or esteem of (unlawful) organisation.""

"*The Weekly Mail* is an independent newspaper committed to informing South Africans about every aspect of their political life in a critical and fair way. Our contributors have reported developments, such as the movements of Mr Mbeki, ANC activities and statements of its leadership, within the law and, critically evaluated the ANC in the same way as it would any other leading player on the South African stage."

"To date we have never been prosecuted for a breach of any security legislation. In fact, in his letter Mr Botha concedes that the material he is objecting to is legal."

"Though Mr Botha’s warning is couched in legalisms, in fact a close examination shows he has made an arbitrary decision without giving good reason. We fear his action may well foreshadow a more insidious motive: silencing independent and critical voices."

---

"We suggest it is the government itself that has put these matters under the spotlight in recent months and *The Weekly Mail* has simply done its duty as a newspaper in reporting these developments..."

"Mr Botha has accused us of "promoting the public image or esteem of (unlawful) organisation.""

"*The Weekly Mail* is an independent newspaper committed to informing South Africans about every aspect of their political life in a critical and fair way. Our contributors have reported developments, such as the movements of Mr Mbeki, ANC activities and statements of its leadership, within the law and, critically evaluated the ANC in the same way as it would any other leading player on the South African stage."

"To date we have never been prosecuted for a breach of any security legislation. In fact, in his letter Mr Botha concedes that the material he is objecting to is legal."

"Though Mr Botha’s warning is couched in legalisms, in fact a close examination shows he has made an arbitrary decision without giving good reason. We fear his action may well foreshadow a more insidious motive: silencing independent and critical voices."

---

"We suggest it is the government itself that has put these matters under the spotlight in recent months and *The Weekly Mail* has simply done its duty as a newspaper in reporting these developments..."

"Mr Botha has accused us of "promoting the public image or esteem of (unlawful) organisation.""

"*The Weekly Mail* is an independent newspaper committed to informing South Africans about every aspect of their political life in a critical and fair way. Our contributors have reported developments, such as the movements of Mr Mbeki, ANC activities and statements of its leadership, within the law and, critically evaluated the ANC in the same way as it would any other leading player on the South African stage."

"To date we have never been prosecuted for a breach of any security legislation. In fact, in his letter Mr Botha concedes that the material he is objecting to is legal."

"Though Mr Botha’s warning is couched in legalisms, in fact a close examination shows he has made an arbitrary decision without giving good reason. We fear his action may well foreshadow a more insidious motive: silencing independent and critical voices."

---

"We suggest it is the government itself that has put these matters under the spotlight in recent months and *The Weekly Mail* has simply done its duty as a newspaper in reporting these developments..."

"Mr Botha has accused us of "promoting the public image or esteem of (unlawful) organisation.""
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Judgement today in Buthelezi case

JUDGEMENT is expected today in the damages action brought by Kwa-
Zulu's Chief Minister Mangosuthu Buthelezi against Frontline maga-
zine.

The case was argued before Mr Justice Alan Howard in the Durban Su-
preme Court early in November.

Buthelezi is suing Frontline and its editor, Denis Beckett, for R20 000
for alleged defamation.

He objected to an article, originally printed in the London magazine, The
Spectator, in which the writer said Buthelezi was "nauseatingly pom-
pous and self-important", that he claimed to be the "sole non-violent-al-
ternative to Marxist revolution" and that "his, well-drilled impi regiments"
were among the "most thuggish oper-
ators in South Africa."

Buthelezi himself took the witness
box, spending almost seven hours
answering questions about his speeches,
his attitude to violence and the control
he wields over the members and leaders
of Inkatha.

The outcome of the case is of sig-
nificance to media beyond Frontline
because of the frequency with which
legal actions are launched by Buthele-
zi.

Most of these claims are settled out
of court; this is one of the few to
reach a trial and it is certainly the first
such case in which Buthelezi himself
gave evidence.
GOVERNMENT NOTICES

DEPARTMENT OF HOME AFFAIRS

No. R. 2790 21 December 1987

NOTICE UNDER REGULATION 7A (1) OF THE REGULATIONS PUBLISHED BY PROCLAMATION R 97 OF 1987 AS AMENDED BY PROCLAMATION R 123 OF 1987

I, Jan Christoffel Greyling Botha, Minister of Home Affairs, hereby issue a warning to persons concerned in the production, compilation or publication of issues of the periodical Die Stem that the matter published in this periodical or the way in which matter is published in this periodical, in my opinion, is causing a threat to the safety of the public or to the maintenance of public order or is causing a delay in the termination of the state of emergency.

J. C. G. BOTHA,
Minister of Home Affairs
THREE more publications — one of them the mouthpiece of a right-wing Afrikaner organisation — came a step closer to government censorship or suspension yesterday with the publication of official warnings in the Government Gazette by the Minister of Home Affairs, Mr Stoffel Botha.

The publications, "South Die Stern" and "Work In Progress", were recently warned by the minister of his intended action, in private letters sent to them.

As was the case with the first victim, the "New Nation", the three have 14 days in which to make representations to Mr Botha in connection with the warnings and the grounds stated for the intended action.

**Notices**

The notices yesterday warn that the three publications' contents, in the Minister's opinion, are "causing a threat to the safety of the public or to the maintenance of public order, or is causing a delay in the termination of the state of emergency."

In terms of the Public Safety Act regulations, the Minister may, after the warning and consideration of representations from the publication concerned, suspend the publication for periods of up to three months.

---

**SOF 'N EASY SALON CURL**

**THE BEST HAIR CARE IN THE WORLD**

- 5 L ONE STEP CURL LOTION R 39.95
- 5 L SALON CURL LOTION R 42.50
- 5 L CONDITIONING NEUTRALISER R 39.50
- 5 L AFTER PERM CONDITIONER R 12.50
- 5 L PRE-PERM SHAMPOO R 7.50
- 5 L EXTRA DRY MOISTURISING SPRAY R 37.50
- 5 L MOISTURISING GEL R 37.50
- 500 ml CURL LOTION R 5.00
- 500 ml NEUTRALISER R 6.00
- ONE DOZ. PLACENTA R 9.99
- END PAPERS Per Box R 2.75
- PERM RODS Per Doz. R 2.75

**ALL AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING ADDRESSES:**

17 EDISON ROAD, INDUSTRIA TEL 474-2009
104 MARSHALL STREET, JOHANNESBURG, TEL 835-0618

**SALON CURL STATION P/L, ROODEPOORT**
An African journalist on Africa's "sunshine syndrome"

A conference on the press in Africa is summed up in the speech of an ex-editor, sacked for ideological transgressions, who argues that African journalist, in striving to counter the sensationalism of the Western media, has instead distantly

dulled to officialese which does neither government nor citizens any

service. "JOHANN BEKKER reports from Harare.

Also available: red, mauve, pink, gold, yellow, orange, blue, violet, cerise, lime.

And free if you subscribe to the Weekly Mail.

Harare centre to beat SA blackout

A CENTRE dedicated to overcoming the power blackout from South Africa has been estab-
lished in Harare.

The South African Council of Churches and its counterparts in 11 other Southern African states have established the Ecumenical Distribution and Information Centre for Southern Africa, which last week held a symposium for journalists and

church people. The centre was described as "a place where journalists should disseminate information that is not only accurate but also of interest to the people who live in the area."

The centre is aimed at providing journalists with information that is not only accurate but also of interest to the people who live in the area. "This is the only way to ensure a

military, and also inform people of the developments."

"The centre will be a place where journalists can exchange ideas and experiences and learn from each other," the centre's director said.

In particular, the centre will focus on disseminating information about the situation in Southern Africa and the role of journalists in covering events in the region.

"The centre will also provide journalists with the tools they need to do their job effectively," the centre's director said.

The centre will be a place where journalists can exchange ideas and experiences and learn from each other. "This is the only way to ensure a

military, and also inform people of the developments."
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"The centre will be a place where journalists can exchange ideas and experiences and learn from each other," the centre's director said.

In particular, the centre will focus on disseminating information about the situation in Southern Africa and the role of journalists in covering events in the region.

"The centre will also provide journalists with the tools they need to do their job effectively," the centre's director said.
White strategy '88

STOFTEL, South Africa's Home Affairs Minister, spent Christmas deciding whether to close down four local newspapers and stop an American television journalist. A heavy burden. His actions are calculated to reduce the power of African Nationalists, who are alleged to be causing trouble. The newspapers are accused of being too pro-African Nationalist, and President Botha has already suspended them.

Next year, marks Botha's tenth year in office, and it is expected that the National Party will hold its traditional election in October. The elections will be watched closely by the international community, and any show of support for the African Nationalists could have severe implications for the future of South Africa.

PW Botha...fending off the right by fighting the left.
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Secret decisions

by his actions the Government has cut itself off from development, with the Joyce Hills of the Black Bash

Peacful Future

Press Curb Threaten only hope of
Bills seek to free professionals’ fees

LINDA ENSOR

SIX Bills abolishing statutory minimum fees and the reservation of work in a number of professions are to be tabled in Parliament in the next session.

Architects and quantity surveyors are debating the proposed replacement of fixed fees by negotiable fees. The engineering and valuing professions will also be affected.

If enacted, the Bills will bring architects and quantity surveyors into line with other professions which have reorganised on the advice of the Competition Board.

The possibility of being fined, suspended, or struck off the roll for charging fees below the statutory minimum will become a thing of the past.

A survey by Business Day of Johannesburg architects and quantity surveyors showed some welcomed the step because it would make for flexibility of tariffs, would open up negotiation and make discounts for established clients possible.

Others, however, opposed the change, believing standards of service would decline as hectic undercutting developed.

The Architects Amendment Bill was published last week.

The Council of Architects is to recommend a tariff scale to Public Works Minister Pietie du Plessis in terms of which buildings will be divided into simple, normal and complex. Fees will be calculated by means of a sliding scale of percentages based on the cost of the building. The higher the cost, the lower the percentage.

This scale — the recommended statutory fee — has been in use for some time. It replaced the now largely defunct statutory scale.

Architect Michael Challis said the statutory scale is a rigid, single scale for all types of work and all sizes of building.

“A fixed fee is charged irrespective of the size and complexity of the job. This is not fair to either party.”

Challis said architects might be pressured by recessionary conditions into cutting their fees drastically, but did not believe that trend would last. Market forces would eventually level out the situation.

The graph shows gold moving up faster since December 30, 1986 than the DM/$ has fallen. Current turbulence in currency markets has led to increased interest in assets, pushing gold up. Speculation in both gold and the DM, has exaggerated the direction of movement in each case. Since the beginning of the year, gold has risen 6.78%, while the dollar has fallen 3.83% against the DM.

Market fever

LIZ ROUSSON

THE JSE mining board day when major opera buying fever eased.

The failure of gold after nearing $420 over and New York and a rand at $0.23 induced selling. Brokers said gold market were taking a

Commodity brokers, gold, make big profits on profit-takers are out of buying pushes up the

The all-gold index points to a new high of 2121, but the industrial points to a new high of 15 points 745.
MASSIVE increases at all provincial hospitals in the Transvaal come into effect from January 1 with people currently facing an increase of 150 percent in hospital fees.

The increases were yesterday confirmed by the Department of Hospital Services in the Transvaal Provincial Administration while Health Workers Association issued a blistering attack on them.

The increase is the second in six months.

The last was on July 1.

For persons and disabled people, classified as H2 patients, weekday tariffs have risen from R2 to R3, meaning a 150 percent increase. Weekend rates have risen from R3 to R7.50, a 150 percent increase.

For H3 patients (people earning between R200 and R250 per month) health tariffs have gone up from R5 to R8 while weekend rates have risen from R7.50 to R12. In both cases this is a 60 percent increase.

Patients

The 14th patients (people earning between R300 and R400 per month) has seen a tariff increase of R10 and R12 and a weekend increase from R3 to R19.

In both cases this is a 60 percent increase. There have been no increases for people earning over R400 who are classified as general patients.

The Chief Director of Hospital Services, Dr. J. A. Foor, yesterday said people who could not afford the new charges could apply to hospital superintendents for reclassification.

By THABISO LESHOAI

The measures, he said, were to cover the "escalating" cost of medication.

"Everybody must contribute within their means to the medical bill," he said.

"Everybody can't get everything for free. We need extra money for improving facilities." He indicated that the extra money could come from a surplus left over from the new tariffs after the costs of medicines had been covered.

A spokesman for the Health Workers Association noted that even though health tariffs have been raised every year, "we have not seen any improvement in hospital services. Health services have actually deteriorated," he said.

HOSPITAL FEES TO RISE BY UP TO 150%
Xmas rip-off

Food prices soared this week as the Christmas shopping rush got into full swing.

A random South survey has found that major chain stores in Cape Town pushed up their prices in the past month, apparently to cash in on the Christmas rush.

The biggest increases appeared to be in the prices of meat, chicken and luxury items, which are normally in demand at the festive season.

Ox tongue was sold by wholesalers for $7 a kg, while at normal prices was between R3 and R4. The price of silverside has also increased dramatically.

Chicken, normally sold for $2.99 a kg at Park and Pay, was now selling for $3.79. Corn flakes, normally sold for $1.79 a box, was sold for $1.95.

Mr. Mohammed Ahmed, secretary of the Chamber of Muslim Meat Traders (Commbra), said consumers seemed unaware they were paying more for meat.

Meat prices in chain stores were higher than those of local butchers in the townships and on the Cape Flats, he said.

He said local butchers were selling silverside - sold for $6 during the year - for R9.99 a kg while chain stores charged R12.50 a kg.

Local butchers are now charged R7.99 for cutlets of chops and big steaks between R10 and R12.

"In January the prices will all be normal, but then people will have no money," he said.

Prices soar for Xmas

The Meat Board and the big chain stores were running a monopoly. "These high prices are all due to their monopolies," Ahmed said.

Third grade beef was selling at $4.60 a kg, as opposed to R3.50 last Christmas.

Prices of silverside and ox tongue were deliberately inflated at Christmas because of the huge demand, he said.

"Ox tongue has become like gold now. We are paying R7 a kg from the wholesalers, but after January it will be between R3 and R4. The Meat Board stacks up their meat during the year so they can make big profits during the festive season.

Offal

"Leg of mutton costs 20 percent more than during the year. The only meat which is cheap now is offal such as tripe and trotters."

"Everybody runs to the big chain stores where they are attracted by other low prices and they do not realise that they are being overcharged for meat.

As usual

The advertisement for the Meat Board, Mr. Henry Van Vuuren, said "as usual" there was a five percent increase in meat.

This slight increase is also due to the three days, December 16 and 25, and New Year, when no slaughtering will take place, which results in a smaller supply. If there is a big shortage of meat during that specific week, it can cause a small price increase.

Van Vuuren said consumers need not fear as there would be enough meat over the Christmas period and that prices would not be increased.

He said the prices could be expected to come down after the festive season.

Cough up

In spite of the increases, most customers however seemed prepared to "cough up."

Most people interviewed in city shops said they found the prices of essential goods had increased dramatically.

"It is clear that this is no price war, but a rip-off", one woman said.

A merchant of a wholesale fish supplier said big businesses were putting up prices.

"Despite the fact that our selling prices to shops are still the same, they put up their prices," he said.

At some shops the price of frozen mixed vegetables has been increased from R2.99 to R3.49.
MRS KEMP

Clarendon land price condemned

by PAM AGNEW

EAST LONDON — The sale price for the site of the Clarendon Gardens shopping centre has been condemned by a number of city councillors, who called it "shocking" and a "give-away".

Some of the councillors said they had seen the bottom-line costs for the first time at an ad hoc committee meeting earlier this week.

The original proposed price of the land was R80 a square metre which was reduced to R25 by the vote of eight councillors. Further to this reduction in price are certain other obligatory municipalities payments to the developers in terms of the proposed declaration of intent of sale.

The acting town clerk, Dr L J Botha, said yesterday that, following the administrator's consent to the project, the municipality was in the process of "drawing up an offer of sale to the developers, Elcopr, which would have to be accepted within seven days."

This offer states the actual sale price of the land at R4 397 940, of which 25 per cent must be furnished as a guarantee within the seven-day period, failing which the agreement could be cancelled by the council.

Dr Botha said councillors had been informed what the worst possible bottom-line sale figures would be.

"Based on the minimum figures, the council was looking at a net gain of R14 610 a square metre, but this could increase up to about R22 a square metre."

A councillor and chairman of the Central Business District Association, Mr Gwyn Bas singworth, said "East London will lose almost R4.4 million because eight councillors decided to reduce the price and pay back a vast amount to the developers."

"It is hard to believe that these councillors and the administrator made these decisions in the interests of the city — decisions that will shock people for many years," he said.

"It is true these councillors explained their actions to the city's residents. They not only agreed to pay back the developers an enormous amount of money, but actually reduced the price of the land which, in effect, gave the developers almost another R1.86 million."

Another councillor, Mr Donald Card, said the sale price was "absolutely shocking". On the same day that the council had decided to sell the land to Elcopr at R35 a square metre, it had decided to buy land from the Post Office at R220 a square metre on the corner of Fleet Street and Oxford Street.

Mrs Elsabe Kemp said she was shocked at the "give-away" price Ratepayers would not make much out of the deal.

Mr Eric Whittaker said he was "furious". If the land had been put to public auction, it could have realised up to R120 a square metre.

Several other councillors could not be contacted for comment.

Dr Botha said a number of issues pertaining to the Clarendon Gardens land deal had been discussed.

On the matter of replacing playing fields, he said the developers had arranged for the construction, "at their cost", of a temporary cricket pitch at both Hamilton's and Old Seaborgian clubs.

Four permanent fields would be built at James Pearce Park and another field on land west of Chester Road on the West Bank at a total cost of about R8 000.

He said the land which was to be transferred to the schools was valued at R3 600 000, the 10.84 hectares zoned for special business at about R3 611 500 and the depreciation of buildings at about R306 440, giving a total of R4 397 940 — the sale price to the developers.
Air fares up by 5 per cent

JOHANNESBURG — South African Airways confirmed yesterday that fares to foreign destinations are to be increased by five per cent from January 1.

SAA said airlines operating to and from South Africa had agreed to increase the currency adjustment factors for travel from South Africa and SWA/Namib to the rest of the world.

Party between fares to South Africa and SAA fares from South Africa had not been achieved but the situation had been relieved considerably.

Certain fares to African destinations, Israel and the Indian Ocean islands would not be affected.

The increase follows an earlier 5 per cent increase in SAA fares to the United States and a 10 per cent increase in fares to Australia.

All tickets bought from yesterday on airlines operating from South Africa for travel on or after 1 January will be at the increased fare level.

Economy class return fares to London will be increased from R4,294 to R4,481 and excursion fares from R2,460 to R2,592. The corresponding increases for New York are R5,068 to R5,323 and R4,223 to R4,435 - Sapa.
Inflationary pressure up

JOHANNESBURG — Producer prices increased by over one per cent for the third successive month in October, indicating that inflationary pressures are again building up after a brief respite.

Central Statistical Services figures show the producer price index (PPI) rose by 1.2 per cent between October and September, after increases of 1 per cent and 1.3 per cent the previous two months. Thus the average for the past three months amounts to 1.2 per cent, compared with an average of 0.6 per cent for the previous three-month period.

October’s figures show that domestic prices surged by 1.6 per cent in October, compared with September.

By contrast, imported inflation remained unchanged for the month, reflecting the stronger rand-dollar exchange rate. But economists say the weakness of the rand against major currencies other than the US dollar will start filtering through soon, which does not bode well for the imported inflation.

Year-on-year producer price inflation fell to 12.7 per cent in October from 13.7 per cent in September. But the decline is largely technical — the significant monthly increase of 2.2 per cent between September and October last year fell away in the calculation of October’s year rate.
Producer prices on the increase

GRETASTEYN

Producers prices increased by more than 1% for the third successive month in October, indicating inflationary pressures could again be building up after a brief respite.

Central Statistical Services figures show the producer price index (PPI) rose by 1.2% between October and September, after increases of 1% and 1.3% the previous two months. Thus the average for the past three months amounts to 11.1%.

Inflation worry as producer prices rise 1%

1.2%, compared with an average of 0.6% for the previous three-month period.

October's figures show that domestic prices surged by 1.8% in October, compared with September. By contrast, imported inflation remained unchanged for the month, reflecting the stronger rand-dollar exchange rate.

But economists say the weakness of the rand against major currencies other than the dollar will start filtering through soon, which does not bode well for imported inflation.

Year-on-year producer price inflation fell to 12.7% in October, from 13.7% in September, but the decline is largely technical - the significant monthly increase of 2.2% between September and October last year fell away in the calculation of October's year rate.
The dollar has been under pressure in recent weeks, but the recent gains in the US inflation numbers and the strong US economic data have supported the currency. The euro has weakened against the dollar, reflecting concerns about the European economy. The British pound has also been under pressure, with the Brexit negotiations causing uncertainty. The yen has strengthened against the dollar, driven by the weak US dollar. The Australian dollar has remained relatively stable, supported by strong commodity prices. The Canadian dollar has weakened against the dollar, reflecting weak commodity prices and concerns about the Canadian economy. The New Zealand dollar has strengthened against the dollar, reflecting strong economic data. The Mexican peso has weakened against the dollar, reflecting concerns about the Mexican economy and the US-Mexico relationship. The South African rand has weakened against the dollar, reflecting concerns about the South African economy and the rand's exposure to commodity prices. The Indian rupee has weakened against the dollar, reflecting concerns about the Indian economy and the rupee's exposure to commodity prices.
shouldn’t be lulled into thinking that a 15.5% inflation rate is acceptable.

At that rate, prices will more than quadruple in 10 years. A loaf of bread that costs 80c
would cost R3.38 in 1997, and today’s
R19 000 economy car would cost R80 274.

Of course, bakers and car manufacturers
are not to blame. The CPI measures price
inflation, which is just a symptom of mo-
etary inflation.

The 1.1% increase in consumer prices
from September to October brings the CPI
to 276.5, from a base of 1980=100. Food
prices increased at a 2.5% year-on-year rate
in the month, taking the food index to 294.4.

Central Statistical Service plans to recal-
culate the CPI next year by using a 1985
base year and changing the weighting of the
goods that make up the index. Technical
problems prevented it from doing so with the
October figures, as it had planned.

Meanwhile, UCT economist Brian Kan-
tor foresees higher US inflation — not defla-
tion — following the stock market crash,
which bodes well for commodities prices.

Kantor, in a paper called Deflation or
Stagflation? for Holcom Futures, paints this
scenario. With the 1988 election looming, the
US authorities fight a recession with lower
interest rates and faster monetary growth.
They don’t worry about inflation.
SA house prices up about 11% on 1986

MICK COLLINS

DESPITE slack demand, house prices on average have risen by 11% during the third quarter of this year, compared with the same period in 1986. However, says the United Building Society (UBS) in its quarterly review, on a quarter-to-quarter basis there was virtually no price movement since the second quarter of 1987.

"The average price of a medium-sized house currently amounts to approximately R77 000. Smaller houses cost on average some R64 500 (up 12% on last year), while larger dwellings currently trade at about R107 000 (7% up on a year ago).

"The price differential between new and existing houses remains relatively large, which can mainly be attributed to the combined effect of relatively low demand for existing housing and the continuous increase in building costs — running at 16% a year, more or less in line with the general inflation rate."

As an example, the UBS gives the average price of a new, house (medium-sized) at R88 000, while an existing house of the same size sells at about R75 000.

"In all the regions average house prices were higher than a year ago, although on a quarter-to-quarter basis some regions experienced lower prices during the third quarter of the year."

These were Johannesburg (-5%), east Rand (-1%), Pretoria (-2%) and western Cape (-1%).

In contrast, noticeable increases were recorded in the Vaal Triangle (7%), Free State and northern Cape (9%), eastern Cape (8%) and the rest of Natal (6%) between the second and third quarters of 1987."
HOUSE prices are poised to rise by an estimated 15 percent over the next 12 months, says the United Building Society in its quarterly housing review.

This was due to a sustained upward trend in building costs and the gradual strengthening in demand for residential property.

"Building costs will move in tandem with higher labour costs, increases in the prices of basic building materials and an anticipated widening of building contractors' profit margins.

"In turn, increased demand for housing will flow especially from anticipated real salary adjustments, a slowdown in the current emigration trend, the low cost of mortgage finance and a moderate improvement in general economic activity.

"Moreover, the recent slump in stock market prices is bound to redirect new investment funds in the property market."

UBS does not anticipate any major changes in the mortgage rate pattern during the next six months.
Stronger demand will underpin the trend, says UBS

House prices set to rise 15% in next 12 months

A SUSTAINED upward trend in building costs is set to drive house prices up an estimated 15% in the next 12 months, says the United Building Society (UBS).

In its quarterly housing review, the building society says the gradual strengthening in demand for residential property will also serve to underpin the trend.

In turn, increased demand for housing will flow especially from expected real salary adjustments, a slowdown in the current emigration trend, the low cost of mortgage finance and a moderate improvement in general economic activity, the UBS says.

"Moreover, the recent slump in stock market prices is bound to redirect new investment funds in the property market.

"Building costs will move in tandem with higher labour costs, increases in the prices of basic building materials and an anticipated widening of building contractors' profit margins."

UBS does not expect any major changes in the mortgage rate pattern during the next six months.

"However, the anticipated increase in the demand for money during the second half of 1988 could result in a moderate increase in the general pattern of interest rates."

GERALD REILLY reports the value of building plans passed in the first nine months of the year increased by 3.6% to R4,003bn, compared with the January-September period last year, according.

Houses increased in value by 41% to R1,72bn, flats and townhouses by 44.1% to R299.2bn, non-residential buildings by 29.3%, and additions and alterations by 33.7% to R1,21bn.

Buildings completed in the nine months decreased by 9.7% to a value of R2,547bn.

The increase in the value of plans passed in September was a spectacular 52%, compared with September last year.

Residential building plans increased in value by 33.8% and additions and alterations by 73.7%.

The main contributors to the big increases were the Witwatersrand, Cape Town and Pretoria for residential buildings, and the Witwatersrand, Cape Town and Durban for alterations and additions.
Meat prices uncertain over Christmas season

Daily Dispatch reporter

EAST LONDON — Meat dealers here are uncertain whether or not the price of meat will rise over the Christmas period.

The chairman of the Eastern Province Livestock Auctioneers Association, Mr Bertie Moorcroft, said that particularly in coastal cities like East London there was a bigger demand for meat at Christmas because they filled up with holidaymakers and people had extra money from bonuses to buy more meat than usual.

At the same time, due to a number of public holidays, slaughtering time was shortened, resulting in less meat and an increase in demand.

The usual logical result of this is an increase in price.

However, it was not possible to predict with absolute certainty whether or not the price would go up.

"I have been in the meat industry for 33 years and in 33 of those the price increased during the festive season, but who knows — this year may be one where the price does not rise," he said.

The chairman of the South African Federation of Meat Traders' Association, Mr Dennis Meyer, said that he was confident about the season and would answer an unqualified yes to the question of whether there would be enough meat available.

He could not predict whether the price would go up, but said people should take advantage of the prices now.

The manager of the East London abattoir, Mr G Gibbon, said that there had been a 73 per cent increase in the number of animals being slaughtered at the abattoir since the beginning of November and he was waiting to see if the slaughtering rate would hold out during the Christmas season as it had in previous years.

He said the shorter weeks caused by the public holidays would increase the demand for meat.

A lot of big concerns had stored items, such as gammon, during the past few months so that they would have sufficient meat for the Christmas period.

The manager of the East London abattoir, Mr G Gibbon, said that there had been a 73 per cent increase in the number of animals being slaughtered at the abattoir since the beginning of November and he was waiting to see if the slaughtering rate would hold out during the Christmas season as it had in previous years.

He said the shorter weeks caused by the public holidays would increase the demand for meat.
Changes in base year, weightings

Price index is to be updated

OCTOBER'S consumer price index, due to be released last Friday, has been delayed because of changes to both its base year and the weightings of the items that make up the measure of inflation.

Central Statistical Services head Treurnicht du Toit said the October figure, which will use 1985 as the base year, should be released on Friday.

The new index is being awaited with keen interest by economists who are concerned that their inflation forecasts may have to be substantially revised.

They are also concerned that it will be statistically invalid to compare the new rate with historical rates of inflation, but the CSS has a mathematical method of sidestepping the problem.

Du Toit says that for October, CSS will calculate two sets of CPI figures — one based on the old base, which used 1980 as its base year, and the other on the new base. In order to compare the two, the new rate will be expressed as a percentage of the old one. This is known as the "conversion factor".

The conversion factor will be applied to the new index to arrive at the final figure.

In this way, Du Toit says, the old and new index will be linked.

CSS says historical inflation rates will not be officially revised in terms of the new base because of the legal applications of the index in contracts, for example, but CSS will do a private revision which may be released at a later date.
SOWETANS QUESTION POWER PRICE RISE

By REVELATION NTOLUA
THE Soweto Electricity Advice Centre has criticized the proposed Soweto City Council electricity tariff increases.

Soweto townships, has also urged the council to first resolve the rent boycott issue. The two matters, the centre maintains, are inseparable and should be tackled together.

The call to halt the proposed increases follows notices in newspapers in which the council announced the invasaged new tariffs. The proposed increases are 12.4 percent or 1.3 cents per unit.

This, the council said, was to offset recent increases in Escom charges.

A spokesman for the centre, Bernard Moleke, pointed out, however, that although Escom had increased its tariffs only once this year, the council had done so twice.

Moleke said the centre was highly critical of the fact that the council proposed to charge consumers for losses suffered as a result of vandalism, presumably on damaged meter boxes.

He said it was wrong to pass the costs of the damage to the "innocent" consumer.

"In our meeting with the council on August 3, we asked the council to request the government for help to dismantle meter boxes in the streets and place them in individual yards. This exercise will help both the council and the people in many ways," said Moleke.

"As far as the consumer is concerned, it will help him know exactly how much electricity he has consumed so that he can curtailing consumption.

Such a system, said Moleke, would free the council from being accused of overcharging the consumer.

The centre has, however, emphasized the need for the council not to look at the electricity problem in isolation but to tie it to the current rent impasse which has cost the council millions of rands since it started about 17 months ago.

OFFICER'S REPORT WRONG — ACCUSED

CP Correspondent
CONSTABLE David Goosen, on trial in Graaff-Reinet's Supreme Court on two counts of murder, two of assault and one of attempting to defeat the ends of justice, contested the admissibility of a report made by him to a senior police officer.

He has contested the admissibility of the report in which he was alleged to have pointed out" to Captain JF van Heerden various scenes where the alleged murders and assaults had taken place. He claimed he was forced to make a statement by threats of detention.

Goosen is on trial with Warrant Officer Leon de Villiers who is alleged to have shot Wheonut Stuurman and stabbed Andile Plaatjes in July last year.

At present, illegal taxi drivers in Thokoza, compared to the 20 who are known to be...
Reduce prices to prosper, SA urged

By DEREK TOMMEE

MIKE Getz, newly elected president of the Cape Chamber of Industries, took up his new role as spokesman for Western Cape Industry this week with a simple down-to-earth message for South African professionals and businessmen.

If they and the country are to prosper they must reduce their prices to a level the country’s Third World population can afford, he says.

Mr Getz is a director of Seardel and one of the leaders of the country’s clothing industry, where he has had a dazzling career. He joined Cape Underwear Manufacturers as a stock clerk at the age of 20 and by the time he was 35 he was managing director.

SOLUTIONS

In an interview shortly after his election he outlined some of the problems he saw facing South Africa and what he believed could be possible solutions.

As an example of the country’s problems he cited a conversation he’d had recently with a top Korean businessman who was on a visit to this country.

"Your motor industry has been operating here since before World War 2, hasn’t it," the man said. "You have adequate resources of steel and coal. Your wages have been, for the last few years at any rate, lower than those in Korea. Then will you please explain to me why your cheapest motor car is $9,000 when it is $3,000 in South Korea?"

The Korean added that with a $3,000 ($6,000) car, everyone with a job could afford one and many more people would have jobs, the Korean added.

Mr Getz said that for at least a generation industry in South Africa had been providing a stream of products and services at First World price levels and through a First World system of distribution.

But the First World market in South Africa was fully mature and was illustrated by the fact that there had been no real growth in most manufacturing for almost a decade.

A similar and more serious development was taking place in foods where the volume sold was falling as well, he said.

"But the market that was emerging, and where the opportunities for business lay, had a disposable income more in line with Third World levels, though the aspirations there might be those of the First World."

Mr Getz said the Western Cape needed to identify and develop this market.

"We have excellent resources, particularly human resources, but we are some distance from the hub of the domestic markets which is the PWV area. And to some extent we have been a little removed from the realities of our continent, which are more obvious in the north to the industrial heart of this country."

"What we have to do is to adapt and amend our infrastructure to meet the needs of our emerging market."

"And the best way to do this is to accept the challenge of achieving international competitiveness."

"If we could manage this we will be matching the competitive thrust from developing countries, particularly those in the Far East, and put a wide range of goods and services within reach of our emerging consumers as well as our export market."

But it meant that the Government, consumers and industry and its components — shareholders, management and workforce — would have to commit themselves to matching foreign competition.

(Turn to Page 2)
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would have been to cooperate on the basis of the mutual interest and friendship of the United States and the free nations of the world. And if you will look at the map, you will see that it was this principle of cooperation, rather than the principle of competition, that was the foundation on which the United States and the free nations of the world built their cooperation. And if you look at the map, you will see that it was this principle of cooperation, rather than the principle of competition, that was the foundation on which the United States and the free nations of the world built their cooperation.

The United States was looking more and more at the possibility of working with other nations to achieve common goals. This was not a new idea, but it was one that had gained momentum in recent years. The United States had been working with other nations on a number of issues, including trade, security, and human rights. And as the United States looked towards the future, it became clear that cooperation with other nations was essential to the United States' continued success.

In summary, the United States had been working to cooperate on the basis of the mutual interest and friendship of the United States and the free nations of the world. This cooperation had been built on the principle of cooperation, rather than the principle of competition. And as the United States looked towards the future, it became clear that cooperation with other nations was essential to the United States' continued success.
SA cotton prices rise to ‘realistic levels’

Indications are that, subject to reasonable climatic conditions, the 1988 cotton crop could meet the country’s total requirements. But a more equitable price should be attained.

After negotiations on October 8 between cotton spinners and growers, a price range of a minimum of 335c a kg (FOR QIN) and a maximum of 450c a kg was agreed on in respect of the 1988 crop. The final price will be determined on the basis of the average of the November 1987 and March 1988 Liverpool index, and will therefore be set within this range and will also therefore relate to the world price of cotton at these dates.

Schlagman explains that, since the setting of the base price for locally produced cotton at 280c a kg for the 1987 crop, the world price has moved from a low of 321c a kg in April to a high of 411c a kg in August.

He says since cotton is a major component of textiles, both for garments and household textiles, the price of cotton has an effect on the consumer price of such items.

"It should be noted, however, that cotton fibre as such is only about 20% to 25% of the clothing manufacturer’s total cost of production. Of itself therefore, any increase in the price of cotton fibre has only a comparatively minor effect on the consumer price of garments.

"Other factors, over which the textile industry has no control, have a far greater influence on the final price of clothing."

Textile Federation executive director Stanley Schlagman says on behalf of the Federation’s constituent, SA Cotton Textile Manufacturers’ Association, that the misunderstanding over the cotton price should be cleared up.

The SA cotton price has been far below world levels. The domestic cotton industry satisfied 75% of local requirements in 1987, necessitating cotton spinners to import the balance on a rising world market.
SA cotton prices rise to ‘realistic levels’

THE PRICE of the 1988/1989 South African cotton crop will rise to the more realistic levels of world prices, but this will only have a minor effect on the consumer price of clothing.

Textile Federation executive director Stanley Schlagman says on behalf of the federation’s constituent, SA Cotton Textile Manufacturers’ Association, that the misunderstanding over the cotton price should be cleared up.

The SA cotton price has been far below world levels. The domestic cotton industry satisfied 75% of local requirements in 1987, necessitating cotton spinners to import the balance on a rising world market.

Indications are that, subject to reasonable climatic conditions, the 1988 crop could meet the country’s total requirements. But a more equitable price should be attained.

After negotiations on October 8 between cotton spinners and growers, a price range of a minimum of 350c a kg (FOR GIN) and a maximum of 450c a kg was agreed on in respect of the 1988 crop. The final price will be determined on the basis of the average of the November 1987 and March 1988 Liverpool index, and will therefore be set within this range — and will also therefore relate to the world price of cotton at those dates.

Schlagman explains that, since the setting of the base price for locally produced cotton at 280c a kg for the 1987 crop, the world price has moved from a low of 321c a kg in April to a high of 411c a kg in August.

He says since cotton is a major component of textiles, both for garments and household textiles, the price of cotton has an effect on the consumer price of such items.

“It should be noted, however, that cotton fibre as such is only about 20% to 25% of the clothing manufacturer’s total cost of production. Of itself therefore, any increase in the price of cotton fibre has only a comparatively minor effect on the consumer price of garments.”

“Other factors, over which the textile industry has no control, have a far greater influence on the final price of clothing.”

LIZ ROUSE
PUTCO's intention to increase bus fares by 14 percent from December 14, could create "an explosive situation" and might result in boycott action, the Black Consumer Union said yesterday.

The union's executive director, Eldridge Mathebula, said the increase, which has reportedly been "approved" by the National Transport Commission, was not justified and "way overboard".

He said the BCU would fight the increase.

"If Putco goes ahead (with the increase), we will advise commuters to resist.

**Inflation**

"Putco is Government subsidised, inflation is above 16 percent and black salaries remain stagnant... there is just no way the consumer is going to absorb this increase."

He said Putco had gone ahead with the increase without consulting either the Black Consumer Union or commuters.

Boycott action in event of the increase "was a likelihood", said Mr Mathebula, "but should be avoided."

Commenting on the National Consumer Council's reported approval of the increase, Mr Mathebula said: "They have approved it for themselves, the commuters have given no approval." — Sapa
Pick 'n Pay Hypermarkets tops

PICK 'N PAY Hypermarkets has again emerged as the chain with the lowest food prices, according to a recent Consumer Council price survey in Pretoria and Johannesburg.

The survey of 40 outlets of seven major store groups on October 13 found Pick 'n Pay Hypermarkets were the cheapest for a trolley of 98 chosen products at R233.09. They were followed by Checkers Warehouse (R239.16), OK Hyperam (R239.50), Pick 'n Pay Supermarkets (R240.51).

BROWYN ADAMS

Checkers Supermarkets (R245.17) and OK Supermarkets (R246.78) Spar was again the most expensive (R260.83).

Checkers Warehouse had been overlooked in the September survey. Fresh meat, vegetables and fruit were excluded from the survey. The Consumer Council did not take into account monthly specials, which Checkers group finance director Sergei Martynov said made the survey misleading.
PUTCO FARES GO UP

14% rise from December 14

PUTCO is to increase its fares on all its routes in the Transvaal by an average 14 percent from December 14.

In a statement yesterday, the bus company said the increase was to become effective on November 2 but that the date had been shifted because time was needed for "administrative procedures."

Putco applied to the Department of Transport in March for fare increases and the department has now approved the application.

A spokesman for Putco said the increases would affect all bus routes in the Transvaal and the details about the fares would be announced at the end of the month.

"Yesterday, Mr Simon Hanyane, a member of the Sats Consultative Committee, said Putco should not only care about its own interests but should also care about the welfare of the commuters."

The Sats Consultative Committee is a body made up of delegates from municipalities, trade unions, business organisations and other parties including Putco.

They make recommendations to the railways authorities.

Mrs Ellen Khuzwayo, asked how a caring company could raise fares when its commuters were battling with bread and butter issues.

She said Putco's increase of fares should be viewed against

- the escalating cost of living and inflation;
- the stagnant wages of the majority of black workers who commute on these buses;
- the alarming unemployment figures in the black community.

Putco's monthly tickets should also be valid on Sundays because they are valid on holidays.

Railway tickets are valid to Sunday."

Reacting to Putco's announcement, president of the Black Consumer Union, Mrs Ellen Khuzwanyo, asked how a caring company could raise fares when its commuters were battling with bread and butter issues.

She said Putco's increase of fares should be viewed against

- the escalating cost of living and inflation;
- the stagnant wages of the majority of black workers who commute on these buses;
- the alarming unemployment figures in the black community.

Putco's monthly tickets should also be valid on Sundays because they are valid on holidays.

Railway tickets are valid to Sunday."
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Reacting to Putco's announcement, president of the Black Consumer Union, Mrs Ellen Khuzwayo, asked how a caring company could raise fares when its commuters were battling with bread and butter issues.

She said Putco's increase of fares should be viewed against

- the escalating cost of living and inflammation;
- the stagnant wages of the majority of black workers who commute on these buses;
- the alarming unemployment figures in the black community.

Putco's monthly tickets should also be valid on Sundays because they are valid on holidays.

Railway tickets are valid to Sunday."

Reacting to Putco's announcement, president of the Black Consumer Union, Mrs Ellen Khuzwayo, asked how a caring company could raise fares when its commuters were battling with bread and butter issues.

She said Putco's increase of fares should be viewed against

- the escalating cost of living and inflammation;
- the stagnant wages of the majority of black workers who commute on these buses;
- the alarming unemployment figures in the black community.

Putco's monthly tickets should also be valid on Sundays because they are valid on holidays.

Railway tickets are valid to Sunday.
PUTCO UPS FARES FOR SCHOLARS

SCHOLARS travelling on Putco buses will in future have to pay full fares, a statement by the company said yesterday.

Scholar concessions cost the company between R12 and R15 million a year and Putco had suffered substantial losses over the last three years, the statement said.

"As a result, close attention has been paid to identify unprofitable operations and to eliminate them."

"One of the first areas to be identified has been the fares paid by scholars.

"Putco has for a long time carried students at below-cost fares during school terms."

Social

"This concession was introduced by Putco management in recognition of its social responsibility to the communities where the company operates.

"It was made possible by the increasing volumes of adult passengers who paid the full fare.

"Adult patronage has in recent years dropped.

"Putco Limited has therefore been forced to serve notice on the Government and school principals, that with effect from January 1, 1988, all scholars travelling on Putco buses will have to pay the full economic fare, the statement said.

Putco appealed to the various government departments with an interest in scholar transport "to come together and formulate a meaningful common policy for all population groups, so that any perception of unequal treatment can be eliminated and not be allowed to become a further focus for black criticism of their educational facilities."
Local clothing prices rise by only 12.8%'

By AUDREY D'ANGELO
Financial Editor

PRICES charged by local clothing manufacturers rose by only 12.8% in the year to August, compared with a 16.5% rise in the overall consumer price index (CPI), the Chairman of the Cape Clothing Manufacturers Association, Simon Jocum, said at its 62nd annual meeting.

In the same period, he said, retail prices for clothing rose by 21% and textile prices by 20.5%.

Clothing manufacturers were doing all they could to contain costs and push up sales. These were still showing too little growth because consumers were suffering from "a persistent drop in disposable income due to inflation and increasing taxation caused by fiscal drag".

As a result the number of people employed in the industry in the past year had grown by only 1 000, to 54 000 compared with 53 000 the year before. This, said Jocum, was an "insignificant" increase.

However, although the situation was fluid following the stock market fall, "I am optimistic that our industry will continue to grow in the Cape."

Calling for closer co-operation between clothing and textile manufacturers and retailers, Jocum urged association members to buy local fabrics whenever possible.

"It is in the interests of the economy and of both the clothing and textile industries if our industry exhausts all possibilities in purchasing the fabrics locally before resorting to imports."

"A fully booked textile industry would display less enthusiasm for applying for increased duties."

"The only way to keep the duty structure constant and even reduce it is to ensure that there is close co-operation in improving quality and service from the textile industry."

Jocum said the local supply of cloth had improved, and all future requests for import permits would have to be "motivated by sound reasons, such as non-availability or extended delivery dates."
General economic activity and increased real disposable income and increased expectations of high inflation increased expenditure of high income groups, which, in turn, increased the overall demand for goods and services. This, in turn, increased production and employment, which, in turn, increased the overall demand for goods and services.

House prices have been rising, but now there is a property boom. Since January, house prices in Port Elizabeth have risen an estimated 15%. Economic optimism leads to improved property prices.
PE has 50% hike in fresh produce prices

Post Reporter

The average price of products on the Port Elizabeth municipal fresh produce market has risen by almost 50% in the past year, according to a report released by the market director, Mr James McKenzie.

The market turnover for September, for the first time, amounted to more than R3,5m.

The new record is R3 601 436, compared with R2 541 865 for the same month last year. This shows an increase of 41.71%.

The previous highest turnover, R3 201 113, was in July this year.

The increase in turnover was due largely to higher average prices, and Mr McKenzie said the average price of products had risen by 49.31%. The increase was from R200.84 per ton to R361.72 per ton.

The price of apples per carton rose from R8.72 to R10.22, onions per carton rose from R4.54 to R7.72, and pockets of potatoes rose from R6.85 to R9.85.

Products which showed a price decrease in the past year were cucumbers, pineapples and green beans.
Building
cost rise
likely

CAPE 'OWN — Building costs are likely to rise rapidly in 1989 as a result of keener demand for houses combined with a shortage of skilled labour, says the University of Stellenbosch's Bureau for Economic Research.

In its latest building and construction survey, the bureau says builders are also likely to widen their profit margins in an attempt to recoup some of their losses of the past few years.

Demand should also become keener for the services of building contractors.

The survey says growth in fixed investment is taking place mostly in the residential sector and predicts that this might even accelerate.

Although building activity in the non-residential sector remains sluggish, building costs will increase sharply when the sector becomes more active, the survey says.

Office space rentals are also edging upward which implies that there is little spare capacity and explains an increase in plans being submitted for non-residential buildings.
**Beat the price rise**

TAKE a bow any manufacturer who hasn't raised prices for nearly two years. The Weekend Post, in all modesty, is one of the select few to qualify. But now inflation dictates that the price of the best-selling newspaper in the Eastern Cape can no longer be held at its present level.

From next week, therefore, our cover price will rise, in round numbers from 54c plus 6c GST to 72c plus 8c GST. But as readers will note from the panel on the left, we will be running even harder to bring readers more more newsworthy features, more sports coverage, more comics, more news, entertainment and exciting competitions.

Even so, readers can beat the price increase by subscribing or renewing subscriptions without delay. For details see page 10.
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Pupils' fares up from R6 to R15

Staff Reporter

BUS FARES for pupils from Atlantis to Cape Town are to be increased from R6 to R15.50 a week for a 10-ride clipcard after it was found that pupils had "incorrectly" used the clipcard for three years, the managing director of City Tramways, Mr N S Cronje, said yesterday.

His comments follow an outcry by Atlantis parents about the "removal" of the pupils' clipcard subsidy.

The pupil clipcards, subsidized by the company, were never valid between Atlantis and Cape Town, Mr Cronje said, adding that it had always been "expressly excluded" in the official schedule of clipcard fares issued following adjustments in fares.

Following a "routine briefing" of drivers and inspectors, it had become apparent that some pupils used the clipcard incorrectly.

Mr Cronje said pupils' clipcards was issued on the "reasonable understanding" that parents would send their children to schools close to their homes.

"It is unreasonable to expect the company to allow children to occupy places during peak hours on high-demand commuter buses at a cost of only 60 cents a ride when the full economic fare amounts to R3.63 and commuters have to pay R1.55 a ride if they are using the subsidized clipcard intended for workers,"

The company was sorry that some parents were "unconvenienced" but the strict application of the company's regulations was to "protect the interest of bona fide commuters", Mr Cronje said.
By DEBBIE MARCH
MEAT PRICES — which have seen beef rise 32% in a year — are expected to rocket between now and Christmas, say PE butchers.

The chronic shortage of red meat is mainly to blame.

The price rise of the various beef grades has averaged 33% for the year, and lamb and mutton 22%.

And it was not going to stop there, butchers said today.

"As long as there is a shortage of meat, prices will continue to go up and up," a butcher for a leading supermarket said. The meat business was very much one of supply and demand, he said.

The national shortage of meat, especially of beef, had already seen the local abattoir cut its slaughter time back to four days a week. And the farmers did not see the shortage abating in the near-future.

Earlier this year butchers predicted beef on average would cost R5 a kilogram at Christmas. It had already reached that level.

They were not prepared to quote probable prices, but did say they would be "very high".

"It's frightening, but we're doing our best to keep prices down," another chain store butcher said today.

He said their average price for beef had risen by 30%, but the market price had risen by 32%.

Pilch steaks had gone up from a supermarket selling price of R10.99 a kilogram to R14.50 from this time last year, and lamb from R9.18 to R11.98 a kilogram — a price hike of 32% and 31%.

A top side of lamb now sold for R43.50 a kilogram compared with last year's R7.90.

"The rate has been such that the lowest grade of beef is now selling for the price that the top grade of beef sold for last year," a butcher said.

Prices for poultry were also expected to increase.

"We're going through hard times in the red meat game. And it's going to be harder at Christmas," Mr. Hermann de Lange, the regional meat manager for a supermarket chain in the city, said.

What do boarders do to stop becoming bored sailors, when the wind doesn't blow in Port Elizabeth? Well, for one thing they can consider the other local attractions, like studying the form of CHANTAL PARRY, who yesterday visited Hobie Beach, where the nationalboard rail championships are being held. See Page 15.
Collusion by companies is of ‘alarming’ dimensions

Tough penalties face price fixers

By Michael Chester

Price-fixers have been threatened by the Department of Trade with the toughest crackdown to date with penalties of up to R100 000 in fines and five years’ jail unless they abandon their schemes.

The warning has been delivered by the Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr Danie Steyn, on the heels of investigations which revealed that collusion between companies engaged in price fixing had reached “alarming” dimensions.

He confirmed that the Competition Board had called in the Commercial Branch to investigate suspicions of price cartels among several companies.

He reminded businessmen that warnings were given several months ago that a firmer stance on price rigging was to be taken by the Competition Board, which, until now, had often made informal approaches to companies that contravened the Maintenance and Promotion of Competition Act.

The Minister made plain that there were five particular restrictive practices that were now under special attack:

- Resale price maintenance, when suppliers compelled retailers to fix prices
- Price collusion, when suppliers set mutually agreed prices for their products or services
- Collusion between competitors to agree on conditions over the supply of commodities or services such as with discounts or payment terms
- Collusion between companies on who takes what slice of the market and in which geographical zone
- Collusion when companies submitted tenders on the price of supplies or else agreed on who tendered for what

“But the stage has been reached where businessmen who continue with these practices, but have not been given official exemption, will have to bear the penal consequences.”
Bread price goes up. But the poorest buy still more

"BREAD for a black man is the same price as bread for a white man," said a worker directing a question at management consultant Christo Nel at the Five Freedoms Forum conference last weekend.

"If it costs 50 cents for a black, it also costs 50 cents for a white. This money they allocate for us will not make us live," he said.

This week, the bread price rose to 81c a loaf of white bread and 63c a loaf of brown bread. Despite the fact that increases have on the whole been below the inflation rate, those people at the bottom end will always be affected by an increase.

Over the past five years, brown bread prices have risen by 90,9 percent and white by 62 percent.

The new price, which narrows the difference between the two loaves to 18c, reflects the smaller subsidies and, in turn, the shifting consumption patterns against a population increase.

In 1982, reflecting larger subsidies on brown bread, the consumption of white bread was 448 829 000 loaves against 1 040 937 000 brown loaves, according to the Wheat Board's figures. At that stage, a white loaf cost 50c and a brown loaf 33c with the subsidy 3,3783c and 15,9012c a white and brown loaf respectively.

In the 1985/86 Wheat Board year (from October 1 to September 30) white bread consumption had increased by 0,6 percent to 451 568 000 loaves and brown bread by 16,9 percent to 1 217 178 000 loaves. Figures for the 12 months to July this year, show white bread consumption is up by a further 11,1 percent while brown bread consumption remained static.

Although at the time of writing the
INFLATION

Heating up

"There's a lot of heat out there," commented one economist — surprised both by the upturn in the latest inflation figure for August and concerned over the continuing enormous build-up of liquidity in the banks.

Analysts saw the 16.3% year-on-year for August, unchanged on the month before, as very disappointing. It has led some to conclude that inflation has nearly bottomed. If this is so, then the hoped-for boost in consumer spending could unleash demand inflationary pressures from what is already an unacceptable high cost-push base.

Once again the persistently strong increases in food prices is blamed for the current state of play. This component, accounting for a 25% weighting in the index, stood at an increase of 22% year-on-year for August.

And there is more to come. As Mike Daly, economist for Southern Life, points out, "With the heavy rains in the summer rainfall areas, farmers will prefer to keep cattle on the land," and this will reduce supplies of meat to the market. He reports that Kanlyum, for instance, is increasingly pessimistic about meat prices.

Daily also notes that bread prices have recently been increased. And a rise in the milk price is coming shortly, while Sats has just announced increases in some of its tariffs for October.

He says that rising demand, as the economy continues to gather momentum, will be further accommodated by very cheap credit, given our existing negative real rates of interest.

Another point of concern is that the monthly increase for August, at 1.4%, is significantly higher than the average 1% a month for the first seven months of the year. Statistically, the figure is also understated since it is measured against a strong August 1986 increase.

Nor do other statistical distortions make it easy for price watchers. As noted by a spokesman for Central Statistical Service (CSS), the "other commodities and services" component is only reviewed annually. This rose by 11.6% brought into the figures as a one-month increase. This resulting increase mainly caused by an increase of 66.5% on average since July 1986 in the tariffs for short-term insurance.

"If you exclude that adjustment," explains the spokesman, "the annual consumer price index (CPI) would have been 15.6%".

CSS also confirms that the cost of food is an immediate concern. Already, meat prices have risen 32.3% year-on-year to August, and there's no sign of a let up — they increased by 2.6% in August alone. Oddly enough, tins of pilchards were reported down by 7%-8% in just one month, and coffee down almost 1%.

Price volatility for some food items is also a hazard for analysts. The CSS spokesman pointed out that there was often considerable geographical price variation in vegetables, for instance. In August vegetable price changes ranged from minus 1% up to 47% monthly increase.

But somehow the markets seem to make sense of the figures, and the capital markets, for example, responded to the overall disappointing news by adding around 10 points to the interest rates.

Says Leon Steenkamp, economist for Senekal Mouton & Kitshoff: "Sentiment was becoming more positive towards July. So the latest figure is a bit disappointing."

"But I think the year-on-year rate for September will still go down. Then we'll see further increases after that."

Apart from the seasonal influences on meat prices, Steenkamp says "for the first time we are seeing signs of wage pressures in the early stages of an economic upswing.

"Normally, this becomes a problem towards the end of an upward cycle. He ascribes this hazard to increasing trade union awareness, and working stoppages which will affect supplies.

To these cost-push factors, as he mentioned on previous occasions, must be added the likelihood that the upswing will afford manufacturers wider profit margins.

Says Steenkamp: "Also, as capacity utilisation improves we should enter a new investment phase." And whether capital goods are imported or locally produced, the price increases will be very significant, adding their weight to the above cost-push factors.

Daly says he's become more pessimistic about the outlook for inflation for another reason too. In the past the lower turning point in the inflation rate has matched the turn into the concurring indicators. In more recent cyclical upswings a lag has developed. "If we assume the turning point in CPI lags by about 10 months, as it did for the 1983 mini-boom, then that suggests September as your low point for inflation.

"So I've become more pessimistic. Money supply targets are being reduced to break down," he adds, "which, for one thing, will foster the ability of companies to increase margins. Wage increases will exceed the inflation rate. So there's a lot of heat out there."

By the end of 1988 Daly expects inflation "could be nearing 20%, with 17.5% average for the year."

Sadly, most economists agree with him. Standard Bank recently commented that "present analysis indicates that the rising inflation scenario should be assigned the higher probability. If trends in liquidity and credit demand materialise, market forces may already be tending to push rates upwards."

---

ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

The road to future prosperity in SA is being examined by the Financial Executives Institute of SA at a conference in Johannesburg on October 29.

The speakers dealing with political and economic policies are the Free Market Foundation's Leon Louw; Professor Philip Spies of the Stellenbosch Institute of Future Research; and former Editor of Die Vaderland Harold Pakesdorff.

The Computer Society's Henkie le Roux, Univ's Professor Martin Nasser and Cashbuild's Albert Koopman will discuss the practical applications of technology, productivity and the work ethic to prosperity.

In summing up, FM Editor Nigel Bruce will reflect on the economic road ahead.

The cost of attending the conference is R205 and further information can be obtained from Yvoene Hill & Associates (883-4613/783-6053).
Big jump in bread price next week

PRETORIA — The price of standard bread would increase from October 1, the director-general of the Department of Agricultural Economics and Marketing, Dr D W Imelman, has announced.

He told a press conference here that bread would increase by 3c a loaf for white and 7c a loaf for brown bread.

"White and brown bread will cost 8c and 63c per loaf respectively, which represents a rise of 6.6 per cent for white and 12.5 per cent for brown bread."

He said the government had decided on the increases following the rise in the producer price of wheat, which was announced yesterday by the chairman of the Wheat Board, as well as cost increases in the milling and baking industry and a 1c a loaf increase in the retail margin for bread.

The president of the Housewives' League, Mrs Lyn Morris, said yesterday the increased prices would cause a great deal of hardship among people whose budgets were already stretched to the limit.

"I am very disappointed that the Minister of Agriculture could only find R150 million to subsidise the price."

"It should be a top priority that everybody in the country eats."

Mrs Morris said it had become necessary "to look at the whole scenario of administered prices".

"We cannot go on having our basic food prices increasing every year."

The South African Consumer Council said yesterday the bread price increases "day should be seen in the light of the difficulties the state was facing and the demanding economic times."

A spokesman for the Inyanda Chamber of Commerce and Industry said the hike was "appalling" as it was going to hurt those people who could least afford to be hurt.

Referring to the R10-a-ton subsidy granted to wheat farmers from the wheat reserve fund, he said: "I see not the any undernourished territory but a sea of undernourished people."

Two supermarket chains have announced they will sell bread, either at cost or at the old price for the time being.
Bread, train
fares to rise

CONSUMERS have been dealt a double blow with the price of bread expected to rise today and an announcement yesterday that first- and third-class suburban train tickets will cost 10% more next month.

The latest train fares' increase comes into effect on October 1 and follows a 10% hike in June, taking the total increase for the year to 20%.

It applies to daily, weekly and monthly suburban tickets, but not to long-distance travel.

A SASTA spokesman said even with the two increases, rail passengers were covering only 20% of the cost of their transport.

Meanwhile, today's expected price increase in both white and brown bread is to compensate for the rising costs in wheat production, milling and baking.

Details of the price adjustments would be announced at a press conference in Pretoria this morning, a spokesman for the Department of Agriculture said yesterday.

Mrs P Poliakansky of the Peninsula School Feeding Scheme yesterday described the expected rise in the price of bread as "horrendous" and said that it would be a "terrible burden" to the scheme.

At present, the scheme feeds 162 000 children each school day. For most of the children, the slice of bread and cup of soup is their only food for the day.
Train fares up 10%

SAT TRANSPORT Services yesterday announced that fares on commuters train journeys will be increased by 10 percent from October. This follows an announcement on May 26 that increases in commuter fares twice a year would be more acceptable than one big increase.

It was also announced in May that SATS intended to again increase commuter fares in October.

To help compensate for the shortfall in fares against the general increase in expenses, first and third class commuter fares will be increased by 10 percent.

For example the new price of a monthly ticket between Johannesburg and Pretoria which was R107 will now be R118 while that of a third class monthly ticket between Mabopane and Belle Ombre which was R20 will become R22.

A SATS statement says it has to be borne in min that a monthly ticket is valid for unlimited travel between the two stations for which it was purchased.

The total increase in fares for the financial year 1987/88 will be 13 percent for first and third class commuters.

SATS says that, just as any other enterprise, it is subject to increases in costs over which it has no control, and has to compensate for this.

On this basis, a fare increase of at least 17 percent would have been necessary for the 1987/88 financial year on top of the shortfall in the

Living costs

From Page 1

previous financial year — as a result of the fact percent, as against the increase of 17.9 percent in consumer prices.

The fare paid by commuters will now cover only a small portion of their traveling costs. For each R1 that it costs SATS to transport a commuter, the commuter will contribute only 30c and will thus be subsidised by 70c.

Fares for road passenger services will be increased from November by an average of 5 percent.

SATS says it appreciates the fact that passengers are also burdened with increasing living costs and therefore does everything possible to keep cost levels as low as possible — Sapa
Bread price increase announced

PRETORIA — The price of standard bread would be increased by 5c a loaf for white and 7c a loaf for brown bread from October 1, the Director-General of the Department of Agricultural Economics and Marketing, Dr D W Immelman, announced in Pretoria today.

He told a press conference that white and brown bread would then cost 81c and 93c a loaf, respectively, which represented a rise of 6.6% for white and 12.5% for brown bread.

He said the Government decided on these increases following the rise in the producers' price of wheat.

The increases would cause hardship among people whose budgets were already stretched to the limit, the president of the Housewives' League, Mr Lyn Morris, said today. She said it had become necessary "to look at the whole scenario of administered prices".
White, brown bread price up on October 1

The price of bread is to rise by 6.6 percent for white and 12.5 percent for brown on October 1, the Director-General of Agricultural Economics and Marketing, Dr. Dirk Immelman, announced today.

Consumers will pay 81c for a white loaf and 83c for brown — an increase of 5c and 7c respectively.

Speaking immediately after the new prices were announced at the Wheat Board's headquarters, Mrs Lyn Morris, national president of the 'Housewives' League, said that although the League was thankful that the Government had agreed to a R150 million subsidy for bread, "we are disappointed that the Minister of Finance could not find more money for the subsidy."

"Now is the time to look at the whole issue of administered prices and to concentrate on productivity and efficiency in the industry between the farmer and the consumer. We cannot go on having basic food prices upped every year," said Mrs Morris.

STAPLE FOOD FOR BLACK CONSUMER

The increases, especially on brown bread, would not help to curb the inflation rate, the National Black Consumers' Union (NBCU) said today.

"Perhaps the Government ought to look into retaining the present price of brown bread as it is the staple food for the lower income group generally and especially for the black consumer," said the NBCU statement.

The new price followed a new wheat producers' price of R356 per ton, a 4.2 percent increase.

Mr. Dennis van Aarde, the manager of the Wheat Board, took a swipe today at supermarkets pushing to bake subsidised bread in their bakeries. He compared prices for "special bread" with those of subsidised "government" bread.

A re-calculation of a French loaf showed that a comparative loaf would cost R4.71 instead of the present 81c.

"Is this any substantiation to manufacture subsidised loaves?" he asked.
Maize Price Collapse Warning

Catastrophic consequences if single-channel marketing system is replaced.

GERALD RENETY
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In the end, who'll have the bread for the bread?

By Michael Chester

As consumers brace themselves for an October announcement on yet more increases in the price of standard loaves of white and brown bread, the mechanism that fixes bread price levels has again come under attack from retailers.

Pick 'n Pay chairman Mr. Ray Ackerman has repeated urgent appeals to the Government to allow supermarkets to produce their own bread in their own bakeries — hopefully at lower selling prices.

The request might sound simple and reasonable. But it opens a whole Pandora's box of controversy on the role played by monopolies and cartels in the inflation spiral — inside the private sector as well as State control boards.

Bread prices make a classic example of what the hubbub is all about. It starts when the Wheat Board lays down the law to the millers and registered bakers on the price of flour. The government listens to the recommendations of the control board — and lays down the law to retailers on new minimum selling prices.

What irks Mr. Ackerman is that the only bakeries permitted by law to produce the standard loaves that are the staple in shopping baskets — as compared with fancier kinds of bread — are the ones with special licences.

Huge power concentrations inside both the private and public sectors — monopolies to control boards — are often accused of fueling the inflation spiral.

MICHAEL CHESTER reports.

The looming increase in bread prices has rekindled fresh passions about who must share the blame for sky-high inflation.

"Administered pricing by public corporations and agricultural marketing boards have been a source of upward bias in the price system for years," says Dr. Azar Jammine, director of the Econometrix think-tank.

"Whether it is the Wheat Board, the Egg Board, the Milk Board, the Maize Board, or Escom, the Post Office or Iscor, prices have been set with little regard for market forces. "Exploiting their monopolies, they have been setting domestic prices on a cost-push basis irrespective of levels of demand for their products or services. The outcome is that prices are flexible upwards, but inflexible downwards."

But blame should not be confined to the public sector, says Dr. Jammine. "Over the past decade there has also been an enormous increase in the level of power concentration in the private sector as well."

"And, as with public corporations, the majority of private sector companies of any significance nowadays frequently have sufficient market share and financial backing to resist market forces when setting prices."

"Nowhere is the distortion of market forces more evident than in the food sector. At a time when food prices worldwide are at record low levels and surplus production abounds, food price inflation in South Africa is soaring well above the average rate."

"The fault lies in the fact that all three tiers in the food industry — production, processing and distribution — tend to be controlled by a handful of powerful organisations employing monopolistic or quasi-monopolistic practices."

"There is little point in arguing that inflation can be combated by acting against such monopolies. They are only a symptom of underlying causes which are driving corporations to acquire such power."
Staff Reporter

CITY TRAMWAYS has announced a ticket price rise of an average of 12.7%, with a maximum of 17.5% — but at the same time has increased benefits for senior citizens.

The new fares will come into effect on Sunday.

At a press conference yesterday the managing director of the company, Mr N S Cronje, said the company had applied some time ago to have its fares adjusted.

"Unfortunately, the adjustment also has to take account of the additional six cents a litre the company has been paying for its fuel since July 1 this year," Mr Cronje said.

"The increase, including the adjustment for fuel, will result in a 15% improvement in the company's revenue."

"On average, cash fares will increase by 12.7% with a maximum increase of 17.5%.

Mr Cronje said that because cost increases had a greater effect on those living on fixed incomes, especially senior citizens, the company had decided to extend a currently limited concession to all people over the age of 65.

All people over that age could apply for the company's special photographic pass and would be able to travel on any scheduled bus any day of the month between 9am and 3.30pm on the pensioner's 12-ride clipcard.

Previously, this had applied only to the week of the month in which the government pension was paid out.

The regional director of the National Council for the Aged, Mrs Will Bryan, yesterday welcomed the assistance for senior citizens and said she was "very pleased that they are recognizing that pensioners are not coming out on their incomes."

"Clipcard passengers will also unfortunately be affected by this increase, but due to the assistance of the Department of Transport it has been possible to limit the extent of the increase," Mr Cronje said.

"Almost 80% of clipcard passengers will have to pay no more than R1 10 a week (11c a ride) extra.

"The company is acutely aware of the negative impact fare increases have on its passengers but tariff adjustments are unfortunately unavoidable if the company is to continue providing safe, regular and reliable services to the people of greater Cape Town."

All clipcards bought by tomorrow will be valid for two weeks after the purchase date.

The company was also introducing special Sunday services "specifically geared to needs we have identified for Sunday travel."

---

Here are the price rises on the 13 most popular routes from City Tramways:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Old cash fare</th>
<th>New cash fare</th>
<th>Old clipcard fare</th>
<th>New clipcard fare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town to Claremont</td>
<td>70c</td>
<td>80c</td>
<td>R5,00</td>
<td>R6,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town to Sea Point</td>
<td>65c</td>
<td>70c</td>
<td>R5,00</td>
<td>R5,80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town to Elsies River</td>
<td>89c</td>
<td>101c</td>
<td>R4,60</td>
<td>R5,70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town to Killarney</td>
<td>R1,07</td>
<td>R1,25</td>
<td>R6,70</td>
<td>R7,70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town to Bellville</td>
<td>R1,27</td>
<td>R1,45</td>
<td>R7,70</td>
<td>R8,90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belhar to Tygerberg</td>
<td>R1,01</td>
<td>R1,18</td>
<td>R6,40</td>
<td>R7,60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyanga to Claremont</td>
<td>82c</td>
<td>95c</td>
<td>R5,00</td>
<td>R6,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyanga to Parow Industria</td>
<td>69c</td>
<td>80c</td>
<td>R4,40</td>
<td>R5,40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchells Plain to Cape Town</td>
<td>R2,21</td>
<td>R2,55</td>
<td>R12,80</td>
<td>R14,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heredeveld to Cape Town</td>
<td>R1,30</td>
<td>R1,32</td>
<td>R7,20</td>
<td>R8,30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowbray to Cape Town</td>
<td>50c</td>
<td>55c</td>
<td>R3,90</td>
<td>R4,40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantis to Cape Town</td>
<td>R3,09</td>
<td>R3,63</td>
<td>R13,80</td>
<td>R15,50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khayelitsha to Claremont</td>
<td>R1,55</td>
<td>R1,83</td>
<td>R5,00</td>
<td>R6,10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cigarette prices up again

EAST LONDON — The price of cigarettes has increased for the second time this year, according to tobacco manufacturers.

The price of a packet of 20 cigarettes increased by 4c, representing an additional charge of between 2.8 and 4.2 per cent.

The managing director of a Johannesburg-based manufacturer, Mr. John Woodcock, said the price had increased because of higher input costs.

"I cannot predict whether prices will increase again this year," Mr. Woodcock said.

The chairman of another cigarette manufacturing company, Mr. K. S. Buys, said the wholesale price of cigarettes distributed by his company would increase by R1.20 per 1,000 sold.

"We have no control over retail prices but it can be expected that a packet of 20 cigarettes will increase by 4c," Mr. Buys said.

"The price increase was necessitated by the increases in leaf tobacco, labour, transport and communication costs.

"The previous price increase became effective from January 29 this year."

"At that time the cost of cigarettes increased by 3c per packet of 20."
Bread to rise by October?
Price increase could be eight cents a loaf

Daily Dispatch Reporter
EAST LONDON — An increased bread price could hit the consumer by October.

While uncertainty reigns over the size of the increase, there is speculation of between five and eight cents a loaf.

A spokesman for the Wheat Board, Mr. Andries Liebenberg, said, "The expected bread price should increase by about seven cents to eight cents a loaf on brown bread and five cents on white bread."

However, the managing director of a major supermarket chain, Mr. Raymond Ackerman said the bread price is due to rise by between five cents and six cents a loaf.

"Unfortunately we do not have any control over the bread price increases, as we are not allowed to bake government bread in our supermarkets."

The reason for this is that the government wants to protect the big milling and baking companies.

"The government says that they can only control the amount of the subsidies and the way it is used through the milling and baking companies."

"As far as I am concerned, if the government wants to keep the bread price down they should increase the amount of the subsidy."

"If they are not willing to do this then we should be allowed to bake government bread on our own premises," Mr. Ackerman said.

"We would like to see all basic foodstuffs subsidised to keep prices down."

The managing director of another major supermarket chain, Mr. Clive Weil, told the Daily Dispatch, "I am against subsidies as a basic principle."

"However, there is no question about it — inflation has hit the millers and bakers, and this is one of the reasons for the bread price increase."

"Subsidy on bread is necessary and we are sensitive to the economic reasoning behind it."

"We have not made a profit on bread for a couple of years as we believe that we are doing our bit to help the consumer."

"I would like to see the price of bread kept as low as possible, as there are a great many people who are under economic stress and a bread price increase would effect them severely."

"However I do not believe that we can do a better job than the miller and for us to establish a new bakery, falling within the restrictions imposed by the Wheat Board, would involve a much higher cost factor thus effecting the retail price of bread," Mr. Weil said.

Mr. Liebenberg said, "The bread price hike is due to the increase of producer overheads such as rail transport costs, wages and salaries, strikes and the higher input costs for farmers."

"Unless the government subsidy of R150-million is substantially increased, the bread price will inevitably have to rise," he said.

A spokesman for the Ministry of Agriculture said, "The producer price of wheat for the new season will be announced before the first of October for the coming wheat season."

"We are expecting the new wheat and bread prices to be announced at the same time."
High price of spuds 'temporary'

By JENNY CULLUM

POTATO prices have soared in Port Elizabeth this month to their highest levels this year.

Medium first grade potatoes were selling at R12,99 a 15-kilogram pocket, or 99c/kg, in vegetable stores and supermarkets in the city this week.

And even the Potato Board agrees that it is not a fair price.

Potatoes are in short supply in Port Elizabeth and other SA centres. The shortage is seasonal, in between crops, and the situation should return to normal within four to six weeks, according to the Potato Board in Pretoria.

In Port Elizabeth in July the retail price of a pocket of medium first grade was R8,99 and in August they reached R9,99. This month, prices went even higher and market prices ranged from R10,75 to R11,25.

They appear to be levelling out, however, with supplies arriving from the Northern Cape, according to a municipal market spokesman. They should drop as more supplies start coming in from the Transvaal, Western Cape and Free State.

Last year potatoes went up to R15 a pocket on the market during a wet spell in October.

In August last year the average price of first grade was only R6,26, compared with R8,33 this year in the same month. In August this year 1,113,561 pockets of all grades were sold, compared with 103,480 last year.

Speaking from Pretoria, the Potato Board national PRO, Mr Mike de Villiers, said the reasons for the higher prices were drought and a seasonal shortage.

Heavy rains in the Free State had also prevented lifting of that crop. The Northern Transvaal crops would be marketed in the next four to six weeks.

"I agree paying over R10 for a pocket is not good, but prices should normalise when the Northern Transvaal crop is marketed. I think R8 to R10 is a fair price for consumers to pay for a pocket of potatoes," he said.

"Mr de Villiers said that potatoes were not exported in any quantity and none had been sent out of the country for the past two months. "Very small quantities — about two or three tons" — had been sent earlier this year on contract to the Seychelles.

Mrs MARLENE HEMSLEY weighs up an egg, at 18,3c, and a potato costing 99c. Both weigh 60g. Potatoes are in short supply and even the Potato Board admits it's not a fair price.
Bread price to go up?

A BREAD price increase is on the cards after the Wheat Board — sources say — recommended that the wheat price be increased.

The board's executive manager, Mr Dennis van Aarde, would say only the Cabinet was yet to approve the board's recommendation.

The new bread price was to be gazetted, he said.

This had to be done soon, as new bread prices

---

Cabinet

From Page 1

normally come into effect on October 1.

Wheat industry sources said it appeared that the Cabinet did not discuss the board's recommendations yesterday.

Mr van Aarde said wheat farmers were keeping in the black but that they had to contend with high production costs.
Bread price rise expected

A bread price increase is on the cards now the Wheat Board has recommended the wheat price be increased, sources say. The Board's executive manager, Mr Dennis van Gárde, said the Cabinet was yet to approve the Board's recommendation.
FOUR farmers, and a group of dairy industry folk, have recently formed the Homestead Independent Dairy. The price of a carton litre of their pasteurised full cream milk is 88 cents — a 10 per cent cut on the ruling price. They will soon have the full range eager to pay their managing director Bowes-Taylor. The

IT COULD BE THE CREAM IN YOUR COFFEE

THERE are butter yellow and white flowers along the centre of the N7 on the way to Malmesbury, and when you take the right hand turn-off to the Melcks' farm, you're riding on the banks of a shallow Diep River.

No, J P Melck says, his farm isn't called the Homestead as you might think. It's Vissershoek. The great white pillar at the gate was built in 1683, the gambled farmhouse is dated 1768.

In those days, when the river was deep, fishermen came to the jetty which is now the farmyard, their long boats loaded with fish and slaves to barter with the farmers for meat and skins and some wheat.

Vissershoek was the first wheat farm in South Africa, it's also the farm to which Mr Myburgh retreated in the early thirties with his bride and cows as they were bundled from a growing Green Point.

THERE is, of course, on an early spring day, an air of rural calm. The contented Frieslands...

"To break us," JP roars, "they said they wouldn't take our milk. We produce 40 000 litres of milk a day, and they would leave it lying rotten here."

All is not necessarily country tranquillity. JP is a big man. He is also an angry man. He rages against the monopolistic middleman system and the Dairy Board's support of that system. He has artifically forced up dairy prices. "Out of which the farmer got nothing" and caused consumption to drop.

"This, in short and sweet, is what has been going on for the past 20 years. (Thump, thump)

Four Western Cape dairy farmers form the Homestead Independent Dairy. They and their dairy animals are nearly 100% here through thoughtless forefathers. There's JP, born to dairy farming in Heidelberg, Andrew Mellish, of Wellington in Milnerton, Chris Starke, Oatlands, Durbanville, and Peter Nelson, Bordeaux, Malmesbury. The Mellishes were the first to import Friesland cows to South Africa. In 1905 the Starke bought their breeding stock from them, the Nelsons followed suit two years later. JPs father bought the Friesland bulls from the Starke in 1923.

"That's why we stick together, do things together," says JP with pride.

THE four farmers' first bid for independence was as early as November 2, 1983, when they applied to the Dairy Board for an operating licence. Their application was not successful.

"It was the story it had been for the past 20 years, that there was no place for everybody else. We realised if the Dairy Board spun this yarn for the next 20 years, virtually nobody would be able to afford milk."

"I can tell you that with the price increases for fresh milk has dropped, from an average in our area in 1983 of 339 000 litres a day to 282 000 on July 20, 1987, our launching day."

"In that period the potential milk drinkers — everybody who's born is entitled to drink milk — has fallen a million."

"So we've taken the initiative to serve the market in the absolute top quality milk."

"This is what its all about."

CONSUMERS have ticket shelves are soon. They are broken through we've arrived."

John Jacobs says the next week or two, "The milk is not to produce", the price products the cottage cheeses, fruit juices as well as the termilk and masu — mented traditionally in overwhelming response. They simply have not been asked.

With a future as far as the wonder why they're not more.

"Over the past 20 years major dairies in town,
Industry folk, have recently been风云，最近注意到牛奶。价格
cream milk is 88 price. They will soon 价格为88，他们很快
have the full range of dairy products to offer to consumers eager to pay their lower prices. Chairman J P MELCK and managing director JOHN JACOBS take coffee with Gorry Bowes-Taylor, There is the Homestead’s rich (cheap) cream in that coffee. 他们有各种乳制品，以供消费者愿意支付较低的价格。主席 J P MELCK 和管理总监 JOHN JACOBS 和 Gorry Bowes-Taylor 喝咖啡，奶酪里有 Homestead 的丰富（便宜）的奶油。

Peter Nelson, Bordeaux, the first to import Fries-Africa. In 1895 the Starkes bought from them, the Nelsons, years later, JP's father bought from the Starkes in aock together, do things together with pride.

of the Homestead Independent Dairy, his wife Nettie Melck, Managing Director, John Jacobs and Wessels, the Melck’s eighteenth century farm house on the banks of the shallow Diep River.

Peter Nelson,波尔多，是第一个引进弗里斯-非洲的人。1895年，斯托克斯从他们那里购买，几年后，JP的父亲从斯托克斯那里购买。一起工作，一起做事情，以自豪。

Picture, WILLIE DE KLIERK, Weekend Argus

Three smaller distributors, squeezed out all the opposition. They did it in the guise of improving the quality of milk and by and large it was welcomed by the consumer. It got rid of a lot of purveyors and hawkers. The two dairies set up new factories and they have operated very closely ever since.

"They have made a pretence at being independent of each other, but when one looks at what is happening even right now, everything that happens in the dairy industry other than what we’re doing, is done in unison.

"Their response to our launch has been predictable. They lowered the price of milk in plastic sachets. We expected that’s what they would do and that they would do it in unison."

JP says, and he will talk at length now and with pain and anger, “The Dairy Board, as from July 1, 1983, and you must write this down, lady, the Dairy Board gave the existing dairies the right to adjust their own prices out of Dairy Board control.

“From then on every time there was a little gap in the market, two or three times a year, the dairies put their prices up, just two or three cents and in times of inflation who is going to notice two or three cents, but it went into the dairy’s pocket, none of it went to the farmer.

“We immediately went to all the Ministers who said that as far as the Dairy Board was concerned we’re living in a world of free enterprise. Meanwhile we farmers were taking the risks, our production costs were going up and we could do nothing.

“The suffering that we had to endure still to have our cows running around on the farm has been terrifying to the mind, to the living of your family. You must remember all I’ve done in life is worked my heart out for an animal. But when you get home and your mood is not good and you’ve served the market and at the end of the day a milk cheque comes and you can’t even meet your production costs, what do you do?

“You go to pieces and your whole farm and family suffers.

“Let me tell you that from 1970 to 1983 I used to handle cows here in double shifts. That meant for those 13 years I worked 21 hours a day non-stop. My people who worked for me worked nine hours shifts. In those years I never had the honour of going away for one weekend, I’m not even talking about holidays.

“arid it only because I always had it in mind that one day things will come to justice and this is now the day.”
PAC FUNERAL... About 500 people attended the funeral in Guguletu on Saturday of a Pan Africanist Congress member, Mr Neo Sarel Khoza. Mr Khoza's body went missing for four days before being found in a Johannesburg mortuary last week. He was killed by police after a car chase in Johannesburg on August 5. Picture: ADEL BRADLOW
High cheddar prices unlikely to decrease despite oversupply

By NICHEL DESmidt

RECORD prices for cheddar cheese are unlikely to decrease for at least a year despite abundant supplies of imported stocks costing about half the price.

The general manager of the Dairy Board, Mr Eddie Roux, warned today that industrial milk used for the production of cheese was still in short supply and that milk production was 10% below demand.

"One would guess that if the shortage continues prices might move up. But with more balance in the market, I do not expect prices to increase dramatically," said Mr Roux, adding that the cheddar stock situation was still "not comfortable".

Since August, New Zealand cheddar has been imported at about R3.50 a kilogram and is sold to the trade at roughly double the price. Consumers in Port Elizabeth are paying record prices for this valuable protein source; R6.25 a kilogram for cheddar and R7.58 for gouda.

A year ago, cheddar cost R5.40 a kilogram.

The food chef for a Port Elizabeth hypermarket, Mr Robbe Milner, said there had been initial consumer resistance to the paler colour of New Zealand cheese, but the taste was comparable with local supplies.

Mr Milner said there was no shortage of cheddar and supplies of gouda were beginning to improve, although a problem was foreseen for the rest of the year.
FIRM prospects of an improvement in the cash position of most South Africans is likely to push house prices up by between 10% and 15% in the coming year, says the United Building Society (UBS).

And, given the current economic conditions and monetary policy, it foresees no material changes in the mortgage rate pattern during the rest of 1987.

In a second quarter national overview of the housing market, it says another major factor in the upward trend is the increase in building costs — currently about 16% a year — which is on a par with the anticipated inflation rate.

The UBS says house prices sustained their upward trend during the second quarter of 1987.

The price of a medium-sized house currently stood at about R77 000, reflecting an improvement of approximately 8% on the corresponding period in 1986 and a 3% increase compared to the previous quarter.

Larger houses (221m²-350m²) now cost R108 000 on average, while smaller dwellings (99m²-140m²) traded at roughly R61 800 — respectively 10% and 3% higher than a year ago.

On a regional comparison, the UBS says the most noticeable increase occurred in the Johannesburg area, where prices rose by approximately 5% and 15% compared with the first quarter of 1987 and the second quarter of 1986.
House prices likely to rise by up to 15% — UBS report

JOHANNESBURG — House prices are likely to rise by between 10 and 15% in the coming year compared to an anticipated inflation rate of around 16%, says the United Building Society in a survey housing.

The main factors contributing towards this upward trend, it says, are the continuous increases in building costs — currently some 16% per annum — and firm prospects of a gradual improvement in the overall financial position of the average South African.

In a national overview, the building society said house prices sustained their upward trend during the second quarter of 1987.

On the regional position, United said the most noticeable increase in house prices occurred in the Johannesburg area, where prices rose by approximately 5% and 15% compared to the first quarter of 1987 and the second quarter of 1986.

In the Durban/Pinetown area and in the Rest of Transvaal, an increase of 4% was registered in the second quarter.

However, some regions experienced a further weakening in house prices on a quarter-on-quarter basis, such as the rest of Natal (-7%), Eastern Cape (-3%), Free State and Northern Cape (-3%) and the Vaal Triangle (-1%). Nevertheless, even in these areas (excluding the Vaal Triangle), house prices were all higher than a year ago. — Sapa
It's time for an update to our consumer arithmetic

The rand you owned in 1976 would buy you only 28 cents of goods today, according to Consumer Council figures. And last July's rand would have given you a year later, just under 84 cents' worth of purchasing power.

But the rate at which prices are increasing slowed somewhat, from an annual rate of 17.2 percent in June this year to July's 16.3 percent figure, according to Consumer Price Index figures released this week by the Central Statistical Services.

Inflation, as measured by the CPI, was once again highest for lower income groups in July, at 18.2 percent, while it was 16.8 percent for middle and 15.6 percent for higher income groups.

Once again, food price rises ran ahead of the overall inflation rate, rising by 23 percent from July last year to July this year. And when food prices rise faster than the rest, it is the lower income groups who suffer, since paying for food takes up a high proportion of their incomes.

Food accounts for 36.4 percent of spending for the lower income group compared with 19.7 percent for the higher income group and 25 percent for all groups, in terms of the weightings currently used by the CSS in compiling the CPI. In contrast, housing makes up just over 21 percent of spending in higher income households compared with 8.7 percent in lower income ones.

But these weightings are based on surveys of consumer spending patterns dating back to 1975, patterns which are certain to have changed.

The definition of the income groups themselves reveals the anomalies of using 1975 as a basis for inflation figures in 1987. Thus the higher income group is defined as households with annual incomes of R6 000 or more — Cosatu is calling for a living wage of R850 a month or over R10 000 a year. And the lower income group comprises households with annual incomes of under R3 000 — a category of people who in 1987 were well below subsistence living levels.

It's clearly time for an update.

The CSS usually carries out a new survey of household spending patterns every 10 years, in order to bring up to date the composition of the "basket" of goods whose price changes make up the CPI. In 1985, the CSS surveyed 4 508 white households in 12 major urban areas. The results of the survey will be combined with 1985 survey of black household spending patterns by Tansa's Bureau of Market Research.

The base on which the consumer price index rests is badly skewed. Stack inflation statistics on top of this and it all comes topping.

By HILARY JOFFE

Changes in patterns of spending over 10 years in white South African households normally slow and relatively small. The CSS survey figures do nonetheless show interesting changes in the spending patterns of white households. The percentage spent on food dropped from 13.6 percent in 1975 to 11.4 percent in 1985.

Housing accounted for 16.5 percent of white households' outlays in 1975 and 19.1 percent in 1985, while financial outlays such as income tax and insurance rose from 22.9 percent to 32.2 percent.

The incomes of white households declined in real terms by 2.4 percent over the decade, to an average of R33 932 a year.

The CSS statisticians argue the new survey data will not affect the CPI much because in the long term all prices tend to rise by much the same percentage.

The consumer price indices for the different income groups, although based on differently composed "baskets" of goods, are similar figures. For example in June this year the actual index for all income groups stood at 263, while for the lower income group it was 261, for middle income earners, 267 and for the higher income group, 268.

This phenomenon probably reflects the tendency for price increases in one sector of the economy to have an impact, eventually, in all other sectors. So current food price inflation of 23 percent could lead to wage increases and then price increases in other sectors. And while the poor may suffer the highest inflation rates one year; prices may increase fastest for the rich the next.

Updating the "baskets" in the CPI calculation won't have much effect on inflation rates either. Actual prices and amounts never come into the index. When the CSS surveys the prices of commodities each month it measures only price changes, not actual spending. And since milk or bread are already heavily weighed in the index, this change is then translated into points on the index.

Nonetheless, the updating of the CPI with new survey data will make it that much more reliable as an indicator. And reliability is important, given that the CPI's importance as the basis for wage negotiations, escalations clauses in contracts, maintenance orders in divorce proceedings and as an important reflection of the health or sickness of the economy.

Most economists are predicting inflation will fall by 10-13 percent this year. But although the inflation rate is lower, if the old price of current factors remains, the inflation rate is still very high. Factors such as the price of oil, for example, have risen drastically.
EAST LONDON — Milk prices are to be increased by 6c a litre in Queenstown and Port Elizabeth — but not in East London.

The manager of United Dairies in the Eastern Cape, Mr. Fred Botha, said the price increase would come into effect from September 1.

The price of long-life milk would also increase by 6c a litre, he said.

Mr. Botha said prices would not rise in East London because the other two dairies in the city were charging less for milk than United was.

— DDR
Supermarkets fear chicken price hike

EAST LONDON — Fears of a chicken price hike, following a shortage of frozen and unfrozen chickens, have been expressed by supermarkets here.

The general manager of one supermarket, Mr Bruce Nichols, said he was concerned that the price of chickens would continue to rise "unabated".

"We are soon going to find ourselves in a situation 10 times worse than this and by Christmas, turkeys might sell cheaper than chickens."

He said suppliers should increase production rather than increase prices to cope with the shortage.

A spokesman for the Association of South African Poultry said the poultry industry operated on a free market system, was not subsidised by the government and had no price control.

He said last year there had been an oversupply of chickens for nine months and the price had been lower.

"Now that the demand has increased, I am sure, given time, production will rise.

"This is definitely a short-term shortage and I do not foresee it continuing for an indefinite period."

The general manager of Panmure Hatcheries here, Mr S.L. Schonknecht, said that his plant had closed for two weeks to carry out essential repair work.

"This should not affect the industry in any way, as we are not the main suppliers and control only four percent of the national market."

Mr Schonknecht said he believed the demand for chickens had been caused by red meat being expensive.

"It has become more economical for the consumer to buy white instead of red meat, and subsequently the demand for chicken has increased."

Mr Schonknecht said once production met the demand, chicken prices would fall.

He said that he expected production to rise sometime in November.
Inflation eases as food price rise slows

Business Editor

INFLATION eased sharply last month, according to the latest consumer price index.

The rate dipped almost a full point to 16.3 percent from 17.2 percent in June, Central Statistical Services said today.

The monthly rate of increase as measured by the index was 1.2 percent compared with a full two percent in July last year.

A slowdown in food price increases was the main reason for inflation easing. Food prices rose by only 0.5 percent.

Food price inflation soared by 2.8 percent in July last year.

MILK, EGGS UP

Though July was the third consecutive month in which food prices rose by less than one percent the annual rate of increase remained a high 23 percent, the department said.

In July, milk and egg prices increased by 5.7 percent but vegetable prices dropped by 3.8 percent.

There were relatively high monthly price increases in soft-drinks (10.2 percent), clothing (2.2 percent), housing (2.5 percent), medical care (6.1 percent), public transport (2.9 percent) and communication (18.3 percent, because of the July 1 tariff increases).

The inflation rate for the lower-income group — 18.2 percent — was still higher than for the middle and higher income groups at 15.8 percent and 15.6 percent respectively.

● Economic upswing predicted, page 2.
Corner shops slice one’s choice of bread

Weeked Post Reporter

The days of choosing your favourite bakery’s bread from the corner shop are past.

Most outlets have a selection of two types of standard bread.

However, the price of bread — likely to rise on October 1 — would be even higher if distribution had not been “rationalised”, the chairman of the Port Elizabeth Master Bakers’ Association, Mr. John Vieira, said this week.

Predictions are that the price of a loaf will increase next month and that the Government will not raise the existing R150m bread subsidy.

Agriculture Minister Greyling Wenzel has confirmed that the price of bread will rise to compensate for increasing costs in wheat production, milling and baking. Mr Vieira said that about two years ago the Government had asked bakers to conduct a survey of bread costs.

Previously the major bakeries all delivered standard bread at cafes and shops.

Distribution costs were examined and it had been decided that duplication of deliveries was an expense which could be trimmed.

The city had been zoned so that bakeries could deliver to the outlets nearest them.

Consumers still had a choice of two types of bread and, in some areas where there was an overlap, three.

The major bakeries producing the standard Government-subsidised loaf are all owned by the flour mills.

The bakeries were bought by the mills over a 20-year period.

Cafe owners interviewed said they would prefer a wider choice, but recognised that the cost of having four separate deliveries could be prohibitive.

Many customers had a fixed preference for one bakery’s bread.

“I suppose the customer should get what he wants, but is the cost worth it?” asked one cafe owner.

The zoned delivery scheme does not affect smaller independent bakeries who produce speciality breads and rolls.

An independent baker with many years’ experience in the bakery business, Mr. Manuel Brito, said delivery costs would be “enormous” if bread from all major bakeries was delivered to all cafes and supermarkets.

“If prices go up, the consumer pays,” he said.
Wages are above CPI, says Anglo

The minimum monthly wage in the mining industry has risen steadily in real terms over the last 15 years and is now almost R240 above the Consumer Price Index (CPI), Mr Bob Godsell, of Anglo American industrial relations, told a Press conference in Johannesburg last night.

The minimum average monthly wage for surface and underground workers rose from R396 to R375 between last year and this year. With bonuses and overtime this figure rose from R443 to R523.

The minimum average wage for surface workers (16.3 percent of mineworkers) increased from R288 a month to R350 a month — since last year. With bonuses and overtime their minimum average increased from R306 to R389.

The minimum average wage of underground workers (83 percent of the workers) increased from R416 to R500 since last year and with bonus and overtime from R465 to R549.

Mr Godsell said the National Union of Mineworkers had started negotiations with the high, unrealistic demand of a 53 percent increase and hoped that the strike would affect production in such a way as to force the industry to weaken in the "tough wage dispute" which has developed and meet their present demand of a 30 percent increase.
PRODUCER PRICES

Importing benefits

Though there was a slight uptick in the producer price index (PPI) to 14.8% for June, economists are reasonably confident the underlying trend remains downward. This compares to May's year-on-year all-commodities figure of 14.6%.

Significantly, there was no increase in the imported price component on a month-on-month basis that index remained 250.1. In fact, since December, it has risen just 2.45%, or roughly an annual rate of only 6%. Good news indeed, though it might have been expected given the more stable exchange rate for the rand since August 1986. It has clearly taken several months for the full benefits of an improving currency to work through.

On a year-on-year basis the imported price component was up 12.8%, compared to a period when rand was relatively weak.

As Jim Buys, economist at Anglo American, says, "This fits in well with our thinking. The continual improvement and stabilisation of the exchange rate, but a few dips, should be evident in the PPI."

For CPI, Anglo expects an average of 16%-16.5% this year. "We are reasonably optimistic that, by December, CPI will be down to about 14%"

But there are a number of hazards. If the oil price takes off, this could have serious repercussions with the imported component of PPI experiencing a sharp upward correction. Already, because of increased hostilities in the Gulf, oil has risen over the past two weeks by 10% to around US$22 a barrel.

Of course, higher oil prices are usually bullish for gold, which may balance some higher imported dollar prices.

On the other hand, should tensions in the Middle East ease, oil prices should stabilise. "If the Reserve Bank continues to hold the rand stable the recent trend is encouraging," says another economist.

Another hazard, he notes, however, is the cost of replacing imported machinery. "This is the biggest category in imports. There hasn't been much growth for years, and companies that start to replace equipment used since, say, 1981 will get a shock. Replacement costs have risen alarmingly, which is probably a reason for the numbers of mergers and new listings we've seen."

For the present the local component of PPI remains the real worry. On a monthly basis the index rose 0.7% for June on May against a 2.45% increase over the six-month period for imports, the local index rose 6.6%.

According to a spokesman for Central Statistical Service, there were some large monthly increases for certain locally produced items, once again mostly in the food category. The wholesale price of fish, especially hake, went up 9.3% in just one month. Food products rose 1.4% month on month, textiles and ready-made goods 3.9%, clothing 1.5%, and electricity, gas and water 3%.

In the case of textiles this reflects a quarterly review, since not all categories are analysed each month. Major price decreases were recorded yet again in mining and quarrying, 1%, and scientific, optical and related equipment, 1.3%.

Buys is still worried about food prices "In S.A. where we don't have much greenhouse production, food production is much more subject to the elements. The trend in vegetable prices has been disappointing this year, though you will always see seasonal fluctuations in prices here."

More fundamental is rising meat prices. "We have had warnings of shortages as farmers continue to hold back supplies to build up stocks," he adds. This is exacerbated by the pricing system, which "allows prices to go up more easily than down in line with seasonal trends."

Escon has promised future increases below the prevailing inflation rate. Let's hope other public corporations, like Sats and the Post Office, do likewise.

Otherwise, as Buys says, "If the prices of imported products stabilise but there's no follow-through in lower prices for locally produced items by the beginning of next year, we'll really have problems."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imports level off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production price index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All commodities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Index:
- August 1986: 100
- April 1987: 120
- June: 125

Average increase:
- August 1986: 10%
- April 1987: 15%
- June: 20%
Price of SA TV sets ‘not likely to drop’

Post Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — The television industry has reacted strongly to a Government statement that the prices of TV sets would drop by as much as 30% by 1969.

The Deputy Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Theo Alant, said in Parliament on Tuesday that cuts would result from steps to encourage greater local content in locally-assembled sets.

However, National Panasonic said yesterday such expectations were “totally misplaced.”

The company’s managing director, Mr Terry Millar said: “Components manufactured locally will still contain imported elements. Furthermore, the major component of a television set is the tube and it is extremely unlikely that South Africa could ever justify production of this component locally.”

Mr Millar said the local content programme had been designed initially for black-and-white sets and “a feasibility study is to be undertaken to investigate the local production of a common chassis for a colour television. But the chances of this materialising are minimal.”
Rate of PPI increase slows

GRETA STEYN (244)

YEAR-ON-YEAR producer price inflation increased in June to 14.8% from 14.6% in May, Central Statistical Services figures show.

The Producer Price Index (PPI) moved to 244.9 in June from 243.6 in May — an increase of 0.5% — and 213.3 a year earlier.

The slight increase of 0.5% from May to June indicates the slowdown in monthly producer price increases is continuing. Between April and May, the increase in the PPI was also only 0.5% compared to a month-on-month rise of 1.2% in April.

June producer price inflation up to 14.8%

Prices of imported commodities did not increase at all from May to June, after recording an increase of only 0.2% between April and May.

Local commodities showed an increase of 0.7% from May to June following an increase of 0.5% between April and May.

Rand Merchant Bank economist Rudolf Gouws said yesterday if the monthly increases for the first half of this year were annualised, the producer price inflation rate would be 11.3% compared with an annualised rate of 18.4% for the last half of 1986. Gouws said the PPI held a promise of improved Consumer Price Index figures in months to come.
Chain stores drop price of meat, milk

By DIANE CASSERE

SOUTH AFRICANS are set for a meat and milk price bonanza after a major supermarket chain dropped its milk sachet prices nationwide yesterday and another challenged all other red meat retailers to make the product more affordable.

Pick 'n Pay has set aside R2 million to introduce reductions in its red meat prices right around the country, while Checkers has dropped its meat prices after starting its own butchery.

Cheap milk ‘reaching only rich shoppers’

WHILE sales of the cheaper Homestead Dairy milk were “absolutely unbelievable” yesterday in Pick ‘n Pay supermarkets, small cafe-owners and the public expressed concern that the price reduction would reach only the more affluent consumer.

Callers to the Cape Times said that shoppers without transport or those in the townships would not be able to reach the supermarkets to enjoy the benefits of cheaper milk.

Mr. Ray Murray, a senior buyer for Pick ‘n Pay, said sales of the milk had been “absolutely unbelievable”.

The chain did not have a “monopoly” on the dairy’s products, he added.

“We have an exclusive arrangement with them for a month to launch their product,” he said.

However, the manager of a Spar Supermarket at Melkbosstrand, Mr Basil Coetzee, said he felt the new dairy’s arrangement with Pick ‘n Pay would prevent the benefit being passed on to the poorer consumer.

If you would like to express your opinion on this subject, telephone Teletexters today between 16am and noon, @ 298 4722.

Yesterday Checkers dropped its milk price on the sachets (milk in a bag) across the country, in the wake of a controversy in which Pick ‘n Pay snapped up the supply of a breakaway Cape dairy and began selling milk and meat products locally at between 10% and 20% less than those of other dairies.

The milk row began earlier this week when the new Homestead Independent Dairy announced a 10% drop in its milk price, which was in the tightly-controlled Peninsula dairy industry.

‘Very sincere’

Homestead secured an agreement with the Pick ‘n Pay supermarket chain to supply the group. The breakaway dairy also brought forward its launch date to catch the opposition dairies off-balance. This agreement will continue for a month.

Pick ‘n Pay has urged other retailers to drop their red meat prices too.

The managing director of Pick ‘n Pay Butcheries, Mr Guy Hawthorne, said yesterday that his company was concerned at the move away from fresh meat.

“There are two reasons for this situation. The first is the health issue and the second, the rocketing price of red meat,” he said.

“We have looked at this both ways and introduced inflation-beating prices right across the meat spectrum,” he said.

After August 2, when the current campaign ends, weekly specials two or three at a time will be offered to the consumer at drastically reduced prices and this will continue till the end of the financial year.

“We are very sincere in this campaign. I think it is the most honest thing we have done for many years,” Mr Hawthorne said.

The managing director for perishable products at Checkers, Mr Mark Levermore, said yesterday that his company had decided to drop the price of milk sachets to 97c a litre, a cent less than the Homestead/Pick ‘n Pay price for a litre carton.

“Our meat situation has changed recently as well. We have introduced our own meat company and have consequently dropped our prices,” he said.
TV licences up by 20% to R72

By ANTHONY JOHNSON and RENEE MOODIE

TELEVISION licences are to increase by 20% — from R60 to R72 — from October 1.

The increase, announced in Parliament yesterday by the Minister of Broadcast Services, Mr Alwyn Schlebusch, was greeted with anger by consumer organizations, who predicted that "seething discontent" aroused by continual price increases would "come to a head some time"...

Both the Conservative Party and the Progressive Federal Party said the move was not justified because the SABC was mainly a vehicle for National Party propaganda.

Mr. Schlebusch said the increase, approved by the cabinet yesterday, was caused by "the current financial position of the SABC", which had suffered a loss of R56.5 million between 1984 and 1985.

"The most important reason for the deteriorating position" was the fact that the amount spent on advertising in all media in 1985 and 1986 had increased by only about 7%.

Professor J L Weyers, chairman of the Consumer Council, said: "Everything just keeps going up."

"Seething discontent"

"Salary increases do not compensate for prices going up all the time. I have a feeling that people are beginning to say 'up to this point and no further'. There is a seething discontent which will 'come to a head at some time'."

The Conservative Party greeted the increase with "surprise shock", coming as it did after a 30% increase last year.

A PFP spokesman on the SABC, Mr. Peter Soal, said: "The daily diet of National Party political claptrap is not worth an extra 12 cents, let alone R12 a year."

"Viewers would not mind paying a little extra if the SABC was able to provide programmes of quality and variety."

The minister said it had been decided to retain the tariff for concessional licences at R12.50.

○ What do you think of the R12 increase? Phone Teleletters at 208 4722 between 10am and noon today.
By JANE ARBOUS
THE next shot in the challenge to the great milk cartel will be fired tomorrow when new Homestead Independent Dairy products land on Pick 'n Pay supermarket shelves — at prices about 10% less than those of the "Big Four" local producers.

After securing an agreement to supply the group, the breakaway dairy brought forward its launch date by several weeks in an attempt to catch the opposition dairies off-balance in any planned counter-attack.

For "strategic" marketing reasons, however, details of the cost differences on the range of products — from cheese to yoghurts and fruit juices — are only expected to be released today. The Cape Times understands that they will average about 10% cheaper.

The agreement means that Homestead products will get equal facing on the shelves and will continue to be sold by Pick 'n Pay even if the long-established producers react by undercutting the new entry into the market.

'Red-letter day'

Pick 'n Pay chairman Mr Raymond Ackerman predicted "a hell of a price war", adding that it was "a red-letter day" in consumer history.

Mr Ackerman said the refusal of certain of the opposition dairies to supply all his stores had always been a problem.

Fighting monopolies

The agreement with Homestead was reached "because of our continued fight for the consumer against cartels and monopolies".

Homestead will supply most Pick 'n Pay stores as far away as Stellenbosch, Strand and Somerset West.

Commenting on the recent milk price rise at these stores, national perishables buyer for Pick 'n Pay Mr Murray said "Why, we ask?" Homestead Dairies are charging one price throughout the whole region.

"Most of the dairies approached by Pick 'n Pay to supply all their stores stated that if they supplied dairy products to the whole region, costs would go up and therefore the price of milk would go up. Why can Homestead supply the whole region and actually sell their products considerably cheaper than the existing dairies?"

"We will continue to carry our existing dairy suppliers in all our stores and ask our customers to make their decision."

Mr Ackerman added "By offering different products from all our dairies, we will be in a free competitive marketing system which will create a bigger awareness of dairy products and an increase in consumption of this basic nutritious product."

The big drop in local milk consumption was attributed to bad marketing and "unrestrained" consumer price increases of up to three a year.
Cheaper milk: Big Four dairies to wait and see

Staff Reporter

PENINSULA milk producers are adopting a "wait and see" attitude towards the price war promised by new competitors, Homestead Independent Dairy.

The new dairy was publicly launched yesterday with promises of a competitive price policy in a free market.

Mr Jan Kotze, general manager of Dairybelle in the Western Cape, said his company was not really worried by the emergence of Homestead.

"We are a big company, have been established for a long time and have survived competition in the past," he said.

"If they come into the market at a significantly lower price than us we might have to react. But I honestly believe that a steep drop in prices is not really possible and would be to the detriment of the industry."

"HERE TO STAY"

"We know at what prices you must operate to survive and are not going to act on every threat."

"We are here to stay and don't do things on the spur of the moment."

"Also, we don't serve just the high-volume outlets, but consumers such as hospitals and old people to whom we deliver."

The general manager of another large producer, Mr L S du Plessis of Kaap-Suweel (formerly Van Riebeeck), said there was always room for another producer.

"We will wait and see what happens, but cannot do anything until they are on the market," he said.

"It is a free world and everyone can do what they want."

"HARASSMENT"

The four Western Cape dairy farmers behind the new dairy claim they have been harassed and threatened following their breakaway from the "Big Four" — Dairybelle, Kaap-Suweel, Union Dairies and Joyce's Dairy.

They are Mr J P Melch, Mr Chris Starcke, Mr Andrew Melch and Mr Pieter Nelsh, who farm in Durbanville, Milnerton and Malmesbury. Their partners are three former executives from Kaap-Suweel.

Mr Jacobs said that Homestead milk would be cheaper than other milk but declined to
Milk price set to fall

By JANE ARBOUS

AMID threats of legal action and allegations of intimidation, a group of seven local milk farmers and former executives of the big producers yesterday broke the Western Cape's dairy stranglehold to form the Homestead Independent Dairy.

This is good news for consumers, who will have more product choice at lower prices.

Managing director Mr John Jacobs, who declined to give any more details of marketing strategy at this stage because of security, said at a press conference yesterday, "We have been working to maintain our suppliers' anonymity because of the attempts to block our entry into the market."

The new venture is the first real chunk in the local processing distribution monopoly which has quartered the Peninsula into one-brand areas for the past 20 years and held consumers to ransom with restricted choices and repeated price rises totalling 68% in the past five years.

Over the same period, farmers received only 41.9% more for their milk — in real terms, 10 cents a litre less than five years ago.

In July 1982 the difference between the consumer and producer price was 45%. In February this year the difference rose to 70%.

The group also believes that the consumer price rises — up to three a year — have led to an alarming drop in milk consumption in the Peninsula.

One of the farmers, Homestead chairman Mr J P Melck, said: "For us farmers, this is one of the biggest days in our lives. We're going to turn the bad image of milk marketing into a royal one. We want to make the consumer our best partner."

On the allegations of harassment, Mr Jacobs said that though the response from retailers had been "quite phenomenal", some of the suppliers were being pressurized not to enter into any agreements with Homestead.

Security had to be increased week by week, particularly to safeguard the farmers who would have suffered severe financial losses if the established milk buyers closed their doors, as Mr Jacobs alleged they threatened to do after news of the new company leaked.

Describing the reports of intimidation as "nonsense", Mr Louis du Plessis, chief general manager for Kaap Suurie — known commercially as Bonnita (formerly Van Riebeek), told the Cape Times that he believed the market was big enough for an independent.

However, he confirmed that there was a possibility of legal action against the farmers in terms of the supply agreement he said they had with the cooperative.

The move was welcomed by the Housewives' League and the Consumer Council, which have been concerned about the lack of competition.

The new products — to hit cafe and supermarket shelves by mid-August — range from several types of milk to cheeses, fruit juices and a variety of yogurts.

Dairy's aims are quality, low cost, see page 4.
Wheat, bread prices to rise

PRETORIA — A higher wheat price is certain to be recommended from October 1, after next weeks Wheat Board meeting.

Farmers have grown a 2,28-million-ton crop — the second biggest on record and ample for the local demand and the boards commitments to adjoining territories.

Although the approved increase is expected to be well below the inflation rate, it will mean a bread price rise or a substantial hike in the bread subsidy in the last quarter of the year.

The board will also make recommendations on the new season’s barley and oats prices.

Baking and milling industries and the co-ops have demanded adjusted margins to compensate for higher costs.

These were discussed yesterday by board and agricultural department officials.

The R150-million bread subsidy for the current financial year will be exhausted before the end of December.

If the government does not have the funds to raise the subsidy, a rise in the bread price is inevitable — DDC.
Butchers don't fear price war

Dispatch Reporter

EAST LONDON — Butchers here are not worried about a large supermarket chain slashing meat prices by up to 32 per cent from today — "supermarket meat prices have been way above those of family butchers for some time".

This was said last night by the chairman of the East London Meat Traders' Association, Mr Ivan Davie, who said mince was recently selling at around R7.50 a kilogram at some supermarkets but at just over R5 a kilogram at family butchers.

He said family butchers had nothing to fear as they had been selling their meat at steady prices throughout.

Port Elizabeth butchers said last week a price war would "slaughter" them.

Mr Dave said, however, that he welcomed the price cuts as it was a free market and "would keep the industry on its toes".

"The family butcher has nothing to fear. The public will get personal service, quality meat and a realistic price from their family butcher," he said, adding that he did not believe the supermarket could sell at below cost.

A weekend report quoted stewing steak as being cut from R7.78 to R5.50. Mr Dave said this was definitely not below cost and could be met by other butchers.

The Eastern Cape regional manager of Puck 'n Pay, Mr Peter Innes, said the price cuts would be up to 32 per cent and "well below cost price".

Mr Innes said the aim was to get markets and other meat outlets to follow suit and help the consumer put "meat back on the table".

The chain store would maintain the price cuts as long as possible.

He said the meat would be fresh and not frozen stockpiles.

"We are prepared to take a knock to help the consumer," Mr Innes said, adding that the discounts would start on four lines today, with another two lines added on Wednesday. Two lines would be added next Monday and another next Friday, bringing it to nine lines in two weeks.

Mr Innes said the discounts had nothing to do with a publicity stunt and had been suggested by the chain's managing director, Mr Raymond Ackerman, "as an idea to help consumers".

A Quigney butcher, Mr Trilly Wilson, said it was not true that supermarkets were selling meat cheaper than family butchers.

"They are just coming down to the prices local butchers are charging," he said.

"It is more of a gimmick than anything else. We have our own customers and are not worrying," he said, adding that the supermarket would only have price cuts on some lines, cutting its losses by increasing other lines.

A Vincent butcher, Mr Hans Schulte, said he was not worried as "sooner or later people realise where they get value for money". He said family butchers also ran specials from time to time, adding however that supermarkets had large grocery sections to make up their losses.
Survey: 
food & 
prices shot up

JOHANNESBURG

Prices of basic food items have increased by 230 per cent in the last decade and products like cheese, bacon and apricot jam are over 300 per cent more costly than they were 10 years ago, says a Housewives' League of SA survey.

The 22 items monitored during the 10-year period, beginning in 1978, ranged from washing powder, which increased in price by 216 per cent, to cornflakes — up 314 per cent.

A kilogram of first grade cheese, R1.50 in 1978, now costs R7.47 — an increase of 339 per cent. Tea bags, sugar and margarine are among many other staple dietary products whose prices have shot up.

Ten years ago, sliced peaches sold at 42c. They have increased 214 per cent. Rice was the most economical item surveyed and the only one not to double in price. — DDC
Prices of basic foods up 230%

PRICES of basic foods have increased by 230% in the past decade. Products such as cheese, bacon and apricot jam are now more than 300% more expensive than 10 years ago, says a Housewives' League survey.

The 22 items monitored in the 10-year period from 1978 range from washing powder, which increased in price by 216%, to cornflakes, up 314%.

A 1kg chunk of first grade cheese has risen 389% from R1.70 in 1978 to R7.47. Tea bags, sugar and margarine are among many other staple dietary products which have shot up in price.
Prices of basic food items have increased by 230% in the last decade, and products like cheese, bacon and apricot jam are over 300% more expensive than they were 10 years ago, says a Housewives' League of SA survey.

The 22 items monitored during the 10-year period, beginning in 1976, ranged from washing powder, which increased in price by 216%, to cornflakes — up 314%.

One kilogram of first grade cheese, R1.70 in 1976, now costs R4.47 — an increase of 163.9%. Tea bags, sugar and margarine are among many other staple dietary products whose prices have shot up.

Ten years ago sliced peaches sold for 42c. Calculating for a 214% increase, they have risen to R1.32.
Chain store to slash meat prices on Monday

By DEBBIE MARCH

PORT ELIZABETH consumers can look forward to a meat price war, following the announcement today by a major chain store that prices would be slashed by up to 22% from Monday.

Family butchers, however, are unlikely to enter the price-on-price contest as their prices are apparently already well below those now charged by chain store butchers.

From Monday, Pick 'n Pay butcheries throughout the country will start dropping their prices in an attempt to "get meat sales going again".

"It's going to be an on-going campaign that will see different lines of meat drop week by week. We want to get the public to buy red meat again," Mr Ian Crooks, butchery manager at the Pick 'n Pay Hypermarket in Port Elizabeth, said.

"We expect other chain stores to follow suit."

The first price cuts will be introduced on Monday and will be made on regular mince, stewing steak, steak and braai steak. These would drop by between 15% and 22%, Mr Crooks said.

On Wednesday, more prices would be cut, with regular cuts every few days thereafter.

Chairman of the Meat Traders Association in Port Elizabeth, Mr Peppy Lochner, a family butcher, described the campaign as "a big publicity stunt".

Speaking in his personal capacity he said "It's no big deal, really. Any family butcher can compete with these cuts. Our prices are generally R2 a kilogram cheaper than those charged at supermarkets."

However, as chairman of the MTA, he welcomed any drop in the price of meat.

At the moment there was a chronic national shortage of beef.

Within a week the price of beef had risen by 20% - super beef had escalated from R3.65/kg on Monday to R4.80/kg on Thursday. Today no cattle had come in for slaughter, he said


Who's to blame?

Market research by the major supermarket chains has turned up evidence which shows increasing or upgraded food purchases by blacks is tending to offset declining or downgraded purchases by whites.

The trend, largely attributable to higher proportionate wage and salary increases won for black workers by their unions, is partially reducing the negative effects of the still tight economic situation on food sales volumes and, ultimately, retailers' turnovers.

But food prices continue to rise higher and faster than the inflation rate. Apart from the demand side of the coin, suppliers of certain commodities have been reduced by the drought causing a price-push effect.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) shows a 25.8% increase in food prices for the year ended May 31, the highest rise in the past six years. Increases over 1986 include 46% for vegetables, 35% for meat, 28% for fish, 21% for dairy products and eggs, 19% for sugar, 18% for coffee and tea, 14% for fruit and 12% for grain products.

Central Statistical Services has announced that food now represents nearly 25% of the CPI, adding that white households are spending a smaller proportion of income on food — down to 11.4% in 1985 from 13.8% in 1975.

It is this falloff that is being offset: the predominantly black lower income group vastly outnumbers the mainly white middle and upper income groups, and spends a greater percentage (18.7%) of income on foodstuffs.

Despite pressure on disposable incomes as a result of general economic stringency, the results of black purchasing activity is positive — average wage and salary increases of up to 18% in high-employment industries mean more blacks are earning more than before.

The four big chains (Checkers, OK Bazaars, Pick 'n Pay and Spar) say price remains the major motivating factor in supermarket shopping preferences, although a degree of consumer cynicism has crept in over price freezes.

All four agree that with price considerations still top of the consumer list, their responsibility is to drive as hard a bargain as possible with suppliers to keep prices as low or as stable as possible — which is why two of the four are currently engaged in food price freezing promotions.

Spar has frozen the prices of 50 national brands for three months to October 31, touting the move as "SA's first ever price freeze on proprietary branded products." OK Bazaars has a simultaneous freeze on 185 house products under the Pot O'Gold label and has been pushing its "60th birthday promise" price reductions in an expensive advertising campaign.

Pick 'n Pay and Checkers also continue their competitive pricing, reinforcing another market research finding that price differences among the big four are not that great. All claim to be concerned about the price spiral and lay the blame largely at the door of monopolistic suppliers.

Government also comes in for some criticism. Says Checkers MD Clive Weal. "State-controlled price adjustments are totally ad hoc and never co-ordinated. We cannot ask suppliers to reduce their prices as the price of petrol or whatever comes down. They reply that rail tariffs or postal services are up and that overall costs have not come down."

"If such adjustments could be co-ordinated, it would make our lives — and those of consumers — a great deal easier. We would have greater control over the situation and more of an ability to negotiate with suppliers." Weal and his colleagues reject accusations of profiteering by retailers. "Look at our bottom lines. If we were profiteering, that's where it would show. Yet in SA we show much lower profits and returns than comparable chains overseas. There is no truth in the allegation that we put up prices to compensate for falling demand."

Pick 'n Pay director Richard Cohen agrees "Manufacturers cannot get together on this because it is against the law. So we bargain where we can, monitor prices very strictly and attempt to provide as good a service as possible. None of this is going to hold food prices down, but there is nothing else we as retailers can do."
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High cost of food ‘behind new worker militancy’

By DICK USHER
Labour Reporter

ROCKETING food prices are a major factor behind a wave of increasing worker militancy in the Cape Town region, according to trade unionists.

They say that the go-slow by municipal cleansing workers is only one of a series of industrial actions launched by workers in recent weeks because of food prices eating away their pay packets.

Another strike is threatening in the food industry and industrial action by the city's cleansing workers might spread to other departments.

Food prices in Cape Town were a huge 32.7 percent higher this May than a year ago, well above the national average rise of 25.8 percent, according to figures released by Central Statistical Services.

The Food and Allied Workers Union (Fawu) is locked in dispute with two of the largest companies in the staple food sector, which faces the threat of a national strike.

SPIRALING

A Fawu statement announcing the disputes said that huge profit increases by the companies had been accompanied by spiralling food prices.

Latest figures indicated that this was the main contribution to rising inflation.

Unionists point out that food is the major component of worker spending and the heavy price increases have further hit-pay packet budgets severely stressed by the failure of pay increases to keep track of inflation.

Cape Town was hit this week by a go-slow of cleansing workers. They are members of the Cape Town Municipal Workers Association, which is pushing for a R56-a-week across-the-board.

What to do with your rubbish...

Staff Reporter

THE Cape Town refuse collection workers' 'work to rule' may be extended to suburbs on the Atlantic seaboard next week, now that the workers are being backed officially by their union, the City Engineer, Mr Des Riley, said today.

If this occurred there would be only one collection a week in the Atlantic division, which includes high-density suburbs like Sea Point.

Mr Riley said negotiations with the workers were continuing and the atmosphere was 'amicable'.

The city council today appealed to householders affected by the 'work to rule' to assist in maintaining the refuse removal service at a satisfactory level. This could be done by:

- Making refuse available as usual on the householders' property on normal collection days if it is not collected by 3.30pm ensure that it is accessible on the next collection day.
- Do not place refuse in the street.
- Make a special effort to keep dogs off the street.

(Turn to Page 3, Col 1)
By TOM HOOD, Business Editor

FOOD prices in Cape Town in May are an enormous 32.7 percent higher than in the same month last year, according to Government figures.

This is well above the national average rise of 25.8 percent for the year.

Even the 25.8 percent was described as "alarmingly high and the highest figure since April 1981, when the rate reached 27 percent" by Mr P G Alberts, head of Central Statistical Services.

"Large monthly increases occurred in the prices of meat (11.9 percent), fats and oils (three percent) and vegetables (1.7 percent)."

But "relatively large" decreases were reported in prices of fruit (5.4 percent) and coffee and tea (3.6 percent).

Food prices rose more slowly on the Witwatersrand, up 23.4 percent in the year to May.

In Durban food prices increased by 24.6 percent, while Pretoria's increase was 28.1.

Hardest hit

But food-price increases in Cape Town appear to be easing. The Peninsula's official food price index for May rose only 6.7 percent above April's equal to an annual rate of 10.6 percent and below the national average of 16.5 percent.

It was also the Peninsula's lowest monthly increase this year. The worst was January's 12.1 percent jump, equal to a 27.2 percent annual rate.

The Peninsula's cost-of-living index for all items excluding housing rose by 15.5 percent in the year to May, above the national average of 17.3.

The Witwatersrand's comparable increase was 24.7 percent, Durban's 16.1 and Pretoria's 21.

Hardest hit by inflation was the lower-income group, whose inflation index rose 15.7 percent, largely because a high proportion of income is spent on food.

The middle-income group's index rose 17.9 percent, while the highest income group's inflation index rose 16.6 percent.

Bananas best bargain, says Epping chief

Staff Reporter

SHOPPERS can "go bananas" today, says the city's deputy-director of markets, Mr Dene de Goede.

The fruit is selling for between 65 and 80c a kilogram at the Epping produce market and should be offered at good prices in shops.

Oranges are also in good supply at 45 to 55c a kilogram.

GRANNY SMITHS

Granny Smiths are the best apple buy, at 60 to 80c a kilogram for Class I.

The price of avocados is increasing as supplies decrease at the end of the season — R1.30 and more a kilogram.

Good buys in vegetables are broccoli, gum squash, pumpkin and sweet potatoes.

Cucumbers, particularly the English variety, are scarce and expensive at between R1.70 and R1.90 a kilogram.
Inflation rate down may drop even more

Business Editor

INFLATION dropped sharply in May as measured by the country's producer price index. The year-on-year producer price inflation fell to 14.6 percent after rising to 16.1 percent in April.

This could result in the consumer price index falling this month because the effect of producer prices usually takes about two months to show up at retail level.

A year ago producer price inflation stood at 19.6 percent.

The consumer price index, currently at 17.2 percent, could fall to 13.2 percent this time next year, the Stellenbosch Bureau for Economic Affairs said.

IMPORT PRICES

The reduced rate of increase in import prices this year will have a significant effect on the producer price index and, in turn, the consumer price index.

The bureau sees the rand worth R0.4550 in a year's time, fractionally lower than today's R0.4554.

South Africa should be able to look forward to lower inflation rates (14.4 percent) in the second half of this year and the first half of next year (13.6 percent), say bureau economists Mr. Glen Moore and deputy director of the bureau Dr. Olaf Sturart.

"The most-recent bout of consumer price increases has been characterised by large increases in food prices, particularly meat prices. It is hazardous to predict likely food price increases due to the conditions in agriculture," the bureau said.

WARNING

Interest rates are expected to stabilise, with the banks' prime lending rate rising only 0.5 percent to 13 percent over the next 12 months.

But the economists warn that inflation could get a boost next year from:

- High risks attached to business in a country plagued by political problems, which result in "short-term profit maximisation attempts"
- The "belligerent attitude" adopted by trade unions in wage negotiations
- Costs attached to economic sanctions and financial isolation
- The fact that government spending has consistently overshot budget estimates
by TOM HOQP, Business Editor

PROFITEERING by businessmen could kill the country's economic recovery, say a major bank's economists.

Companies are already causing spiralling prices of most products and services by raising their profit margins, according to Volkskas's economists in the monthly review.

These companies were trying to recover profits lost in the recession by raising prices rather than going for higher productivity.

"We wish to issue a warning to trade and industry and to other businessmen to apply the sustained growth in profit margins with extreme caution, since this could further accelerate a trend affecting business activity in this prevailing state of shaky economic recovery," the economists said.

The report said this development came "at a most inappropriate time and runs the risk of thwarting the entire momentum of the economic upswing".

**Growth floundering**

Latest trends indicated that economic growth was already floundering and that the country's growth rate would probably be only two percent, instead of the three percent target set by the Government.

Profit increases also raised the possibility of serving as an incentive to organized labour to bargain for higher wages.

"They would probably also succeed in obtaining higher wage increases, but we fear that in the prevailing climate this will only result in greater unemployment since businessmen will attempt to place severe restrictions on the increase in the total wage bill."

The inflation rate (16.7 percent for May) was accelerating over a wide range of products leading to the suspicion that the lowest point in the rise of the inflation rate might already have been reached.

"In our present economic situation we can come to no other conclusion than that the increased profit margins in trade and industry are probably the major explanation for this phenomenon," the review said.

**"Two ways"**

Profit margins — profit as a percentage of capital — in industry plunged from 10.4 percent in 1962 to 8.2 percent in 1965 before recovering to 10.4 percent last year, Volkskas estimated. Profit margins in trade dropped from 10.9 to 6.9 percent last year.

"There are two ways in which profits can be increased: One is by price recovery and the other is to investigate and implement methods to step up productivity."

"Needless to say, much more can and must be achieved in the way of increased productivity. This matter will have to be addressed in earnest — now more than ever before."
Demand pushes up chicken prices

NORMAN SHEPHERD

CHICKEN prices are at a premium because of a surge in demand and will remain high until at least November, when increased supplies push prices down.

Processors are gearing to meet the higher level of demand, investing in plant expansions for the first time in years as hopes rise the industry might shed its "marginal profit" feathers, industry spokesmen say.

Last year's average 20% price increase is seen by the industry as a structural adjustment after the discounting during the glut of 1985 and years of nominal increases of 5% or less.

Factors bound to keep chicken prices fluffed up include a 10% winter mortality rate; last week's change in the fuel price structure raising administrative costs slightly; high feed costs; and a workforce which is becoming more aggressive about pay demands.

Although prices kept firmly above R3/kg this year, a Consumer Council study shows the price charged by a single large producer over the past six months fell 10c/kg between January and June.

SA Poultry Association general secretary Zach Coetzee said: "I don't think there is a real shortage. Prices will increase as demand rises. We are in the process of adjusting to an upturn and are bringing up production by about 4%. By November most producers will be on the go."

The Consumer Council yesterday expressed concern over media reports of intentions to raise chicken prices because of the change in the fuel price structure.
AFTER soaring at record rates for the past few months, food-price inflation is expected to start declining by the end of the year.

Food has the heaviest single weighting in the consumer-price index and since the rand stabilised, has been the biggest cause of inflation in SA.

Price increases in meat, vegetables, milk and grain products, which are weight-indexed, make up 70% of the food index, are possible this year.

But they are expected to be lower than before, depressing the rate of increase in the food index.

Andre Loow, agricultural economist at Volkskas, says: "Food prices should not increase significantly in the rest of the year."

Margins
Retailers have been rebuilding their profit margins after a three-year decline. For instance, the consumer price of certain cuts of meat has risen faster than the auction figure.

However, most experts say that price increases will be kept to a minimum. Consumer resistance, competition and changing patterns of consumption have persuaded retailers to limit

Easing
Dr Loow predicts the index will fall to about 17% by the end of the year. Lower-income earners spend more than 50% of their money on food.

Economists expect the decline in food index to be shown in the July CPI figures. The high monthly increases in the second half of last year will limit the rise in the index over 12 months.

But what effect will lower food inflation have on the CPI?

In January this year the food index, which has a 35% weighting in the overall index, rose by 18.5% on the year before and added 1.1 percentage points to the CPI. In May the food index rose by 23.8% and lifted the CPI by 2.9 percentage points to 17.3%.

The graph on the left shows the effect of high food inflation on the CPI. Non-food inflation fell from 15% at the beginning of the year to 14.4% in May, but the rise in food prices more than negated the fall, lifting the CPI from 16.1% to 17.3%.

The expected decline in the food index will ease the pressure on the CPI.
PETROL PRICE

Making sense at the pump

While this week’s petrol price changes have been generally welcomed as another booster for the economy, PVW consumers will receive only a 1c/litre benefit — while landed costs of imported fuel have dropped by 5,8c/litre.

The reason for the anomaly is the imposition of levies for various State funds used for synthetic fuel manufacture, the stabilisation of fuel prices and road building.

Nevertheless, retail fuel prices in SA are still significantly lower than in Europe — despite the current scale of the Central Energy Fund (CEF) and Equalisation Fund levies.

Outgoing director-general of Mineral and Energy Affairs Louw Alberts says total State imposts on petrol in the UK are roughly SA0,80c, 0,73c in West Germany and R1,20 in France — against only 42c in SA.

South Africans actually pay less for their liquid fuels than most major countries, with the exception of the US, and, possibly, Australia.

And, adds Alberts, total imposts on fuel are much the same as they were in nominal terms three years ago. If the inflation rate of 15%-16% is taken into account, aggregate taxes on fuel dropped by as much as a third in real terms.

The Equalisation Fund compensates oil companies whose local refineries are currently running at about 60% of capacity, due to increased competition from local synthetic fuel production. The fund can also be used to subsidise synthetic fuel output, says Alberts.

The funds of the CEF, on the other hand, are used to provide capital for the construction of synthetic fuel plants.

In terms of the new arrangements, the price of diesel fuel will come down by 3c/litre in most parts of the country on July 1 and changes to the structure of the petrol price will make it 1c/4c cheaper for most users.

In the PVW area the price of 93 octane petrol will fall by a cent, from 83c/l to 82c/l, while diesel will come down from 84c/l to 83c/l. In the main coastal areas 98 octane petrol will drop from 83c/l to 79c/l and diesel will come down from 78c/l to 75c/l. But some outlying areas will have to pay more.

Deputy Economic Affairs and Technology Minister George Bartlett says diesel users until now have been contributing 1,9c/l to the equalisation fund (which keeps fuel prices stable in the face of fluctuations in the world market) while petrol users have been contributing only 0,9c/l.

Government has therefore decided to “equalise” the equalisation fund contributions and make them 5,7c/l for both petrol and diesel. He says this will not mean petrol users will be subsidising diesel users.

Contributions to the National Road Fund will also increase by 1c/l from 7c to 8c for petrol users and from 8c/l to 10c/l for diesel users.

GST as a percentage of the fuel price is to be scrapped and replaced by a fixed levy of 8,8c/l per litre of petrol and 9c/l per litre of diesel. Treasury officials say it is unlikely, however, that the levy will be adjusted in future according to percentage changes in GST.

And all purchasers — including those currently enjoying rebates on the diesel price, like farmers, fisheries and the construction and mining sectors — will have to pay the full fuel levy as well as customs and excise duties, to put an end to “abuse of the current system.”

Deputy Finance Minister Kent Durr says people qualifying for rebates are currently being registered by the Department of Customs and Excise. Rebates can be claimed on a regular basis and it is envisaged that they will be paid within about two weeks of receipt of the application.

Durr says the consolidated levy will be cheaper and easier to administer and is expected to net around R5,900m in full year in taxes and duties that were being evaded. In the current year the additional take should be about R300m.

Durr says no major snags are expected in implementing the new system and cash-flow implications — if any — will arise only at the switch-over. No more than “a few rand” should be involved for the average farmer and “a few hundred rand” for the larger operators.

The new system will mean that the initial cost of direct purchases of diesel by the agricultural sector will be 75,6c/l (in the PVW) compared to 52,35c/l at present, says the minister. When consumers in the PVW area purchase diesel direct for road use will pay 75,6c/l instead of 77,8c/l.

ZIMBABWE

Business blues

Zimbabwean industrialists are more pessimistic now than at any time in the past six years, according to the latest business opinion survey by the University of Zimbabwe.

More than 62% of the 122 industrialists who responded to the questionnaire described themselves as more pessimistic than six months ago — the highest such proportion ever recorded in the 13 surveys. This is more than double the 31% pessimism level of a year ago.

The main reason for concern is the 40% cutback in import allocations. A record 83% of the respondents say production is adversely affected by exchange scarcity. Almost three-quarters of the sample say they are short of raw materials — also the highest ratio to date.

And since the survey was undertaken, government has announced a price and wage freeze which has done nothing to improve the outlook.

The report says the survey underscores the supply side nature of Zimbabwe’s problems with only one quarter of respondents expressing concern about the level of domestic demand.

A particularly worrying aspect for the Zimbabwean government is the finding that more than three-quarters of the respondents expect production to fall by at least 10% in
Higher PO tariffs today

Tariffs for the installation and the monthly rentals of telephones went up today, a Post Office spokesman said.

The installation fee for a telephone is now R125 while the monthly rental has increased, on average, by R3. Phone calls will cost 13.5 c per call unit.

The handling charge for a telegram is now R2.50 and R1.20 a word for the first 10 words.

Postage on certain mail items to countries abroad also increased.

Postage to most European countries is now 40 c, while the cost to the USA is 50 c. Postage on aero-grams and postcards to countries abroad is 30 c.

The unit charge for calls from payphones has gone up from 10 c to 20 c. - Cape Times
Fuel costs set to push up bus fares

By CHRIS ERASMUS

The restructured fuel-price system, described by City Tramways as "shocking", may well cost Cape Town bus commuters more, rather than saving them money.

The reason, according City Tramways, is that bus companies no longer qualify for the rebate on diesel fuel.

Meanwhile, PPB finance spokesman Mr Harry Schwarz, has said that the fuel price reductions announced this week were "too small" to bring down other consumer prices.

Mr Nic Cronje, managing director of City Tramways, said yesterday the announcement by government regarding the new fuel prices has had "a shocking impact on the bus industry".

According to City Tramways, the effect of the announcement is that the cost of diesel fuel for the bus industry has increased by almost six cents a litre — in spite of the announcement by the Deputy Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr George Bartlett, that the pump price of diesel would drop by three cents a litre in the greater part of the country, including Cape Town.

"This drastic increase results from an increase to the basic fuel price coupled with the fact that, according to the announcement by the Deputy Minister of Finance, the bus industry no longer qualifies for any rebate under the new rationalized levy structure," said Mr Cronje.

"This company, which operates bus services in Cape Town and adjacent areas, will simply not be able to absorb these additional costs.

"To avoid having to pass on the increase to its passengers, the company has directed an urgent appeal to the Department of Transport in an effort to obtain some form of relief for its passengers," Mr Cronje said.

To page 2
Food prices behind strikes

(Continued from page 1)

board increase for its 11 500 members.

A union spokesman said the point about food prices had been made several times during negotiations with the City Council.

"Food is simply being priced out of the reach of workers," he said.

A spokesman for the Paper, Wood and Allied Workers Union said that members had taken part in at least five strikes over food prices in recent weeks.

"They simply can't afford the prices," he said.

A spokesman for Fawu in Cape Town said that members had also taken industrial action recently over wages.

She said a significant factor behind this action was the big increase in food prices.

"Food is the major element of worker spending and all wage demands are related to difficulties people have getting enough to eat," she said.
UP AND DOWN... This graph shows petrol prices for 93 and 98 octane in Cape Town over the last five years, including tomorrow's decrease.
**Rail, post rises tomorrow**

Staff Reporter

TOMORROW, July 1, will see the introduction of a battery of new increases from suburban rail tariffs to telephone, telegram and postal charges.

The new rail tariffs on Peninsula lines will be an average 10% higher.

The installation fee for a telephone will be R25 while the monthly rental will increase on average by R3. Telephone calls will go up from 12c to 15c a call unit.

Telephone subscribers will find that the new rental is debited on their latest account as this is paid in advance.

Telegram will also cost more with the handling charge rising to R2.50 and the per-word cost R1.20 for the first 10 words and 12c for each extra word.

Postage on standard letters (no smaller than 90mm x 140mm, no larger than 120mm x 235mm, no thicker than 5mm and maximum mass 50g), postcards and aerograms will be 16c.

On non-standard letters with a mass of up to 100g the surface postage rate will be 25c and the airmail rate 35c.

Certain overseas mail will also cost more to send from tomorrow but these price increases are "beyond the control of the South African Post Office", said a PO statement yesterday.

### NEW rail tariff fares from July 1, 1987:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cape Town to:</th>
<th>Km</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belleville/Lavistown</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>45.60</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claremont</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>29.50</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford and Langa</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>34.50</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eerste River</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodwood</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>11.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maitland</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchells Plain</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M handhelds</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>55.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paarl</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>25.50</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>23.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinelands/Newlands</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>28.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronderbosch</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerset West/Stellenbosch</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strand</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>24.50</td>
<td>5.80</td>
<td>91.00</td>
<td>23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khayelitsha</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>18.50</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>68.00</td>
<td>19.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE Pick 'n Pay hypermarket chain has lowered its petrol and diesel prices countrywide today, 24 hours before the new regulated prices become effective.

The acting general manager of the Hunters Retreat Hypermarket, Mr John Lucas, said the chain was not discounting petrol for a day but merely passing on a saving to consumers immediately.

Pick 'n Pay has fought a long but unsuccessful courtroom battle to discount petrol at its national auto centres outlets.

Motorists were quick to respond to the offer and demand at the petrol pumps today was greater than normal, said Mr Lucas.

The hypermarket was selling petrol and diesel at the new regulated prices, he said, with 93-octane unchanged at 74c/litre, 98-octane at 79c/litre and diesel 75c/litre.
Fuel price cuts in the city

By ANTHONY JOHNSON
Political Correspondent

NEW petrol prices will cut 98 octane petrol by 4c a litre at the coast and diesel prices will be cut by 3c a litre through much of the country from tomorrow.

However, 93 octane petrol will remain unchanged at the coast, drop by 1c a litre on the Witwatersrand and increase by up to 6c a litre in more remote areas like the north-eastern Transvaal.

A prominent feature of the new price system is a consolidated single fuel levy which is expected to produce a saving for the exchequer of R500m a year by curbing the growing incidence of evasion of duty, levies and GST on fuel.

The price adjustments also coincide with the introduction of a new price zone structure that reflects more accurately the real cost of transporting fuel from the import harbour to the point of sale.

Announcing the price changes in Cape Town yesterday, the Deputy Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr. George Bartlett, said the adjustments were based on four main factors:
1. The elimination of cross-subsidization which exists in the present zone structure for a new system that will reflect the most economical method of transporting fuel to the consumer.
2. The introduction of a consolidated single fuel levy which is expected to produce a saving for the exchequer of R500m a year by curbing the growing incidence of evasion of duty, levies and GST on fuel.
3. The adjustment of the price zone structure to reflect more accurately the real cost of transporting fuel from the import harbour to the point of sale.
4. The reduction of the fuel price by 3c a litre at the coast and 4c a litre on the Witwatersrand to lower the retail price.
PE Tramways announce concessions on eve of bus fare increases

Post Reporter

PE TRAMWAYS has softened the blow of its 17.62% increase in bus fares from tomorrow with the introduction of a conditional concession for pensioners and a government-subsidised cut in clipcard rates.

Pensioners over the age of 65 who are not in permanent employment will enjoy cut-rate fares on all days except Saturdays on production of a valid PE Tramways identification card.

The fare will be 20c for an unbroken journey on any of the company's bus routes.

At the same time, the company announced "substantial" reductions on its 10-ride clipcard fees as a result of a subsidy granted by the Department of Transport.

The managing director of PE Tramways, Mr. Carl Coetzee, said the concession to all pensioners had been approved following a request from black organisations.

Pensioners should apply to their nearest bus depot between 9am and 10am on any Wednesday to arrange for transport and from the PE Tramways offices at Valley Road and identification cards would be issued the same day free of charge.

Mr. Coetzee said these would not be transferable and the concessionary fares would apply only between 9am and 3pm from Monday to Friday and between 9am and 4pm on Sundays and public holidays.

Giving examples of the new clipcard fares in an newspaper advertisement published this morning, PE Tramways said a single trip from New Brighton, KwaZakhele and Walmer townships to the city would cost 34c compared with the cash fare of 50c.

A single trip from Zwide and Veepoort to either the city or Korsten was 41c as opposed to the 50c cash fare.

A major concession had been granted on the Motherwell and Mother- well tram transit route of the city, Korsten and Harrower Road, resulting in a 55% saving per trip, from 180c for cash tickets to 45c for clipcard holders.

A clipcard passenger from the Motherwell transit camp could now travel the 29 kilometres to the city at a rate of just over 15c per kilometre.
THE petrol price is to be reduced by a cent to 82 cents a litre for 93 octane on the Reef from July 1, the Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr. Danie Steyn, announced yesterday.

At a press conference in Cape Town he said the coastal price of 93 octane would stay at 74 cents a litre. However, 96 octane would drop by four cents from 83 to 79 cents.

However, certain areas, especially in the northern and north-eastern Transvaal, would
Television set prices: Who is watching?

Claims that television manufacturers and retailers are not dropping their prices to match cuts in customs and excise duties were rejected yesterday by the chairman of the Radio and Television Manufacturers Association, Mr Peter Dupen.

"All the latest changes in duties have been accepted by the manufacturers," he said. "I can't speak for the retailers, but it looks as though there has been a drop of 20 percent in retail prices."

Mr Dupen was reacting to allegations that all the reductions in duties were not being passed on to the consumer.

An industry insider, who did not want to be identified, said that according to the reduction in duties there should be a 24 to 25 percent reduction in the retail price.

"A television set which the retailer would have bought from the manufacturer at R1,500 would have been sold to the consumer for R2,000, giving him R500 profit. The old duty on this set would have been R273," he said.

PROFIT MARGIN

"The new duty on this set would now only be R68 so the retailers should be able to buy the set for R1,295 from the manufacturers. To make the same profit margin as before, the TV sets should be sold to consumers at R1,720, but the retailers aren't doing that. They have dropped the prices by only R200."

Mr Dupen said that he did not agree with a 24 percent reduction in prices as "the Minister said that we should only expect a 20 percent reduction in prices."

"It might be in some cases that the retail outlets have not reduced the prices of old stock because they were bought from the manufacturers at the old higher prices," he said.
CAPE TOWN — There has been mainly favourable reaction to the new fuel prices which will cut 98 octane petrol by 4c a litre at the coast and lower diesel prices by 3c a litre through much of the country from tomorrow.

However, 98 octane petrol will remain unchanged at the coast, drop by 1c a litre on the Witwatersrand and increase by up to 6c a litre in more remote areas like the North Eastern Transvaal.

A prominent feature of the new price system is a consolidated single fuel levy which is expected to produce a saving for the exchequer of R300 million a year by curtailing the growing incidence of evasion of duty, levies and GST on fuel.

The price adjustments also coincide with the introduction of a new price zone structure that reflects more accurately the real cost of transporting fuel from the import harbour to the point of sale to the consumer.

Announcing the price changes in Cape Town yesterday, the Deputy Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr. George Bartlett, said the adjustments were based on four main factors:

- The elimination of cross-subsidisation which exists in the present zone structure for a new system that will reflect the most economic method of transporting fuel to the consumer.
- The 23 new price zones (instead of the present 20) are based on geographically identified magisterial districts and are designed to eliminate the subsidisation of prices in specific areas of the country by consumers in other areas, leading to inevitable increases in more remote parts of the Transvaal.
- Adjustments in the levies which form part of the new consolidated single levy that will simplify the price composition. The National Road Fund Levy has been increased by 1c a litre on petrol and 2c a litre on diesel with a view to improving the country's road network.
- The GST component of the fuel price has been fixed at a flat 6,9c a litre on petrol and 9,9c cents on diesel rather than 12 per cent on the price. Another component of the fuel price, the equalisation fund levy, is also being increased by 3,8c a litre on petrol and reduced by 8,2c on diesel.

The director of the Consumer Council, Mr. Jan Cronje, said the reduction was welcome news in a year that had "thus far generally brought bad news for consumers."

"If the fuel price can be adjusted in consequence of a more favourable exchange rate, why cannot other importers do likewise?" he asked.

Mr. Cronje added that the reduction would affect the transport cost of virtually all consumer commodities and urged that this benefit be passed on to consumers.

He said he was gratified at the department's willingness to present a detailed fuel price analysis. Consumers would like to see similar price analyses of other commodities as well.

The Federated Chamber of Industries welcomed the announcement, but questioned whether bigger decreases could not have been made considering that the landed cost of fuel had gone down by 5,8 cents a litre.

The president of the South African Agricultural Union, Mr. Kobus Jooste, said the union "has much appreciation for the fact that the government successfully averted a rise in the price of agricultural diesel at national level."

See also Page 15
Increases start health costs spiral

Medical aid fees likely to shoot up

Big increases in medical aid subscriptions are expected to follow the massive rises in provincial hospital tariffs and the 20 percent increase in recommended doctors' fees.

Mr Tony Leveson, spokesman for the Representative Association of Medical Schemes, said the percentage increase in subscriptions would vary depending on the scheme.

From July 1 private patient tariffs at provincial hospitals in the Transvaal will increase by up to 100 percent for theatre fees and more than 40 percent for ward fees.

Theatre fees will rise from R50 to R110 for the first half-hour and from R100 to R141.50 for the first hour.

Daily tariffs will rise from R45 to R72 in hospitals with up to 70 beds, and to R82.50 in those with more than 70 beds.

Transvaal Provincial Administrator Mr Willem Craywagen said in Pretoria the increases were necessary because of increased running costs.

He said the daily tariffs would include the cost of medicines "for the time being".

About 21 percent of hospital patients were "private", he said of these, about 65 percent subscribed to medical aid schemes.

He said the new tariffs would place a heavier burden on the medical aid schemes but they were still within their scales of benefits.

The tariffs for part-paying patients had only been increased in a few instances.

Subscriptions

Pensioners and those with incomes equal to pensioners' incomes would pay R2.00 per admission.

On medical aid subscriptions Mr Leveson said these would probably rise in January when the doctors' fees go up.

He said the sweeping increases would hit black people particularly hard as they used the provincial hospitals more than whites.

Last week the Medical Association of South Africa announced a 20 percent increase in its recommended fees for doctors.

The Consumer Council has expressed concern.
4% rise in milk product prices

Staff Reporter

The price of milk products in the Cape Town area has gone up by an average of between four and 4½%, giving another boost to the rising cost of basic foods.

Local milk prices went up by a similar percentage in February when the producer price of milk was increased by 4½c a litre, bringing the increase in the milk price over the past six months to between 6 and 9%.

Mr Jan Kotze, general manager of Dairybelle, said yesterday that milk products sold by his company went up by an average of 4½% on June 15.

"Milk as such went up for home deliveries by 6c to 9½c a litre. In the shops the price will be higher, but the overall increase should not be much more than 6c — although, of course, we don't have control over retail outlet prices."

Other products which have been increased in price include yoghurt, cream, sour milk, butter, milk and cottage cheese.

Mr Kotze denied that news of price increases was being withheld from the public, but said his company could not talk about prices charged to retailers, as these varied.

Mr Phil du Plessis, general manager of Cape Dairy Co-Op, formerly Van Riebeeck Dairies, said his company had increased milk product prices by "just over 4%" on average from Monday.

Home-delivered sachets now cost 96c a litre, if bought with tokens, or 98c for cash. The old prices were 91c and 93c respectively, said Mr Du Plessis.

"We have been carrying increased costs for some time now since the dairy industry was deregulated and we simply can no longer afford to continue doing that, so we have been forced to pass on the increase to the public."

"However, I think that our increases are very fair when compared to the recent increases in the Transvaal. We are really trying to keep our prices as low as possible."

Milk prices in the Transvaal shot up by 12% about two weeks ago, taking the prices of bottles up by 11c to R1,04 and of sachets by the same amount to 96c.
**GOLD CONFERENCE**

**Facing the challenge**

SA faces the challenge of transferring wealth from the "haves" to the "have-nots" without making the "haves" poorer or the "have-nots" complacent with their own situation, Finance Director General Chris Stals told the *Financial Times* World Gold Conference in Venice this week.

He is confident SA will meet the commitment to reduce foreign debt by a maximum of another $3 billion over the next three years through some inflow of new capital, roll-overs or extensions of maturing loans and a continued surplus on current account.

Projections indicate that the current account surplus will continue for at least 30 months, if at a declining level.

An expected slow, but steady, increase in the rate of economic expansion will slowly absorb scope on the balance of payments, but will not put any more pressure on available resources.

The Reserve Bank will continue to increase gold and foreign exchange reserves whenever possible. Increased physical holdings of gold have been made possible mainly by undocking gold swap transactions entered into some time ago, when available foreign cash resources "came under severe pressure," he says.

---

**NEW CPI BASKET**

The survey of 5,000 white households across the country by Central Statistical Services (CSS), to reconsider the weights attached to goods and services in the consumer price index (CPI), has been collated. Preliminary results show significant changes in spending patterns between 1975 (the previous survey) and 1985.

An average white household spends more on income tax and insurance, which now contribute 32.2% towards the total "survey basket" (100), up from 22.9.

For its CPI basket, CSS removed this item, in keeping with previous weighting structures, with other categories being re-rated accordingly.

Also absorbing an increasing proportion of income are housing (19.1 from 16.5), fuel and power (0.2 from 0.1), medical services (3.4 from 3), and communications (1.1 from 1).

Goods on which white households spend a smaller proportion of income include food (11.4 from 13.8), tobacco (0.6 from 1), clothing (2.5 from 3.9), servants (2 from 2.4), transport (10.2 from 11.9), and reading (0.5 from 0.8).

Disturbingly, the survey shows that in real terms at the end of 1985 white households brought home 2.4% less than at the end of 1975. An average household earned R33,932 in 1985 compared to R10,215 10 years earlier.

CSS head Treurnicht du Toit says before the new CPI basket is finalised, "probably by November," CSS must combine this survey with the similar survey for blacks, Indians and coloureds undertaken by Unisa's Bureau of Market Research. "The basic data is available, we are now combining the results."
Bread price rise

By DIANE CASSERE

CONSUMERS and charities were dealt another inflationary blow yesterday when a bread price rise of 6.6% for white bread and an even greater 12.5% for brown bread was announced.

But two supermarket chains stepped in to announce assistance for the beleaguered consumer.

The director-general of agricultural economics and marketing, Dr Dirk Immelman, said the new prices would come into effect on October 1. He added that the Davin Commission had recommended in its report that the direct subsidizing of bread should be phased out.

The SA Consumer Council yesterday said consumers always felt the blow when the price of bread—an important staple food—was increased.

"This is particularly the case among consumers who have been hit the hardest by inflation and unemployment," said Consumer Council director Mr Jan Cronje. "Consumers should, however, take note that the state is also experiencing difficulty in demanding economic times. Although it has already been decided to scrap bread subsidies, consumers can be grateful for the R150 million subsidy granted by the government."

Following the announcement of the price rise, Checkers merchandise director Mr John Williams said the chain would be selling bread at cost in all its supermarket stores, and six cents below cost in the Checkers Warehouse Stores.

This meant that white bread would sell at 78c and brown at 60c and the Warehouses would sell at 6c less.

"I feel it would be less of a shock to the consumer if instead of one price increase in a year, the government phased in the increase over an extended period of time," Mr Williams said.

Mr Ray Murray, general manager (perishables) for Pick 'n Pay, said yesterday that the chain, which already sold bread at cost, would sell at the old price till the end of October.

Charities involved in feeding the under-privileged would be severely knocked by the price rise, said the incoming organizer of Peninsula School Feeding, Mr David Galland.

"An extra 7c a loaf on 8000 loaves of brown bread a day means that we have to find R560 more a day to meet all our commitments," he said.

"For the two months of school term left this year we will have to find R23 000 more than we anticipated to feed our 175 schools."
FOOD PRICES

Alarm bells ring

The record 25.8% year-on-year increase in the price of food as reflected in the latest consumer price index (CPI) (see Economy) is only half the story. Broken down further, the figures show that customers are now paying 46.2% more for vegetables and 34.9% more for meat than they were a year ago.

The seasonal nature of fresh produce will hopefully bring a fall in prices as supply catches up with demand, but overall the trend in food prices is particularly alarming.

Because meat carries a weighting of 9.1% in the overall CPI and accounts for a third of the food component, the rising price has clearly had a strong effect on the overall index which showed a 17.5% annual increase to the end of May.

Although the percentage increase in the price of vegetables is higher, it has a lesser impact on overall inflation figures because it carries a smaller weighting of 3.5%.

One explanation for the runaway meat price is that farmers are attempting to restore their drought-depleted herds and are thus creating shortages.

The vegetable market is similarly undersupplied, notes Effective Farming editor Symond Fiske. He adds that this time last year the market was over-produced, which kept the lid on prices.

Checkers' Weil... no simple answer

One explanation for this is that farmers, when hit by drought in the maize areas, for example, last year planted more vegetables and increased the supply. In most areas, this has not happened this year.

Among retailers, Checkers MD Clive Weil sees numerous pressures pushing up the inflation rate. One is that manufacturers are now responding to increases they have had to bear, like electricity and increased transport costs.

The bigger chains have been putting more pressure on suppliers to hold down prices. Recently, Weil believes that in the long run this could be inflationary in itself as the smaller manufacturers will be forced out of business, thus reducing competition in the market.

Weil says there are all sorts of hidden costs which have an impact on prices. Among them are the cost of (unsolicited!) public holidays, wastage, strikes, much higher insurance costs and shoplifting.

Part of the general malaise in SA is the increase in crime. Shoplifting and theft account for R600m — and the consumer pays Shrinkage at Checkers alone costs R100m a year, trolley losses R1m a year.

"There is no simple answer," says Weil. "Inflation is out of control and won't be solved unless a multiplicity of wrongs are addressed."

The increase in fresh produce prices, he points out, is determined by the market — "as imperfect as it might be."

Vegetables are generally felt to be the most free of the fresh produce markets in SA which means that in this area, at least, control boards are not the main problem.

"Pick 'n Pay co-MD Hugh Herman recommends reducing bureaucracy and privatising distribution. However, he notes that although retailers and organised business have made repeated representations to government over the control boards, government's view remains that the boards are necessary..."
Medical fees shoot up by 20%

Explaining the increase, Masa's federal executive chairman, Dr Bernard Mandell, said no general increase in doctors' fees was implied and the maximum rate laid down in the tariff guide did not have to be charged.

However, the benefits offered by medical schemes were only 90% of a "reasonable remuneration" for doctors' services, he said.

Pointing to the rising costs of running a medical practice, Dr Mandell warned that if doctors were denied reasonable incomes the quality of services would deteriorate.

Only about one doctor in five charged the guideline tariffs, he said, the remainder adhering to the Rams tariffs, which were last increased by 12.5% in January this year.

Doctors' costs had, meanwhile, increased to more than 60% of a GP's gross earnings and to 90% in some high-cost specialists' practices such as pathology.

Everything possible had to be done, he said, to keep medical services within the reach of as many as possible and doctors had to take into account patients' financial circumstances.

But doctors were finding it increasingly difficult to continue rendering an acceptable standard of service at the Rams rates and the medical aid industry would be urged to consider more realistic rates of remuneration.

For instance, said Dr Mandell, medical schemes offered only R13.60c for a GP visit, while Masa believed R27 was not unreasonable.

But both Rams and the Consumer Council have expressed concern over the rising costs of health care in recent years.

The Consumer Council urged doctors to keep the economic plight of consumers in mind if they intended to increase their tariffs.

"It is essential that medical services remain affordable for all consumers," said Mr Cronje.

He endorsed Masa's viewpoint that doctors' fees were negotiable and that the doctor should put financial consideration before the welfare of patients.

The council was concerned at the "great expense facing consumers" and said it was aware that the Minister of National Health and Population Development, Dr Willem van Niekerk, viewed the matter in a "serious light."

Mr Cronje said "if the exorbitant cost of medical services does not receive urgent attention, consumers will simply not be able to afford such services in future."

Mr Leveton admitted the costs of medical care were being driven beyond the reach of the average person, creating a "very serious situation."

"We are very alarmed at the way costs have gone up in the last few years, but we feel that the major cause for this is the legislation governing medical aid schemes and their scale of benefits."

"The legislation prevents de-regulation, which I believe would eliminate the in-built structural costs currently borne by medical aid schemes' members," he said.

By CHRIS ERASMUS and Own Correspondent

DOCTORS' fees are to soar — some by as much as 20%, triggering warnings from the medical aid industry and consumer watchdogs that rocketing costs are driving health care beyond the reach of ordinary South Africans.

The director of the Consumer Council, Mr Jan Cronje, warned that consumers would "simply not be able to afford" medical services in future.

The recommended increase in tariffs was announced yesterday by the Medical Association of SA (Masa) and comes into effect from July 1 this year to December, 1999.

A spokesman for the Representative Association of Medical Aid Schemes (Rams), Mr Tony Leveton, said it was not certain that medical aid schemes would match the 20% increase when their scale of benefits was reassessed in the light of Masa's increase.

Rams would conduct detailed surveys, as well as consult with Masa, before deciding on its new scale of benefit within the statutory three months in which it had to do this, he said.

Without having seen details of the new tariff guide, Rams was not in a position to comment at this stage.

But, said Mr Leveton, it was true that if Rams did not increase its scale of benefits to fully cover the Masa increase, the man in the street would have to bear the difference.
Food prices set to soar in the next few weeks

By Melanie Gosling

Some food prices are set to soar in the next few weeks, Pick 'n Pay chairman Mr. Raymond Ackerman said yesterday.

Margarine will go up by 10 percent this week and consumers can expect to pay more than R4 kg for chicken within months.

Cheese and red meat prices are also expected to rise substantially before the end of next month, Mr. Ackerman said.

The price of milk and eggs rose by 10c this week.

"Suppliers are pushing for price increases because they say they have to recover the losses they suffered during the economic downturn," Mr. Ackerman said.

Chicken is now sold at supermarkets from between R2.60 and R3.10 kg depending on whether it is frozen or fresh.

Mr. Ackerman said there was a chicken shortage because the producers had not put in enough hens during the economic decline.

He said Pick 'n Pay would not increase their milk price until next month.

Other major stores are expected to keep milk prices down as well.

A spokesman for the Dairy Board said that as the price of milk was no longer controlled, consumers were advised to shop around to get the cheapest prices.

Economists have said soaring food prices remain a major obstacle in South Africa's effort to cut the inflation rate.
JOHANNESBURG

Soaring food prices — especially meat — are likely to continue to have a negative effect on the inflation rate over the next few months.

The inflation rate rose by 1.1 per cent last month to more than 17 per cent, the Central Statistical Service said in Pretoria yesterday.

The consumer price index in May was 17.3 per cent, compared to 16.2 in April.

The Statistical Service said food prices had risen sharply with an increase of 23.8 per cent — the highest in the past six years.

The increase was the highest for the lower income group and stood at 16.4 per cent. The inflation rate for the middle income group was 17.9 per cent and that for the higher income group 16.9 per cent.

In Saniyâm's latest economic survey, the chief economist, Mr Johan Louw, says meat comprises more than 9 per cent of the total consumer price index and food prices remain one of the major obstacles in South Africa's efforts to force the inflation rate down to lower levels.

"Owing to the large weight of food expenditure in the total spending of consumers — it represents approximately 25 per cent of the consumer price index — it has an appreciable effect on the course of the inflation rate," he said.

The latest edition of Effective Farming magazine says the shortage of manufacturing grades which is forecast for the second half of 1987 was already making itself felt in April.

"Much higher prices are likely to materialise for lower grade cattle from July onwards."

It says there is a risk that the Meat Board will flood the market with cheaper imports to please the canners.

Meanwhile, meat traders in Natal are experiencing one of the worst shortages of lower grade meat in years.

It is reported that the chairman of the Durban and District Meat Traders' Association, Mr Dudley Thompson, said supplies had reached a low point.
Food price hikes push up inflation

By JANE ARBOUS

SHARP food price hikes fuelled the inflation rate to 17.3% in May — its highest level this year.

And, warns Sanlam’s latest economic survey released yesterday, the figure could be higher this month as soaring food prices, particularly that of meat, continue to have a negative impact.

The shock increase which comes after government predictions that the inflation rate would drop below 16% this year, should be of great concern to every South African, the PFP spokesman on finance, Mr Harry Schwartz, said.

Speaking in the committee stage debate on the Own Affairs budget, he said inflation was “strangling our people, the poor, the low income groups”.

A rate this high was a destabilizing influence. The Sanlam survey for June said the sharp acceleration in food prices would continue to have a negative effect in the next few months.

It predicted a marked increase to 17% and 18% — in the inflation rate for May and June.

Food up 25%

This was corroborated yesterday by the Central Statistics Office which reported that consumer price inflation jumped to 17.3% in May after dropping to 16.2% in April.

The statistical service said food prices had risen by 25.8% so far this year — the highest in the past six years.

The increase was the highest for the lower income group and stood at 18%. The inflation rate for the middle income group was 17.9% and 17.6% for the higher income group 18%.

Sanlam said sharp hikes in food prices, particularly of meat which represents 36.5% of the food price index and more than 9% of the total consumer price index, remain one of the major obstacles in South Africa’s effort to force the inflation rate down to lower levels.

Food expenditure represents about 25% of the consumer price index which excluding food had shown a perceptible easing during the past few months.

“Although we think price rises will ease slightly in the latter half of 1987, a continued firm trend in the external value of the rand, sustained wage and salary discipline and strict control over cost increases in general, are of vital importance to keep our inflation rate in check,” the survey said.

It added that the surplus capacity in the economy should not be overly depended on as a great deal was lost in the past recession as a result of businesses going under. Moreover much equipment was outdated and would have to be reconstituted at higher cost.

It also warned that the danger of demand inflation should not be underestimated.

The revision of the composition of the consumer price index later this year which will probably result in food carrying a slightly smaller weight, could result in the inflation rate being slightly lower this year than it was with the old weights.

The survey also said that the sustainability and firming of the economic upswing was being hampered by the slow growth trend in foreign economies leading to sluggish demand for SA exports, consumer spending has not been bolstered by an increase in real disposable income, and because a considerable portion of the funds set aside during the past financial year for public sector capital projects had not yet been spent.
Rising price of meat set to beef up inflation rate

SOARING food prices — especially meat, which represents 36.5% of the food price index — will continue to have a negative effect on the inflation rate over the next few months.

In Sanlam’s latest economic survey, chief economist Johan Louw says meat comprises more than 9% of the total consumer price index, and food prices remain one of the major obstacles in SA’s efforts to cut the inflation rate.

“Owing to the large weight of food expenditure in the total spending of consumers — it represents approximately 25% of the consumer price index — it has an appreciable effect on the course of the inflation rate.”

His views are borne out by agricultural industry sources, who say auction prices for higher-grade fat cattle are likely to remain sensitive to erratic supplies until next month.

The latest edition of Effective Farming says the shortage of manufacturing grades forecast for the second half of 1987 made itself felt as early as April.

“Much higher prices are likely to materialise for lower-grade cattle from July onwards,” the magazine says.

Agri-Africa is forecasting 400c/kg and more for grade 3 in the spring. Effective Farming says, and there is a risk the Meat Board will flood the market with cheap imports to please the canners.

“But we doubt whether it will allow enough foreign beef to interrupt the rise in super-grade prices, which surely must follow.”

Forecasting that the 500c/kg barrier will be breached before year-end, the magazine says consumer resistance could, however, be firm at that level.

Meanwhile, meat traders in Natal are experiencing one of the worst shortages of lower-grade meat in years.

SAPA reports Durban and District Meat Traders’ Association chairman Dudley Thompson as saying supplies have reached a low point. “The meat-processing industry would experience difficulty if it were not for the supplies of imported beef and mutton that arrive in Durban at regular intervals.”
'Frightening' food prices: UP, UP, UP!

Staff Reporters

AVERAGE family food bills have risen between R90 and R175 a month since last May and no relief is in sight for hard-pressed consumers.

The food price index has risen by 25.8 percent in a year, far outstripping the inflation rate, which rose from 16.2 percent in April to 17.3 percent in May.

With general sales tax added, this means an increase of R8.68 on a monthly food bill of R300 and R73.37 on R600.

And retailers warn that food prices are likely to rise further in the next few months, particularly on certain basic lines like chickens and cheese.

Central Statistical Services predict an inflation rate of up to 18 percent for June and July.

The national president of the Housewives' League, Mrs Lyn Morris, described the rise in the food price index as "frightening".

"Mrs Morris said the foods which were hitting consumers' pockets most were red meat, sugar, and fruit and vegetables. The league laid much of the blame for meat prices on the Meat Board, which had displayed "a fair degree of ineptitude".

"Fruit and vegetable prices were constantly "yo- yoing".

Mrs Morris said it seemed many manufacturers were using the rand/dollar exchange rate as an excuse for increases.

"But for some months now the exchange rate has been pretty constant, so it's a lame excuse."

Seapoint butcher and city councillor Mr Chris Joubert also attributed the rocketing price of red meat to poor marketing techniques by the Meat Board.

Mr Joubert emphasised that the floor price paid to farmers was realistic.

"But it's the gap between that price and the market price that worries me - there's something wrong there."

Red meat was marketed on a "healthy" auction system based on supply and demand, but it was up to the Meat Board to ensure that the supply was sufficient to stabilise prices, he said.

The 25.8 percent increase in the food price index could be substantially higher as recent big increases for eggs, chickens, and milk had probably not been included, Pick's Pay managing director Mr Raymond Ackerman warned.

"Unfortunately I see the situation worsening in June and July."

Mr Ackerman alleged price collusion among food manufacturers.

"It's amazing. Their increases come through in hours, if not minutes, of one another."

Trade unions, the Government, the disinvestment lobby and food manufacturers all contributed to inflated prices, Mr Ackerman said.

Grand Supermarkets managing director Mr Michael Palmer said manufacturers' costs were passed on and created a "snowball effect".

Mr Palmer said a critical shortage of chickens would push the price now about R2.60 a kg - to about R4 a kg by December.

"Many people who cannot afford meat have turned to chicken and now this is being priced out of their reach."

"Poultry prices in particular will go through the roof," said Mr Ralph Horwitz, marketing director of OK Bazaars.

A "tremendous shortage" of cheese would also send prices soaring.

Mr Dave Rowles, duvonal food buyer for Checkers, said he could see no end to spiralling prices.

Mr Harry Schwarz, spokesman on finance for the Progressive Federal party, said the Government should call representatives of commerce, industry and the labour movement to a conference to negotiate a voluntary wage and price restraint agreement.

It was important that wages cannot be restrained without simultaneously curbing prices, he stressed.
The move will hit thousands of commuters and add another twist to the inflation spiral in PE.

Making the shock announcement of the increases today, Mr Carl Coetzee, managing director of PE Tramways, said a combination of increased operating costs and wage increases had made the increases unavoidable.

At the same time he announced that 10 more "bus-trains", one of which was introduced last year, had been ordered to replace scrapped buses within the next two months.

They would cost PE Tramways more than R2 million.

Mr Coetzee said fare increases had kept pace with the inflation rate since 1983 and the relatively high increase of 17.62% was therefore realistic.

Operating costs had escalated and this, together with the impact of wage increases in May last year, had resulted in bus operations running at a loss.

"For the six months of operations to the end of December, 1986, the income per kilometre was R1.57c against a total cost per kilometre of almost R2.9c."

"The increase, amounting to an extra 22c a kilometre, will mean that the bus operation can now be regarded as breaking even."

But Mr Coetzee said 1987 wage increases would also come into effect on July 1 and would be a major factor in fixing bus fares in the future.

He said that in the first 10 months of the 1986-87 financial year the cost of tyres for the bus fleet had increased by almost 40% and the costs of spares and maintenance by almost 25%.

He said application had been made to the Department of Transport to increase the passenger subsidy on the 10-rider clipboard in some cases this amounted to a reduction on clipboard costs.
EGG PRICE RISE

1983: +6c
+2c
−12c
Egg price dropped 4c

1984: +14c
−6c
Egg price rose 8c

1985: +4c
Egg price rose 12c

1986: +5c
Egg price rose 12c

1987 +12c

Over the past 5 years, the price of a dozen eggs has increased by 61c.
Petrol price down

Petrol price cuts ranging from one to two cents on the Reef and at the coast are likely at the end of the month.

"The cuts were confirmed by a Government spokesman who yesterday said final calculations would not start until after the Cabinet meeting next week.

"It was clear that expectations of cuts of three cents would be optimistic and the spokesman said one would have to look at the fact that the February fixing was based on a 47-48 cent rand. It was now worth just on 50 US cents, not a substantial increase.

"There may be the odd little bonus which could assist as well," he said. But it would not be realistic to anticipate a large cut.

The speculation about petrol price cuts resulting from the improved performance of the rand against the US dollar was turned to fact when the Deputy Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr George Bartlett, answered a question in Parliament saying that cuts might be coming."
Remote areas will pay more
Fuel prices on Reef to drop again

By David Braun, Political Correspondent

The price of petrol and diesel will come down again in most regions of South Africa at the end of the month.

But some unlucky people living in the more remote parts of the country are likely to end up paying more — maybe as much as 4 c a litre more.

Industry sources indicate that the price of petrol will be cut by up to 2 c a litre — and diesel by possibly more. The affected areas will include the Witwatersrand, which receives much of its fuel from the Sasol oil-from-coal refineries in the Free State and Transvaal.

Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology Mr Dane Steyn said in the House of Assembly yesterday that the price of fuel would be reduced because of the recovery of the rand against the dollar recently.

But sources said that because fuel prices are to be capped — with rationalisation of certain levies and the phasing out of cross-subsidisation — consumers in the more remote inland areas are likely to pay more from July 1.

Replying to a question by Mr Clive Derby-Lewis (Conservative Party nominated), Mr Steyn said he intended reducing the price of petrol “simultaneously with the implementation of the increased tariffs of SA Transport Services and the consolidation of levies on July 1.”

He added “The net result will be that decreases will occur which will vary from place to place, but there may also be areas where increases may occur.”

Duty evasion

Finance Minister Mr Barend du Plessis said in his Budget speech in Parliament last month that as a result of increasing evasion of duty, levies and general sales tax on fuels, it had been decided to consolidate the levies for the Road Fund, the Central Energy Fund, the Motor Vehicle Assurance Fund (Third Party), and general sales tax into a single fuel levy.

The consolidated levy, to be collected by Customs and Excise directly from the oil companies, will, however, have no impact on pump prices, he said.

Mr du Plessis said consumers now getting a rebate on fuel (such as farmers) will in future have to pay the full duty at the time of purchase. Provision would then be made in the Customs and Excise Act for a refund of the duty and levy to consumers who qualified.

He estimated that the new system of collection would give the Exchequer R300 million a year more.
Egg price increase

next week

An increase of between 6.5 percent and 7.5 percent in the price of eggs is expected from next week, according to the South African Poultry Association.

This was indicated by a survey among the association's price leader members in the Transvaal and Free State.

The anticipated increase, varying from producer to producer, will be between 10 cents and 12 cents a dozen to meet increasing overheads.

Similar or higher increases are anticipated at the coast soon.

These regions must pay increased railage for feed such as maize.

A Milk Board spokesman was unable to confirm reports today that milk would increase by 5 cents a litre from July 1 — Sapa.
Petrol price expected to drop by 2c

By PATRICK CULL
Political Correspondent

CAPE TOWN — The price of petrol is expected to drop by about 2c a litre at the coast and in major towns on the Reef from July 1. The price of diesel fuel is also expected to decrease.

However, a small increase can be expected in some of the more remote inland areas because of distribution costs.

The main reasons behind the changes which will be announced on June 29 are the recent recovery in the value of the rand against the United States dollar, the consolidation of the present levy system and changes in the zoning system for petrol prices.

The Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr Danie Steyn, gave the first indication in the House of Assembly yesterday that a price cut was in the offing.

He said a reduction was possible from July 1 with the implementation of the increased Sats tariffs and the consolidation of levies.
Price rise misfires
Optimism that the sugar price was set for a recovery this year seems to have been misplaced after touching US$6.50/lb in February, world sugar prices have drifted down to around US$6.50/lb on the major markets. The South African Sugar Association (Sasa) was last week putting the best possible construction on the unimpressed price movements. General manager, Peter Sale, was quick to point out that the current price was in line with last season's average of US$6.50/lb.

"Rather than talk about a decline in the sugar price," says Sale, "the line we prefer to take is that prices have not moved up as expected."

Whether prices will move up to the double-digit levels industry spokesmen were predicting a few months ago, is a moot point. Anything, sugar is a commodity notorious for its irrationality — so much so that Sale contends long-term price movements are virtually unquantifiable. Any firming in the price, he says, seems to attract new stocks to the world market, while the reverse tends to spark renewed buyer interest. So, just where the price will go this year is anybody's guess.

Probably of more immediate concern, though, is the recent appreciation of the rand against the dollar. Since January the rand has risen 25% in dollar terms, resulting in a concomitant drop in industry earnings on sugar sold internationally in dollars. Last season the industry's export earnings were considerably enhanced by the favourable dollar exchange rate which averaged US$4.6c.

Sale confirms the rising rand is a source of concern — especially with world prices in a trough. "Naturally, as exporters, we prefer a 40c/rand to a 30c one."

Aside from price and exchange rate considerations, other industry indications are good. Early summer rains have ensured a crop of normal proportions, with sugar production of around 2.5 Mt. The industry wrapped up last season with proceeds of R1 billion, leaving it with a small surplus over costs. As things stand, the current season looks like ending much the same way.

A formula has been devised through which a portion of the industry's surplus earnings will be directed at the repayment of its R327m debt. Sale, however, is reluctant to give details, saying the system is still to be refined.

With R80m in foreign loans which the industry has with overseas banks falling due at the end of the season, Sasa is clearly giving more attention to its debt position. Sale was in London last week for his customary beginning-of-the-season visit. One of his tasks was to call on Sasa's bankers to assure them the debt repayment is in hand.

Of the R80m soon to fall due, he says confidently "That portion which we don't succeed in paying we should have no problem in rolling over"
House prices up 10% in the Eastern Cape

Business Editor

A RISE of 10% in house prices in the Eastern Cape was recorded in the first quarter of this year on the fourth quarter of last year, for an annual increase of 4%, according to the United Building Society.

The United says all regions experienced a rise in house prices in the first quarter over the 1986 fourth quarter, with Natal (outside the Durban-Pinetown area) the highest at 11% (5% annual change), followed by the Eastern Cape and the West Rand with 5% (2%).

In contrast, prices in the Western Cape rose by only 2% on the 1986 fourth quarter (7%), by 1% in the Durban-Pinetown area (6%), by 2% in Pretoria (an annual decline of 1%) and by 2% in the Vaal Triangle (annual decline of 4%).

In its latest quarterly housing review, United gives the average price of smaller sized houses in the Eastern Cape as R32 402, medium-sized houses as R70 450 and large houses as R22 938.

The average price of new smaller-sized houses is given as R33 204, new medium-sized houses as R72 667 and new large houses as R77 567, while older small houses averaged R22 116, older medium-sized houses R69 268 and older large houses R22 414.

It says smaller houses in South Africa currently cost on average R22 000, medium-sized houses R74 500 and larger houses R105 600, with the price of a medium-sized house up 5% on the 1986 fourth quarter, for an annual rise of 3%.

It expects building costs to rise by 17% this year, which will be reflected in the price of new houses. It says that it is unlikely that the average increase in house prices will exceed the likely inflation rate of 17%, but a rise of 5% to 15% is not unrealistic.

In the first quarter of this year mortgage bond repayments dropped to an average of R250 a month from R250 in the 1986 fourth quarter for a decline in real terms of 5.8%, mainly because of an inflation rate of 17% and a 9.5% fall in the mortgage bond rate.

It says the economy is now entering an upswing phase, implying that the demand for money will start to rise more meaningfully. Thus in turn is likely to lead to a hardening of interest rates across the board.

The increase in deposit rates is bound to lead to higher mortgage rates, it says.
Price of bread ‘likely to rise’

Wheat Board general manager Mr Denis van Aarde says the price of bread is likely to rise by October unless the Government made more money available.

He said the Government allocated R166 million for subsidies in the last financial year. This year the figure was only R150 million.

Another R12 million came from the Milling and Baking Industry and R15 million from the Wheat Board.

Mr Van Aarde expects the subsidy to run out by the end of September.
New dairy system: whither the price?

Deregulation of the dairy industry and the current milk shortage could lead to some price increases. Mr Edouard Roux, general manager of the Dairy Board, said yesterday. However, the board had no plans to increase the price of milk.

A free-market system would be in operation officially in September, but it was already operating widely and many dairies were sourcing their own milk supplies for the first time.

"Transport of milk from the farm — an area where the board previously played a role by diverting supplies — is a problem for many small dairies as they cannot afford the cost of milk tankers," said Mr Roux.

SHOP ROUND FOR BEST PRICES

He added that if a small dairy found it could not buy supplies directly from a farmer, but had to get them through a large dairy, their prices could be higher.

"It is vital that consumers shop round for the best milk prices," he said.

Mr Roux added that the introduction of the free-market system in the industry meant all participants had to learn to be more resourceful.

"It is the 'bird-in-the-cage' syndrome. Small dairies may not be able to handle the new situation. If a bigger dairy is able to guarantee its supplies by paying a farmer more, it will do so, but small dairies are sometimes also able to pay a few farmers more and thus guarantee supplies."

Mr Roux said he believed the free-market system — introduced when the board set a minimum, rather than actual, milk price in January — had many problems but was still the right direction to follow.
Hospital fees to rise 8 pc

By Melanie Gosling

Private hospital fees will go up by eight percent on July 1.

The increase will be restricted to ward fees, and will not apply to theatres or intensive care units, the chairman of the National Association of Private Hospitals, Mr Dick Williamson, said in Johannesburg yesterday.

The present rate for private hospital ward fees is R82,50. It will increase to R89,10.

Mr Williamson said his association is worried about the private hospital industry because fees have not kept pace with the rate of inflation, nor the increase in the cost of living. It has negotiated an increase with medical aid schemes.

"The man in the street compares our prices with those of provincial hospitals, which are subsidised by the Government. We're not cheap, but when you compare our rates with those of private hospitals overseas, we are certainly not expensive either," Mr Williamson said.

In Australia the daily ward rate is nearly R400. The intensive care unit's daily fee in South Africa is R163. In Britain it is R1163 and R1 314 in Australia.
PRETORIA — The Wheat Board is due for discussions with wheat producers later this month — the first step towards a higher bread price from the start of the new season on October 1, it was learned in Pretoria. And if Finance Minister Barend du Plessis refuses to raise the current bread subsidy in his budget tomorrow the increase is likely to be steep.

The current subsidy of R1.50 provided for in the mini-budget in February will be exhausted by end-October, and if not increased a bread price hike is certain by end-September.

In addition, at end-September it will be a year since the milling and baking industries got increased margins.

Costs in the two industries have increased and margins are bound to be adjusted upwards.

This year's 2,96-million ton crop — the second biggest on record — will be enough to satisfy the growing local demand.
Increases in rail and postage rates will force up prices

By Toni Youngusband

South Africa faces a bleak winter as rail and postage rate increases force up food and other commodity prices.

Major retailers and consumer protection organisations have warned that almost all manufacturers would have to put up their prices to finance the higher rates announced in parliament recently.

The burden on ratepayers will also increase this month as towns and cities throughout the country announce assessment rates increases in their annual budgets.

Krugersdorp residents have already been told they will have to pay 20 percent more and Randburg people have had at least R20 added to their monthly rates bills. It is expected that Johannesburg residents will have to dig deeper into their pockets after the budget on June 17.

Critics say the Government's "delay" in announcing increases in basic consumer items was an election ploy.

Mr Clive Weil, managing director of Checkers, said: "There isn't an industry in the country that won't put up prices. We can expect a spate of price increases in July."

"The saddest thing of all is that consumers are conditioned to believe that if prices are below the inflation rate we are doing very well. And if the inflation rate is only 10 or 12 percent we think things are wonderful."

"Yet, compared to our major overseas trading partners whose inflation rates are much lower, our situation is horrible."

"HIDEOUSLY CLEAR"

Mr Richard Cohen, a director of Pick 'n Pay, said he did not think the Government's announcement would have any short-term effect on consumers but in the long term consumers would be expected to pay more.

"Higher rail and postal costs will only add to the price increase pressure manufacturers already have to bear—such as wages and salaries, uniforms etcetera."

Mrs Jean Tatham, vice-president of the Housewives League, said: "It is hideously clear that by not putting up these prices before July 1 was a big election ploy. The Government is not playing fair."

"And there's nothing consumers can do about it. The Transport Act is such that you cannot legally go out with a bakke to farms and buy up their goods for yourself and your neighbour. Roads and rails are our lifelines."

The Consumer Council said the rail increase was relatively mild but that each increase was inflationary and promoted impoverishment of consumers and the degeneration of the already unstable economy.

Economists said the inflation rate would rise as a result of the increased costs.
AN INTERNATIONAL cost-of-living survey published depicts Johannesburg as one of the cheapest cities in the world and a potentially attractive place for foreigners working on short-term contracts.

In fact, a local consultant believes the combination of a depressed rand, high pay and stimulating job opportunities could lead to overseas computer experts being attracted to SA, resulting in a reversal of the brain drain.

The survey, published by Inhouse Management Consultants of London, is based on expenditure patterns of international executives and families worldwide. The changes in living costs during the 12 months ended March 1987 are examined for 20 major cities:

- **Inflation** has taken its toll in SA, but not as heavily as in Europe and North America. Amsterdam leads the way, with a compound annual increase of 11%. New York shows a minimal increase of 1.3% while Paris, with 9%, London (3.5%) and Rome (4.5%) all show 6-8% increases.

- **Superb value** is still enjoyed by the Rand in Johannesburg, with a hefty 12% increase.

### SA magnificent bargain by world standards

By way of comparison:

- **Netherlands**
  - Amsterdam 170
  - Hamburg 175

- **Germany**
  - Germany 170
  - Paris 180

- **Japan**
  - Tokyo 220

- **Switzerland**
  - Zurich 190

- **US**
  - New York 172

- **France**
  - Paris 194

- **Sweden**
  - Stockholm 179

- **UK**
  - London 140

- **Canada**
  - Toronto 193

- **Italy**
  - Rome 184

- **Australia**
  - Sydney 121

**South Africa**
- Johannesburg 100

**CHANGES IN LIVING COSTS 1987**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>1986</th>
<th>1987</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamburg</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Attraction

- **Exchange rates** and even income tax rates do not reflect the relative progress of good purchasing power in the key, and high incomes can be more than compensated for high costs.

Emery believes computer contract staff are likely to be a cut above fortune, in that they go where they can earn a lot of money in a relatively short time.

To some people, SA has low labor costs, some sophisticated computer installations and an unbeatable climate — all big attractions for Brits and other foreign contractors being rewarded by large pay packages.

"South Africa has become an attraction for computer staff looking to make a lot of money in a short time," he says. "Given the choice today between South Africa and SA, two countries desperate for computer people, most computer specialists would opt for SA."

"True, there is no tax payable in South, but no Scotch either."

---

**Note:** The table values are illustrative and may not reflect current economic conditions.
Prices going up, up, up

Food, clothing costs will rise from July — experts
Price of TVs to be slashed?

made by the local electronics industry and price competitiveness achieved

These moves, announced by the Deputy Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr Theo Alant, are expected to boost television sales and manufacturing.

Mr Alant said, "The decrease in the duties together with the development of a local chassis will imply that the price of television receiving sets could drop as much as 20%.

"This ought to have a positive influence on sales figures which will benefit capacity utilisation in the electronics industry.

"These steps are also aimed at the stimulation of the electronics industry.

"It is trusted that the television manufacturing industry will grasp the opportunity to establish the necessary technology in this country."

The moves were introduced after recommendations by the Board of Trade and Industry and "intensive" discussions with representatives of the electronics industry.
PETROL prices will rise on July 1 by up to 1c a litre, although motorists are already over-paying at the pumps.

Transport tariff increases in yesterday's transport budget must "inevitably be included" in the petrol price when the new tariffs take effect in July, said Economic Affairs and Technology Minister Danie Steyn.

He said increases would differ in regions depending on transport costs, "but it is not expected that the increases will amount to more than 1c/l in even the most outlying areas". Diesel prices will also rise.

The increase was announced despite recent figures showing that motorists had been over-paying for five months. Because of the stronger rand exchange rate and the lower cost of landing fuel in SA, motorists have been over-paying by as much as 4c/l. The difference is paid into an ecualisation fund, the "slate", which prevents constant price fluctuations.
Most Sals Tariffs Set To Increase by 10 Per Cent
Rail or plane about the same

Dispatch Correspondent

CAPE TOWN — Whether travelling by train or plane, it now costs just as much to travel from Cape Town to Johannesburg and back.

The increases announced in yesterday’s Transport budget mean that the previous first class single train fare has gone up by R33, from R197 to R230 (or R460 return), a South African Transport Services spokesman said.

A call to South African Airways established that the return economy class airfare to Johannesburg is also R460, while the “midnight flight” fare stands at R230 return.

The Sats spokesman said the average 15 per cent increase in main line fares followed a decrease of 32 per cent in use of these trains over the last year.

“We attribute that decrease mainly to cheaper, alternative forms of transport— the midnight flight and the new inter-city buses run both by private companies and Sats,” he said.

He added that the increase was necessary because at the moment only 30 per cent of the cost of running main line train was recovered by passenger fees.

“The increase is also accompanied by an ongoing process of rationalisation of the main line service,” he said. — DDC
CAPE TOWN — Petrol prices will rise on July 1 by up to 1c a litre, although motorists are already over-paying at the pumps.

Transport tariff increases will be included in the petrol price when the new tariffs come into effect in July, the Minister of Economic Affairs and Technology, Mr Danie Steyn, said.

He said increases would differ region by region, depending on transport costs, but it is not expected that the increases will amount to more than 1c/litre in even the most costly areas. Diesel prices will also rise.

The increase was announced despite figures last week showing motorists had been over-paying at the pumps for five months. Because of the stronger rand against the dollar, and the lower cost of landing fuel in South Africa, motorists have been paying as much as 4c/litre too much. The difference is paid into an equalisation fund, the "state", which prevents constant price fluctuations.

A government spokesman said last night: "The state is there to cushion the effect of landing crude oil in South Africa. We can't use it to absorb transport tariff increases."

Meanwhile, the Minister of Transport Services, Mr H. Marais, pointed out that a wide range of tariff increases, averaging 10 per cent overall, would come into effect on July 1.

Introducing the South African Transport Services budget for Second Reading, he said the increases, calculated over

**Petrol price up in July**

18 months since the last tariff increase, equalled an annual rate of slightly over six per cent, well below the present rate of inflation.

He said tariffs on railway goods were being increased by an average of 11.9 per cent, while suburban passenger fares would be increased by 10 per cent.

The minister also announced that he would increase passenger fares again in October, according to "prevailing conditions" at the time.

Tariffs for containers by unit and non-unit trains would go up by 7.2 and eight per cent respectively, but the increase varied for different unit routes on unit trains.

"The conveyance of empty containers is extremely uneconomical and these tariffs are therefore being increased by 20 per cent."

It had also been decided to further stimulate the coastal trade by doing away with the ad valorem principle of freight charges, introducing a normal per ton per ton per harbour.

As far as rail passenger services were concerned, fare structures also needed adjustment from July 1. — Sapa

See also page 6
Bulk 'rip-off':

Massive efforts are being made to ensure that bulk-buying really is cheaper for consumers than buying in small quantities. Pick 'n Pay chairman Mr. Raymond Ackerman said last night he was commenting after a report showed there was not always cheaper to buy in bulk at three major retail chain stores—Pick 'n Pay, OK and Checkers.

"A double pack item should be cheaper than a single pack, but our suppliers sometimes give us discounts on single packs which move faster than the doubles," Mr. Ackerman said.

He had held meetings with buyers yesterday at which it was decided to "launch an even stronger attack" on suppliers to make double packs cheaper.

"Particularly in our hypermarkets, we will assiduously try to have double packs cheaper," he said. "We will also try in supermarkets, but I am less sure of success there, as our initial efforts will be in hypermarkets."

He has always believed in giving customers what they wanted, and conceded that most people did want—and expected—buying in bulk to be cheaper.

According to the weekend article, surveys on the Rand showed that bulk products were priced between 25 and 30% higher among fast-selling essentials such as toilet paper, rice, cooking oil and milk powder blends.

Cleaners, fabric softeners, washing powders and dishwashing liquids were also often cheaper in smaller quantities.

Mr. Clive Weil, MD of Checkers, has been quoted as saying his firm had invested in a unit-pricing system so that consumers could compare prices on different-sized packs easily to find the cheapest buy.

Mr. Allan Fabig, a director of OK Bazaars, has said that OK concentrated special offers on small packs as these were preferred by "ordinary working people".
More postal rises still on cards - Minister

By Chris Curness

House of Assembly - A week has passed since the postal unions revealed that the average increase in postage rates was 8.7 per cent. Mr. Stoffel Botha, Minister of Communications, yesterday confirmed reports that the net profit of the Post Office has dropped from 30 per cent to less than 3 per cent. Mr. Botha said the losses would be made up by increased postage rates. He also announced that the Post Office would introduce a new telephone service called Telelocal, which will allow for calls within the same town at a reduced rate.

Telephone, letter charges soar

By Chris Curness

House of Assembly - Tariff increases announced by the Minister of Communications, Mr. Stoffel Botha, yesterday were as follows:

- Local and trunk calls: 10 cents per minute.
- International calls: 30 cents per minute for the first minute, then 30 cents per minute for each additional minute.
- Automatic exchange connection: 5 cents.
- Installation charges: R50 to R125 (charge for social pensioners remains unchanged).

Vandal-proof public phones: Production to be stepped up

By Chris Curness

He said the popularity of card-operated public telephones was rapidly increasing in many countries. This was not only because they were very convenient to use, but also because they limited vandalism, were safe, and were very reliable - thus requiring very low maintenance.

New pilot service

The minister said that telephone services in South Africa had increased by over 270,000 in the past financial year - bringing the number of telephones to around 4.2 million at the end of March this year. The waiting list then was at 97,000.

The minister also announced a new pilot service, Bureaux, which provides a facsimile of customer to hand in a document at a post office for transmission of a service that can be transmitted to a printer.

The pilot scheme has already introduced between Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban and, if the demand justifies it, will gradually be expanded during the new financial year.

Reform bill to repeal 12 acts

By Chris Curness

House of Delegates - A bill which repeals 12 acts and deals explicitly with the government's reform process was introduced in the House of Assembly yesterday by the Deputy Minister of Constitutional Development and Community Affairs, Mr. Peter Badenhorst.

Draft proposals are:

- Black women will in future be able to own property.
- Home-ownership is promoted; the responsibility of issuing certificates will be shifted from the Registrar of titles to private surveyors.
- Provision for the appointment of commissioners-general in self-governing territories.
- Provision for the appointment of deputy ministers by the chief minister of a self-governing territory.
- Definitions and terminology for black local authorities are brought into line with other local authorities.

The bill was read a second time with the support of all parties - Sapa.

DP's Official Opposition

The Democratic Party has been recognized as the Official Opposition in the 99-seat House of Representatives by the Speaker of Parliament, Mr. Louis in Orange.

Mr. Charles Redcliffe, MP for Schscheville, is the new leader of the opposition, succeeding Mr. Denis de la Cruz of the Democratic Workers Party.

In a letter to Mr. Redcliffe yesterday, the Speaker states that he is now satisfied that the Democratic Party meets with the requirements of a political party.

The DP came into existence when members of the National Party broke away last month, initially calling for the adjournment of the National Assembly and later, along with Mr. Trevor Geyser and Mr. Ben Matshe, they opted to become the Official Opposition.
Handing costs of telegrams up to R2,50

MASSIVE PO RISES

R125 to get telephone installed

MASSIVE increases in specific post office services and a substantial rise in the cost of telephone installations and rentals, were announced by the Minister of Home Affairs and Communications, Mr Stoffel Botha, yesterday.

From July 1 the handling costs of telegrams for example will go up 92.3 percent to R2,50 and telephone installations by 39.9 percent to R125.

Mr Botha delivered his Post Office Budget yesterday, and said the losses on unprofitable services had reached such proportions that they could no longer be borne by profitable services.

He announced that:
- Telephone rentals were to be increased by between R3 and R5.50 a month (27.3 to 50 percent).
- Payphone units to be increased from 10 to between 15 and 20 cents (50 to 100 percent),
- Telephone and telegraph call unit charges to be increased from 12 to 13.5 cents (12.5 percent).

Postage on non-standardised letters increased from 2.20 to 2.80 (16 percent) and COD from R2.20 to R2.40 per parcel (nine percent).

List

He also announced a substantial list of increases in the handling of postal articles and telegraph tariffs which included:
- A 23 percent increase (15 to 30 cents) and a 25 percent increase (50c to 75c) in handling ordinary and registered postal articles.

The ability of the profitable service to subsidise the unprofitable postal and other services as well as the unprofitable rental of telephone services had to a large extent been adversely affected.

"It is essential that tariffs for the various services should be adjusted to relate more closely to the cost of rendering the service," he said.

"Damelin makes PO rates shock

From Page 1

- A 25 percent increase (R1.00 to R1.25), for express delivery;
- A 46 percent increase (R65 to R95) in the tariff for a send/receive 50-band teleprinter and a 45 percent increase on the tariff for a receiver only.

Mr Botha said he knew that tariff increases should under present circumstances be kept as low as possible, "and for that reason an adjustment that will increase post office revenue by only 8.8 percent in the 1987/88 financial year is contemplated.

It had been found that internal subsidisation was also taking place between sub-divisions of the same service. The most important was the subsidisation of telephone rental by telephone call charges.

Mr Botha said it was estimated that telephone call charges would subsidise telephone rentals by more than R500 million in 1987/8.
Telephone services

Local and trunk and international calls from 1Rc per minute to 14Rc.

Telephone charges from 1Rc per minute to 14Rc for local calls and from 10c to between 15c and 14c for long-distance calls.

Automatic exchange connection rental from 11Rc to 13Rc.

Installation charges from 300Rc to 1225Rc for exchange location or premises remains unchanged.

Telex and telegraph services

Telex from 12Rc to 15Rc per minute.

Handling charges per telegram from 1Rc to 2Rc.

Rate for first 10 words rises from 8Rc to 1Rc and thereafter for each additional word from 10c to 15c.

Postal services

Non-standardised letters up to 20 grams, three cents payable depending on weight.

Parcels up by between 6c and 8c up to 30s.

Miscellaneous service fees

Registration of a postal article from 6c to 7c.

Express delivery up from 1Rc to 2Rc.

Commission on postal orders up to between one cent and 25c.
It may be bad news on PO and Sats tariffs next week

By PATRICK CULL
Political Correspondent

Some of the post-election medicine forecast by the PFP's Mr Harry Schwarz is likely to be handed to the consumer next week when both the Post Office and South African Transport Services (Sats) budgets are presented.

The Post Office budget will be presented by Mr Stoffel Botha, Minister of Communications, on Monday. Mr Eli Louw will present the Sats budget the following day.

A wide range of increases seems inevitable, particularly in the light of the 12.5% increase given to all Government employees this week.

The two-part appropriations (mini-budgets) presented in February this year were particularly mild and the only increase announced was a 2c rise to 16c in the standard letter rate.

But there were hints at the time that more increases would be announced later — after the election.

In February, Mr Botha said that the current cross-subsidisation of services could not continue at current levels and would have to be phased out.

Just how he is going to do this will be disclosed on Monday.

Across-the-board increases in postal tariffs seem likely. Bearing in mind the R130-million loss projected for this year, it is likely that telephone tariffs will also rise.

A warning of further increases in this area was given in last year's budget.

A general round of increases has also been predicted when the Sats budget is presented on Tuesday.

Again a mild mini-budget was delivered in February prior to the election. And, safely back in power, the Government can now hand out the medicine.

The main Budget will be tabled on June 3.
Heavier tax burdens, rising prices

'Steady decline in living standards'

By AUDREY D'ANGELO
Financial Editor

CONSUMERS have "taken a hammering" by a steady decline in their living standards since 1980 — and the pace of economic development now will depend on "the speed with which political obstacles are removed", according to Dekie Stuart, director of the Stellenbosch Bureau for Economic Research.

He points out in the current issue of Intermark Data that consumers' real spending power has been eroded steadily by rising prices and heavier tax burdens.

"In the period from 1980 to 1985 real disposable income per capita decreased by 1.1% per annum."

Stuart says that bracket-creeping — as inflation pushes people up into higher tax brackets — is the main reason for sharp rises in direct taxation.

"It should also be kept in mind that inflation is driven upwards by indirect taxes, thus having a double impact on the real income of consumers in so far that it increases direct taxes through bracket-creeping and pushes up prices at the consumer level."

Stuart also blames political uncertainty for lack of consumer confidence, which has curtailed spending. "The political reform process by itself created confusion simply because neither the pace thereof nor the content was ever spelled out clearly."

"Commentators differed in their comment, depending on whether they were to the left or right of the government."

"Thus, the consumers were told by some that the pace of reform was too slow, by others that it was too fast and by another group that it was unwanted."

The result of this was to leave consumers bewildered "The increased uncertainty by itself eventually spilled over into a lack of confidence — due to political factors".

Stuart says that, judging by the rate at which political obstacles to prosperity have been removed during the past 18 months "I have reason to be pessimistic about short-term economic developments. But perhaps the after-election period will differ substantially from the pre-election period. Let us hope so."
RISING SUN NO FUN WHEN IT COMES TO COSTS

GENEVA. — At least 33 major world cities are more expensive than New York because of the plunging value of the US dollar, a global cost-of-living survey said recently.

Tokyo tops the list and is now twice as costly as New York, while some other cities are 50% more expensive, the Business International Company said.

Business International is a business research, publishing and consulting company which conducts cost-of-living surveys at six-month intervals for multinational corporations.

Officials said the latest survey covered 102 cities worldwide and New York was in 34th place against 20th position in the previous survey.

Figures as of January 31, made Tokyo the world’s most expensive city — at 191 points or 91% above New York’s base 100 points.

Geneva and Zurich were Europe’s most expensive cities at 134 and 131 points respectively.

"But the dollar continued to fall sharply after January, 31 so Tokyo is now definitely more than double New York while Geneva and Zurich are around 50% higher," a Business International spokesman said.

So you thought it cost an arm and a leg to stay in Cape Town? We have it good, compared to a list of the world’s most expensive cities, released by UPI.

"Most west European cities were above New York in the survey but now those that were slightly cheaper, like London and Madrid, are probably more expensive as well," he said.

Surveys are based on a weighted index for costs of a food shopping basket, alcoholic beverages, household supplies, personal care items, tobacco, utilities, clothing, domestic help, recreation, entertainment, and transportation. The findings are widely used by companies in paying cost-of-living compensation to expatriate personnel.

Standings in the survey, based on January 31 costs and with points above or below New York’s 100 base equivalent to percentages.

House prices on the way back up

Finance Staff

House prices in the main metropolitan areas have started rising and should be back to the boom-time levels of 1984 before the end of the year, says the Bureau for Economic Research (BER) at the University of Stellenbosch.

In its latest building and construction survey, BER says people have adjusted to political uncertainty and are now once again prepared to invest in fixed property.

The improved demand for housing has also resulted in increased activity amongst architects, quantity surveyors and builders.

An average housing price rise of 15 percent for 1987 is forecast by bureau economist Mr Tertius Beyers, who compiled the latest survey. This takes into account the oversupply of housing for whites, which will dampen the possibility of a boom.

Pressure on prices comes from five sources, he says. Prices in June 1985 were 14 percent lower than two years earlier.

"At a time when prices of most commodities rose sharply, house prices declined to well below replacement costs, making them a good investment."

"Even though real disposable income is still declining, the economic outlook has improved and people had started to buy in anticipation of pay rises in 1987."

He pointed out that interest rates were relatively low with the implications of cheaper mortgage rates. The sharp drop in the tempo of speculative residential building and a still-growing population in the young buyers' market had caused a pent-up demand.

High-priced houses were the quickest to react to the renewed interest in residential property — this category also suffered the biggest setback when the slump began.

Prices of medium-priced houses — the category "where most of the second time subordinated house buyer buys into" — were mildly affected by the recession and should surpass the previous peak levels before the middle of 1987.

But prices at the lower end of the scale, he adds, have shown no sign of improvement. However, prices in this market kept stable throughout the recession, says Mr Beyers.

A net 27 percent of home builders reported increased volumes of work in the March quarter.

"One danger signal is that 21 percent of housing contractors experienced serious problems in obtaining foremen while a further 22 percent experienced some problems.

"A shortage of labour at the start of an upswing will obviously lead to serious problems later. As a result of the recession, many retrenched workers have turned to other trades and are not prepared to take the risk of returning to the industry."

Wage increases are forecast to average 12 percent this year (after only 6.9 percent last year).
Property prices up
— bureau

The prices of residential properties in the main metropolitan areas are fast recovering and could soon be reaching boom-time levels of 1984, says the Bureau for Economic Research (BER) at the University of Stellenbosch in its latest building and construction survey.

After hitting the bottom of the market in July last year, prices rebounded on average by 18.4 percent in November.

REASONS

There are a number of possible reasons for this upward pressure on house prices, says the BER. They are:

• House prices in June 1985 were 14 percent lower than two years earlier. At a time when prices of most commodities rose sharply, house prices declined to well below replacement costs, making it a good investment.

• People are getting used to the unstable political situation.

• Even though real disposable income was still declining, the economic outlook improved and people started to buy on the anticipation of possible salary increases this year.
Price of power to go up in Cape Town

ELECTRICITY users in the Cape Town municipal area will face a tariff increase of about 10% from October 1.

This follows the announcement last week of a R12 increase for TV licences — also from October 1 — and a R3 increase for motor-car licences and an increase of up to R15 for heavy-vehicle licences, both effective from September 1.

According to Mr Fred Daniel, the city electrical engineer, the electricity increase would have been steeper if the Athlone power station had not been "effectively shut down" for the year.

He said in a report to the utilities and works committee yesterday that the previous increase had been a 6% rise in October last year.

Since then Eskom had raised its tariffs by 12% in January. This was one of the main reasons for the increase, along with salary and wage increases and "other inflationary influences".

Municipal electrical workers are at present engaged in a work-to-rule or go-slow in support of pay demands which have been negotiated over many weeks.

Mr Daniel said yesterday that one of the reasons for the increase being kept as low as it was, was that Eskom had offered to provide the first 214MW of power free of "demand charge" if council agreed not to use its thermal-powered generation to supplement its energy requirements.

This offer, effective from January this year, meant that it was economical to "effectively shut down the Athlone power station for 1987" and buy more energy from Eskom. The offer was renewable annually.

The good news for electricity users who live outside the Cape Town municipality but who are nevertheless supplied through the city council is that the old 12% surcharge is to be dropped to 9%, according to Mr Daniel's recommendation.
Concessions on house prices seen as a bid to break rent boycott

The Government has announced major concessions on housing prices for whites, coloureds, Indians and blacks. The concessions are being interpreted as an attempt to break rent boycotts in black areas — but critics say the concessions do not go far enough.

Soweto Civic Association president Dr Nthato Motlana commented: "We believe the Government is at last beginning to appreciate what we have been saying for years. This is some kind of progress."

"(But) they haven't even addressed one of the fundamental demands of the boycott — that the councillors and the community councils themselves must go."

Mrs Helen Suzman, FFNP MP for Houghton, said she had no doubt the announcement was part of an attempt to stabilise South African society two days before the election.

"You cannot do that in two days, and I have always been in favour of home ownership for blacks. I hope it will take off and be successful."

"This may help to solve the crisis brought about by the non-payment of rents. But it will not solve the problem of increasing the existing stock of houses."

The new housing campaign was announced by the Bureau for Information in Pretoria last night.

Adjustments and additions made to the conditions of sale applying to existing housing units erected with National Housing Funds include:

- A discount of up to 65 per cent on the calculated purchase price of any house which has structural defects. Previously the maximum discount was limited to 20 per cent.

- Any arrears in rental pertaining to the cost of the stand and erection of the dwelling can be included in the loan amount.

- A tenant who has paid rent regularly during the past three years can buy without a deposit.

- Transfer and other costs are included in the loan in deserving cases, the release said.

- Further benefits not directly linked to the sales campaign include:

- The cost limit of a dwelling stand from R27,000 to R30,000.

- The maximum income limit of persons who qualify for aid was raised from R200 to R1,000 a month.

- A 25 per cent cash discount.

- A 5 per cent discount to buyers who buy before June 30, 1983.

The new benefits are to be implemented on July 1. — Sapa
Post and rail tariff rises forecast

Political Correspondent

CAPE TOWN — Consumers should brace themselves for a wave of administered price increases in two key budgets to be tabled in Parliament this week. The Post Office budget is to be tabled by the Minister of Transport Affairs, Mr Eli Louw, tomorrow.

The Post Office and Sats were postponed until after the election. The only increase announced by Mr Botha in the Post Office Part Appropriation Bill tabled earlier this year was for postage on standard internal mail from 14c to 16c.

It is unlikely that this will be increased today although postage on non-standard mail and other forms of communications could be increased.

Full details of rate increases and the financial review of the Post Office will be carried in later editions of The Star.
Price of cars to increase again

JOHANNESBURG —

Car prices are about to increase for the second time this year.

Volkswagen has confirmed the prices of its VW and Audi ranges will rise by an average 3 per cent next week.

Officials of Samcor have met to decide on the prices of Ford, Mazda and Mitsubishi vehicles and increases of between 3 and 4 per cent are expected.

A spokesman for Mercedes-Benz said a decision on Mercedes and Honda vehicles "is likely in the next few days".

However, BMW prices will not go up before June and a spokesman for Delta said its prices were not about to rise.

Nissan and Toyota officials were not available for comment.

The increases are the second quarterly rise this year and are in line with industry forecasts of a 12 to 15 per cent increase during 1997. Another two price rises can be expected this year, sources within the industry said.

The VW price rise will push up the retail price of a typical car, the Citi Golf, from R14 205 to R14 690 — DDC
Butter price to rise

Pretoria Bureau

The wholesale price of butter is to increase by 30c a kg from May 1, the Dairy Board announced today.

The 7.5 percent price hike, caused by a cut in the Dairy Board’s subsidy, will take the wholesale price of butter to R2.15 for 500 g.

A spokesman for the Dairy Board today said the subsidy had been cut from R1.45 a kg implemented when the board dropped the wholesale price in July last year to R1.17.

"The board cannot carry the cost all the time."
Butter price set to go up by 30c on May 1

JOHANNESBURG — The latest shock for consumers is that the price of butter is to rise by 30c a kilogram together with a small increase in the wholesale price, this will result in the price increase, from R4 to R4.30 a kilogram.

The Dairy Board has announced it will reduce its subsidy on cheese butter from May 1. The board secretary, Mr J C Erasmus, said the butter surplus had been

\[ \text{signature} \]
Former boss blamed for R20-million losses

The Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — The former managing director of AA Mutual, which collapsed soon after his retirement last year, caused the company to suffer losses of at least R20-million, the Melamet Commission of Inquiry has been told in the Rand Supreme Court.

The commission, which consists of the chairman, Mr Justice Melamet, auditor Mr H Hefer and short-term insurance expert Mr Ken Raine, is investigating the circumstances which led to the collapse of the AA Mutual short-term insurance company.

Mr R.L. Shaw, an executive of Quest Insurance Advisory Service, told the commission yesterday that the re-insurance of an associated overseas company business accepted by Mr Warren Plummer caused AA to suffer losses which amounted to at least R20-million.

The inquiry resumes on Monday.

Butter price to go up as surplus ends

JOHANNESBURG — The latest shock for consumers is that the price of butter is to rise by 30 c a kg.

The Dairy Board yesterday announced it would reduce its subsidy on choice butter from May.

This and a small increase in the wholesale price, will mean an increase of 30 c a kg.

Mr J.C. Erasmus, secretary of the Dairy Board, said the decision to reduce the subsidy had been taken because the butter surplus had ended and its stabilising fund was "not inexhaustible".

The adjustment was being made to absorb an increase in the price of milk, he added.

The wholesale price of butter is now R5.45 a kg.

The Dairy Board subsidises R1.43 of that, meaning shoppers pay R4 a kg.

From May 1 the price will be R5.47 and the Board will pay a subsidy of R1.45 of that, meaning shoppers pay R4.39.

The price of butter was reduced last year by R1.45 in an attempt to reduce the butter surplus at that time the board said the high price was the cause of the surplus.

Mrs Lyn Morris, chairwoman of the Housewives' League, said it was praiseworthy that a level of subsidy was being maintained even though the surplus had been eliminated. — Sapa.
Petrol is overpriced

Dispatch Correspondent
Johannesburg

March was the fourth month in a row that the government over-recovered on petrol prices, say fuel industry sources, but there will be no reduction in the price.

The difference goes into the "slate" equalisation fund to keep prices stable once motorists start under-paying again.

Motorists last "underpaid in November, when there was an under-recovery on the Reef of 1.45c on the 83c price of a litre of 93 octane.

Since then, there has been an over-recovery of 4.3c in December, 4.9c in January, 2.2c in February and 2.7c in March.

"Under- and over-recovery is governed by world oil prices. The world price in March, say industry sources, was the equivalent of 32.1 SA cents a litre, or 0.5c lower than in February." The improvement was the result of a slightly stronger rand against the US dollar.

Sources say that despite a slight hiccup in March, the world price in US cents a gallon is increasing steadily in line with crude oil market trends. March's price was US$2.5c after 52.9c in February, 51.7c in January, 49.4c in December and 49.5c in November.
Down come prices!

THE prices of coffee, peanut butter and peanuts, which soared at the end of last year, believe it or not, are down.

The second cut in the price of coffee this year came into effect yesterday bringing the price of some house name brands down to R6 for 750 grams, SABC Radio News has reported.

This represents a drop of 15 percent in the price of coffee in the past month.

Peanut butter, which shot up by about a rand for a 410 gram jar at the end of last year, has come down by about fifty cents and retails at about R2.29.

There has also been a drop of about 30 percent in the price of peanuts as the availability of this product on the world market has improved.
Softdrinks go up nationwide

Dispatch Reporter

EAST LONDON — The price of softdrinks increased between 12 and a half per cent and 15 per cent throughout the country yesterday.

The general manager of Suncrush here, Mr. Scotty Loewe, said yesterday that the price increase was due to the increase in sugar and plastic bottle prices.

A litre of Coke, Panta or Sparletta will now cost 92c instead of 80c, but the 50c deposit on the bottle remains the same.

Mr. Loewe said the king size bottle prices had gone up 12 and a half per cent, the bar line size, 13.3 per cent, the 500 ml 14.3 per cent and the two litre bottle 13.8 per cent.

"This is a country-wide increase, but the price increase on cans will vary.

"There are three canning plants in the country at Durban, Cape Town and Johannesburg and depending on where these cans are sold, will depend on the cost.

"The further away these products have to be sent, the more expensive the transport and the more expensive the subsequent retail price.

"The basic price is identical, however," Mr. Loewe said yesterday.

A spokesman for the South African Bottling company in Port Elizabeth said that the last national price increase had been a year ago.

When asked why soda-water — which contains no sugar at all — would cost more, he said a uniform increase was applied.

This meant that larger increases on products containing sugar were avoided.

Labour

ships (44 736 25 tonnes),
Post Elizabeth 117 ships
(31 961 03 tonnes), and
Richards Bay
(35 892 07)

Total cargo handled in East London during January 1987 amounted to 172 027 Richards Bay handled the greatest amount at 3 577 104, followed by Durban at 1 902 450
Coffee and Peanut Pieces

Down, but soft drinks up.
Toyota boss expects ‘moderate’ price rises

Post Correspondent

GOOD news from Toyota is that chairman Dr Albert Wessels predicts that car price increases will be moderate and probably fall below the general level of inflation.

The yen/rand exchange rate has stabilised, resulting in improved profit margins. However, Dr Wessels, in the annual report, cautions shareholders against ‘excessive optimism’ because exchange rates are unpredictable.

Dr Wessels is cautiously optimistic about a turnaround in the car market. He expects a 6% growth in vehicle sales this year (sales declined by 13.3% last year) and is confident that Toyota will continue to enjoy a high market share.

Toyota’s passenger car and light commercial vehicles, while filling the second position for medium and heavy commercial vehicles

Heavy capital in previous years as given Toyota a surplus capacity of 66%. This surplus capacity should see the group through the rest of this decade with little in the way of new manufacturing facility investment to meet market growth, says Dr Wessels.

There will, however, be a continuing requirement to invest in tooling for replacement models. The group will require about R380-million in the next year and R100-million in the following two years.

The major item of expenditure will be on model-related tooling to meet the local content programme. The rest will be spent on improving efficiency and improving the already high level of product quality and on expanding distribution facilities for replacement parts.

Dr Wessels says Toyota’s greatest achievement last year was its successful management of working capital in a time of high inflation. Current assets decreased by R35-million. Also, total accounts outstanding were lower than in 1985, although turnover increased by 30.4% in money terms. In addition, stock values fell by R21-million when increased import costs and high local inflation should have had the opposite effect.

Policy is to repay foreign loans gradually and to use rand financing as the principal source of funding. However, foreign funding will be resorted to from time to time to take advantage of lower interest rates. All foreign loans are now fully covered against exchange fluctuations. In 1985 forex losses amounted to R35-million due to operating income.

The ratio of total debt to assets declined to 49.7% in the year to December from 1985’s peak of 58.5%, but long-term debt at over R150-million is still a burden.

Although Toyota sold fewer units, turnover increased to R1.4-billion (R1.06-billion) and net income was R20.5-million (R35.6-million loss in 1985). Earnings were 469.6c prior to extraordinary items and 590.7c after extraordinary items. A 100c final dividend was paid.
Water price rise comes into effect today

The 30 percent hike in the cost of water from the Rand Water Board (RWB) to the Pretoria-Witwatersrand-Vereeniging complex comes into effect today but it is not clear how much of the increase will be passed on to the consumer.

The increase, the largest in more than 20 years, was announced last month.

According to the RWB it had become necessary because, since the start of water restrictions due to the continuing drought, annual growth in volume of water sold had been limited to less than one percent.

Another factor was the 75 percent increase in the Government tariff for raw water from the Vaal River system, the RWB said.

At the time of the announcement, Johannesburg's acting city treasurer, Mr Neville Olivier, said it was likely only 15 percent of the increase would be passed on to the consumer — pushing their monthly water accounts from an average of R11,38 to R13 for 20 kl of water.
By Don Robertson

The price of bricks will be increased on Wednesday.

But there will be little effect on the cost of houses.

Corobrick, the largest manufacturer, will lift the price of plain and faced bricks by 5% and 10% respectively. But some faced bricks will fall in price.

Brian Moorehead, executive director of the Brick Development Association (BDA), says other manufacturers will be forced to follow Corobrick.

Oversupply

The increase comes when the industry is operating at about 65% of capacity and the market is suffering from lack of demand and oversupply.

Brian Waberski, managing director of Corobrick, is optimistic about prospects for the next year, forecasting a 15% increase in sales.

He says the decline in sales bottomed out towards the end of last year and there were indications of improvement in February.

However, the election has created uncertainty and the building and construction industry is on hold until the results are known.

Mr. Waberski is confident that the position will improve in June or July and that sales will be higher than in 1984.

Mr. Waberski says brick manufacturers are operating at 60% and 70% of capacity and only four are in full production.

Build-up

Stocks have risen and Corobrick has 100,000 bricks, equivalent to three months' demand, on hand.

Ideally, we like to have only two months' stock. We have reduced stocks since last year.

Mr. Moorehead says brick manufacturers are operating at no profit, but he expects sales this year to rise by between 10% and 15%. The higher prices will increase house prices by only 1%.

Last year brick sales were about 5 billion and worth £500 million.
Still more price shocks coming

Weekend Post Correspondent

Johannesburg — South Africans can brace themselves for yet more price shocks — there will be big increases on a wide range of commodities after the Easter weekend!

Many manufacturers and supermarket chains are holding back price rises until after Easter, according to reports here.

The Pick 'n Pay group disclosed a list of 44 commodities that will go up in price from 6% to 20%.

At least half the increases will be 10% and more.

The commodities include tinned food-stuffs — meat, fruit and vegetables — sweets, biscuits, stationery, toothpaste, shampoo, insecticides, margarine and mayonnaise.

Other everyday items mentioned by the group are tea, fruit, baby foods, toilet rolls and clothing.

Most increases are blamed on higher manufacturing costs.
FOOD PRICES

Force-fed inflation

"Let them eat cake," Marie Antoinette is supposed to have said. SA's consumers cannot be blamed if they feel that this kind of disregard is applied to them by major players in the food industry.

Despite a fall in the overall inflation rate — and predictions that the trend will continue — local food prices are still spiralling, despite sharp falls in other Western countries.

The latest CPI figures from Central Statistical Services (CSS) show that the year-on-year rate of food rose 21.8% in February, compared with an overall inflation rate of 16.3%. The month-on-month food price increase in February was 1.6%, following increases of 1.4% in January, 1% in December and 1.3% in November (see Economy).

With declining real remuneration, rising taxes and a formidable personal debt figure of 31% of disposable income, consumers are beginning to know why they have to pay so much for their bread, let alone butter.

It is increasingly difficult to ascertain the real rise in the cost of food. When taken as a component of the CPI, of which it makes up a quarter, the figures show an increase of almost 21% last year, compared with 1985.

According to CSS, its basket of groceries costing R100 in 1980 cost R250 by the end of 1986 — an average increase of 25% a year. Month-on-month increases last year were as much as 2.8% at times.

But the "average household" on which the CPI was based in 1980 may now spend more than 25% of disposable income on food. In February, stockbroker Max Pollak & Freemantle (MPF) found in its annual retail report that food increased its share of retail sales from 34% in 1981 to 42% last year. Spending on food can be expected to increase as a proportion of the total when real incomes per head fall.

CSS has already conducted a household survey to determine new CPI weightings.

It's a fact that South African consumers are peculiarly hard hit. International Monetary Fund (IMF) figures show that world producer food prices have dropped consistently since 1981, falling by an average 12% last year alone. The IMF says this is largely a result of "dramatic declines" in the prices of vegetable oils and cereals.

It adds that large harvests of many crops since 1984-1985 led to the build-up of supplies in many countries, "prompting governments to introduce measures to reduce the budgetary costs of price-support programmes. Consequently, international competition for export markets heated up, leading to lower world prices."

None of which is true in SA. The four-year drought reduced harvests and forced government into further support of producers. Political considerations have reduced the possibility of competing on export markets — and in many cases, local consumers have had to compensate farmers for losses on exports of over-produced commodities.

Worse retailers say the prices of up to 2,000 items will increase 10%-20% by the end of this month, and that 10,000 will be hiked by June. Consumer Council director Jan Cronje says the average increase will be 19%.

There is growing concern among both wholesalers and retailers at the effect this may have. According to the Stellenbosch Bureau for Economic Research, "fragile" business confidence fell in January despite increased sales and rebuilding of stocks. As soon as business confidence index, though marginally healthier, is still only at the level of last November. These indicators reflect doubt about the size and durability of an upturn, a major fear among consumers. Consumer resistance if prices continue to rise.

Consumer organisations complain of shoppers' apathy, but there is already evidence of increased awareness, if not of organised buying resistance. In 1980, the Consumer Council dealt with some 220 complaints a month; it now receives almost 2,000.

Still, the question arises why is it still the retailers who play the role of consumer watchdog rather than shoppers themselves?

Partly because they can then get tough with suppliers, but it could also be a marketing strat-egy, geared to make the consumer feel protected and thus less conscious of loss-leader pricing.

As one senior retailer says, "When we advertise competitive prices, we are not marketing goods. We are marketing ourselves."

Price control is actually in the hands of a few. The agricultural sector is more or less completely free of controls; co-ops or feedlots. The prices they receive are, in fact, determined before produce is sold to millers or manufacturers, based on undoubtedly increased input costs.

Why these costs have increased is another matter. Our tax system encourages farmers to spend on capital items (dams and so on) without satisfying the same economic criteria as investment in manufacturing. Excessive use of fertilisers and other incentives may have led to the cultivation of what in an open market would be uneconomic land.

In a strictly accounting sense the farm sector's overall return on capital may well be too low. But equally, there are — even after all these years of drought — many extremely prosperous farmers.

Given the artificiality of the agricultural pricing system, mechanical calculation of ratios is no more than testing a patient's pulse — it may tell you he's ill, it doesn't tell what's wrong with him. But that is as it may, there is not much room for manufacturers to negotiate prices with producers. The result is, they say, that they must pass on higher input costs to retailers if they are to stay in business.

Retailers, of course, are loath to accept such increases. South African companies in this field operate on the lowest gross margins on shelf (13%-14%) in the West, and put reverse pressure on manufacturers.

Current wisdom is that the squeeze will cause smaller manufacturers to go to the wall or sell out to larger operations, resulting in a concentration of interests in this field — and the possibility of...
Pushing up inputs

FOOD MANUFACTURERS' AVERAGE

+-----------+------------------+
| OPERATING COSTS |                  |
+-----------+------------------+
| RAW MATERIALS 67.5% | eg Meat got up average 16.9% a year |
| LABOUR 6% | Average wage rises 18% in 1986 |
| PACKAGING 23% | Polypropylene film and board up 24% in two years |
| WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTION 3% | Cost of operating vehicles went up 17% in 1986 |
| MARKETING AND TRADE DEMANDS 1.5% |

stances where they had kept costs down despite increases from suppliers.

They also lay the blame at other doors. A Pack 'n Pay spokesman says "It is government-backed strategic industries, unproductive, parasitical organisations and huge monopolies which are the basic cause of the problem. These operations have an immense influence on the cost structures of the industry and have the fortune to appear unaccountable to the consumer at large."

Which, says Weil, is beside the point. The fact is that with 80% of the grocery trade in the hands of six companies, no supplier can afford not to do business with all of them.

As GMA director Jeremy Hele puts it: "When one retailer can do 25% of a manufacturer's business, while accounting for less than 1% of that retailer's trade, there must be an imbalance in negotiating power."

This is not necessarily the case abroad. In the UK, for instance, Marks & Spencer contributes a high proportion of many manufacturers' sales. It takes the enlightened view that in the long run it will benefit from its suppliers being financially healthy, and will ditch a supplier whose prices are reasonable only if quality standards fail unacceptably.

In any case, the sheer size of foreign retail markets gives suppliers more room to replace lost contracts.

Certainly no South African supplier who wishes his products to continue to be stocked can refuse to pay the confidential rebates demanded by retailers. Such rebates, which usually take the form of an agterskot to the retailer, are generally linked to an increase in money value of sales rather than volume.

Once a certain rebate from a supplier has been set, it is usually not lowered, even if a retailer's performance in moving the product drops. Consequently, manufacturers must cost rebates into their original price of goods. Whether this is a net cost to the consumer depends on whether it increases overall retail price levels, which is well-nigh impossible to establish. But it clearly improves the market share of those who gain rebates (the big chains) at the expense of those who don't (corner stores). So, for better or worse, it encourages concentration in the retail sector.

Another result of the system, says Weil, is that "big brands" are growing in importance for the retailer, while "smaller" brands are in decline. "Simply, supermarkets tend to support the uniquely patented known value items (KVI's) and market them better. We do this because customers prefer to buy brand leaders on special rather than cheaper, less known brands — and that means bigger rebates and bigger profits for us," he says.

Consumers, of course, have the remedy for this in their own hands.

Other demands made by the retail trade on manufacturers include listing fees to put new products on the shelf, opening discount deals lasting a minimum of three months, and charges for freezer space and prime-position gondola ends of anything from R1 500 to R2 000 a week for four weeks during national promotions. Promotional or below-the-line expenditure by manufacturers is expected to reach R3 000m this year, including discounts, point-of-sale material, competitions and coupons.

Above-the-line advertising fees, too, are heavy. A package deal which includes being part of a "shopping list" advert on TV, with the pack shown but no mention of the product name, could cost a supplier as much as R30 000, paid to the retailer.

Manufacturers have also faced other cost...

THE FOOD CHAIN

Every time the producer price of a commodity is raised, it is passed on to the consumer in some way. Some examples:

- **Sugar**: The industrial price rose 15% in January, with a follow-on effect on the wholesale and retail sectors. The price of 2.5 kg rose 35c in February. Baking and confectionery items, cool drink, tunned fruit, ice cream, brewing and processed food products have increased 5%-15%, depending on their sugar content.
- **Milk**: The producer price went up 4.5c a litre in mid-February. The price to distributors and producers of dairy products went up 4c a litre and that to the consumer 4c-6c. The increase also affected cream, cheese and milk powder. Cheese prices rose 10% in February, bringing to 31.5% the total increase in a year.
- **Meat**: The price of red meat is expected to rise 10%-15% this year in response to increased supply because of restocking of herds after the drought. As consumers turn to fish and chicken, these prices are also likely to rise.

The subsidy of 11c a loaf on brown and wholewheat bread will probably run out at mid-year. Coupled with demands for bigger margins from millers and bakers, this must signal a fairly hefty increase in the price of these products.
increases recently, not least in packaging, distribution and returns of goods from retailers. In most cases they are also required to pay merchandisers and price markers in retail stores. To some extent, therefore, though South African retail margins are low, this may reflect a shifting of costs to other links in the chain.

Retailers have not gone uncathed, with the largest overhead increases attributable to wage demands. OK Bazaars, for example, was left with an increased wage bill of some R19m after a 10-week strike last year. Extended trading hours also mean increased wages. According to Sanlam’s January Economic Review labour remuneration now represents close to 60% of the total cost of goods and services.

What the trade terms “shrinkage” also costs plenty. It is estimated that the Big Three retailers alone will lose R100m to theft and fraud this year.

All of which has to be paid for. It would be naive to believe that the support costs of manufacturers are not built into the prices of their products, or that retailers will accept further cuts in margins. Deregulation of the agricultural sector is not the complete answer, but it would help. Nor is a price and incomes freeze, as recently advocated by both the Consumer Council and the Board of Trade and Industry.

What is needed is a thorough re-evaluation of the whole food sector, at primary (farm), secondary (processing) and tertiary (retail) levels.

Finance Minister Barend du Plessis says he’s concerned at the prevalent view that profit margins must be fully restored before meaningful price reductions can be offered. Yes indeed, we must never forget that retailers’ assumption of the role of the housewife’s friend is a clever marketing strategy.

But we must also beware of knee-jerk blaming of excessive food price increases on big business. After all, big business controls much of the rest of the economy, where (market-determined) prices have risen more slowly.

There are two basic interlinked questions.

□ Why have food prices not fallen, as they have (at any rate, at the primary level) in the rest of the world?

□ Even if there are special reasons answering the first question, why have food prices outstripped other sectors — where input prices are more subject to the normal laws of supply and demand?

If — as the FM suspects — the answers are not unrelated to the historic political power of the farm sector and its attendant bureaucracy, it will be interesting to see whether this beneficence is repaid on May 6. If large parts of the platteland swing rightwards, political expediency could join economic good sense in justifying a wholesale reconsideration of policy.

---

**Metro**

Letting bygones be bygones

The stock market is often unforgiving, and sometimes perhaps a little unfair. In the mediocre rating accorded Metro since its return to Diagonal Street last June, elements of both will be found. As a related company, the wholesaler has delivered even more than it promised. Interim profits were up 30%, well ahead of the group’s earlier prediction of 20% growth. You would hardly say so after looking at the share’s collapsing trendline, which shows Metro radically underperforming the retail sector index.

Possibly the chain bears some residual tarnish from its association with the erstwhile Kirsch group. More fundamentally, some investors might be put off by its large size, comprising more than 130 stores. Metro seems a pretty mature group, and operates in a food wholesaling industry that has become fiercely competitive. But if the recent profits failed to assuage any notion of a slowdown, most would not have missed last week’s signal of a major deal with potential material benefits for Metro.

Metro has emerged as an unexpected predator, successfully stalking the R540m-turnover Frasers group, itself somewhat underrated on Diagonal Street (see Fox). It was confirmed on Monday that Metro has taken a major stake in the diverse consumer group by acquiring from the McDonald family their 32% interest in Frascon, the Frasers pyramid company. Metro will attempt to raise its stake over 50%, going for control of the Frasers group.

Metro’s growth potential should be considerably enhanced by the deal. Firstly, by its being able to consolidate the accounts of

Metro’s Smith... expanding the trading base

Ever since Metro returned to the JSE last June its share price has been a weak performer — yet profit growth has exceeded expectations.

Recovery-bound Frasers. Secondly, economies of scale and strategic benefits should be achieved by adding Frasers’ 41 cash-and-carry outlets, many located in prime areas, to Metro’s related operations. While any such deal is unlikely to relieve pressure in the fiercely-contested wholesale food market, it does create new battlegrounds between Metro and its toughest competitor, Traders.

In recent years, fledgling Traders has stolen much of the limelight from Metro. It emerged a few years ago as the food wholesale arm of Score, which had until then dealt only in the retail food market. Since its listing late in 1984, Score has performed spectacularly in both profits and share price. The share has climbed exponentially since listing from under 200c to 1 475c.

Founded by a previous Metro manager, who later left to become the early Eighties, Score has enjoyed several advantages over Metro. Its small trading base of 17 stores has meant that, while it is able to add three or four new branches a year, its earnings growth rate has been far steeper than that of its more mature rival Score’s earnings have grown at 50% a year compared with Metro’s 30%. Moreover, with their intimate knowledge of Metro, Score’s managers could target its expansion at all the key trading areas near the most profitable Metro stores.

But the scenario could be changing. That, at least, is the view of Metro MD Cecil Smith, who believes that “the worst of Score’s onslaught could be over, as it is clearly running out of good areas it can poach. Soon they will have to move into ‘B’ areas, which are not as well located, or as profitable as the ‘A’ areas”.

Metro stores are tied into relatively attractive long leases, which Smith believes gives it a definite advantage over Score, which could find itself locked into more expensive leases as it expands in a recovering property market.

Metro is fighting back. Limited in scope to expand its network, the chain is finding a growth elsewhere. It has extended its product range, recently adding a range of liquor products. It has diversified into new trading formats, and, with the move on Frasers, has bought additional operating capacity.

The group’s traditional customer base —
Aged home poisoning death toll reaches 18

CARACAS, Venezuela — The death toll in a mass poisoning in an old peoples' home rose to 18 yesterday and authorities said another victim tried to commit suicide.

A total of 126 old folk were taken to hospital after the incident last week at the San Pablo geriatric home in San Cristobal, 650 kilometres west of here. They drank masato, a fermented brew holding lethal levels of parathion insecticide. — Sapa-Reuters.

Inflation continues to creep upwards

PRETORIA — The inflation rate as measured by the consumer price index had increased slightly to 16.3% in February, from 16.1% in January, the Central Statistical Service said in Pretoria yesterday.

It was 18.1% in December 1986 and averaged 18.6% last year.

From February, 1986, to February, 1987, the indices for the lower, middle and higher income groups increased by 16.8%, 16.7% and 16% respectively.

The monthly increases (February, 1987, compared with January, 1987) were 0.9%, 1.1% and 1.1% for the lower, middle and higher income groups respectively.

Food prices increased by 1.6%, down from 3.1% in January.

Fish prices increased by 2.5%, milk and eggs by 2.9%, vegetables by 3.9%, sugar by 5.8%, cigarettes and tobacco by 4.9% and motor vehicles by 3.6%.

3 killed in IRA terror

BELFAST — A civilian employed in the prison service and two police detectives were killed last night in a gun and bomb attack in Londonderry.

In a message to Belfast news organisations, the Irish Republican Army has claimed responsibility. It has declared police and prison staff legitimate targets in its guerilla war to drive the British from Northern Ireland. — Sapa-AP

Landslide kills man

ISCHIA — A mass of rock and cement crashed on to a restaurant on the island of Ischia in the Gulf of Naples yesterday, killing one man.
Improved prices give some hope to Rooiberg investors

By Teigue Payne

Improved conditions on the international tin market should provide some hope to investors in Rooiberg Tin — provided the rand does not strengthen against sterling.

Late last year Rooiberg announced a one-third cutback in production by reducing its mining activities by about 50 percent and concentrating on its richest "C" mine.

The announcement followed the collapse of the price support programme of the International Tin Council, which sent prices plunging from about $9 000 a ton in October 1985 to a low point of about $3 600 in July 1986.

The $3 600 July price was equivalent to about R14 000. Although the tin price strengthened slightly thereafter to about $3 800 in early October when the cutback decision was taken, because of the strengthening in the rand, the price for Rooiberg had dropped to about R12 500 a ton.

Almost immediately after the cutback decision, the sterling tin price rose sharply to around $4 500. Because of the stronger rand, the improvement was noticeable, but not as sharp. The price to Rooiberg rose to about R14 400, and has remained there since.

The scenario emphasises how vital the rand's movements are to Rooiberg.

At the time of the collapse, total trading stocks of tin were 80 000 tons, but since then these stocks have reportedly been reduced to 61 500 tons at the end of December. However, of that stock, 41 000 tons are understood to be in the very firm hands of Bumiputra Bank of Thailand, the Malaysian Bank and the Bank of Tokyo.

Two of these banks are in producing countries, and none is likely to sell large quantities of tin in a way detrimental to the market. While it had been thought the banks might start offloading tin when the price reached $4 000, this has not happened. Brokers believe they may start selling when the price reaches $5 000 a ton.

The London Metal Exchange suspended tin trading following the collapse, and is not likely to resume for some time because it is involved in a tangle of court cases about the matter. The so-called Rotterdam "free market" price is not determined by "open outcry" but is quoted twice weekly by the London Metal Bulletin, from information its editors receive.

Since the local market cannot absorb Rooiberg's production, it exports slightly more than half of this, and both its domestic and export sales are on the basis of the free market price.

The widely held perception that the free market price of tin will rise is based on large cutbacks in world production.

World average cost of tin production is about $2 500 a ton — about 27 percent above the current price. In 1986, according to the International Tin Council (ITC), production was lower than consumption for the first time in several years.

This year, the ITC, which represents all major producing countries except Brazil, has agreed to cut production further, from 103 000 tons last year to 96 000 tons.

Brazil, not an ITC member, is the major unknown in the calculation. It is reportedly not cutting back on its production last year of 25 000 tons, and may produce more this year, to become the world's largest producer.

London-based Warburg Securities believes the long-term price of tin could stabilise at around $3 800, and that the range of price in 1987 could be $4 300 to $5 500, with an average of $4 800.

Rooiberg's production cutback was planned to bring it back to profitability. The company will not have made a profit last year and is unlikely to be trading profitably yet, since the cutback is not likely to have been completed. Operating costs will not be established before the cutback is complete, but the mine reportedly has the potential to produce profitably at current price levels. If the improving tin market is accompanied by a steady or weaker rand, the company should thus soon start trading profitably.

The company's shares fell steeply after the December 1985 collapse, and particularly after the October cutback announcement. Earnings will in future be on the basis of one-third lower production, but with the shares at about $2.25 currently, the potential for recovery is strong, especially on long term prospects.
Food prices continue to soar

Finance Staff

The inflation rate for February rose slightly to 16.3 percent, 0.2 percentage points up on January's 16.1 percent. However, food prices continue to soar. On an annual basis prices for food products have risen by 21.8 percent, while on a monthly basis they have increased by 1.6 percent from January to February.

This is the eighth month in succession in which food price increases were above those of all other commodities.
Medicine prices need to be cut, say medical aids

Post Correspondent
DURBAN — Medicine prices will have to drop by the end of the year because medical aid societies cannot cope with high costs incurred by members.

To do this, manufacturers, wholesalers and pharmacists will have to "pull their belts in" and reduce medicine costs to encourage those on medical aids — but who cannot afford current costs and use provincial facilities — to return to the private sector.

This is the opinion of Mr Sid Hurwitz, vice-president of the National Wholesale Drug Association, and MD of South African Druggists (SAD), one of the country's largest medicine wholesalers. He was reacting to the controversy surrounding a call by the South African Association of Retail Pharmacists (Saarp) for a change in the government tender system for medicine.

Saarp says the government is paying ridiculously low prices for medicines and that those people buying medicines in the private sector are being forced to subsidise the low costs.

Only 15% of the population gets its medicines in the private sector and, according to Mr Hurwitz, there are a large number of people, mainly geriatrics, who need long-term therapy.

If they bought their medicines in the private sector, their medical aid allowance would be soon used up.

These were the people who needed to be enticed back into the private sector with lower prices.

"If prices were reduced, they people would be encouraged to come back into the market. Understandably, pharmacists are nervous about dropping their prices — legislation prevents them from advertising — but if more people came into the sector the prices would be kept down and it would still pay."
Randburg to pay more for water

Randburg householders will pay between 12c and 15c a kilolitre more for water from May.

The Rand Water Board's 30 percent bulk water supply tariff increase, effective from April 1, has forced the town council to increase individual domestic water tariffs.

On the principle of the less water consumed the lower the tariff, consumers who use 40 kl or less a month will still get water at cost.

Charges to "cover capital costs and contributions to reserves for capital works" go up from R4,50 to R6,68 a month.

Dutch bank stops SA deals

AMSTERDAM — The prominent Dutch investment bank of Pierson, Heldring and Pierson has halted its dealings with South Africa, the country's economic concerns because it fears terrorist action against its offices in the Netherlands, according to a company spokesman.

Pierson, a major Dutch firm, has announced its withdrawal on January 19 because of a series of terror attacks against its Makro supermarkets in the Netherlands and its petrol stations in South Africa.

In the Netherlands, terrorist attacks have also been made against Shell petrol stations to protest against the Anglo-Dutch oil giant's operations in South Africa.

The Dutch Government refuses to require companies that suffer terrorist attacks in the Netherlands because of their South African affiliations. — Sapa-AP

Peres denies nuclear co-operation with Pretoria

TEL AVIV — Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, announcing a reduction in ties with South Africa, has denied allegations of Israeli nuclear co-operation with Pretoria.

The Labour Party leader told parliament Israel had decided not to sign any new defence contracts with South Africa in line with US policies against arms sales to the minority government.

In a message to Mr Peres, Pretoria had condemned the Israeli move, calling it pointless and liable to lead to "negative developments," Israeli state radio said last night.

Mr Peres declined to say how long the existing contracts, which Fress reports estimate are worth up to $800 million (about R100 million) a year, will run.

He said officials would make further recommendations within two months on policy towards Pretoria.

Mr. M. Wilner of the Communist Party accused the government of co-operating with South Africa in the production of nuclear weapons.

"You are fabricating baseless slanders," Mr Peres shouted.

"You are prepared to believe any lie about Israel!"

Reports published abroad have said that Israel and South Africa may have tested a nuclear bomb in the Indian Ocean in 1979.

A US law empowers Congress to cut off aid to nations violating a long-standing international arms embargo on South Africa.

Foreign Ministry director-general Mr. Yossi Bein said Israel's ties with South Africa would be significantly reduced, especially in cultural and scientific fields. — Sapa-Reuters
It's official — food costs more in Durban

Mercury Reporter

The cost of an average shopping basket in Durban is almost R10 higher than the national average, according to a survey by the Central Statistical Service.

The survey found the average shopping basket cost for South Africa in January this year was R107. For Durban it was R126.05.

The survey, conducted in Cape Peninsula, Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage, East London, Kimberley, Pretoria, Vereeniging, Durban, Pinetown, Pretoria/Verwoerdburg, Klerksdorp, Brakpan, Linbro and Bloemfontein using food items which would make up a base monthly shopping basket.

The 64 items include bread, flour, cereals, rice, meat, fish, cheese, butter, margarine, cooking oil, eggs, vegetables, fruit, tea, coffee, sugar, jam and salt.

There are very few luxury items on the list. They are: sugar, honey, marmalade, condensed milk. Some of the meat cuts are: beef, lamb, bacon and ham.

The food items which, on average, were more expensive in Durban were:

- 30 g rice — R1.50 (R1.45)
- 144 g stacked — R1.40 (R1.10)
- 150 g beef — R2.90 (R2.10)
- 125 g condensed meat — R2.25 (R1.25)
- 400 g beef stew — R2.40 (R1.80)
- 400 g canned peas — R1.10 (R1.00)
- 400 g canned peas — R1.20 (R1.00)
- 400 g canned peas — R1.30 (R1.00)

Fruit:

- 4 kg pears — R2.00 (R1.70)
- 2 kg pears — R2.00 (R1.60)
- 1 kg pears — R1.70 (R1.40)
- 1 kg pears — R1.50 (R1.30)
- 1 kg pears — R1.30 (R1.20)
- 1 kg pears — R1.20 (R1.10)
- 1 kg pears — R1.10 (R1.00)
- 1 kg pears — R1.00 (R1.00)
- 1 kg pears — R0.90 (R0.90)
- 1 kg pears — R0.80 (R0.80)
- 1 kg pears — R0.70 (R0.70)
- 1 kg pears — R0.60 (R0.60)
- 1 kg pears — R0.50 (R0.50)
- 1 kg pears — R0.40 (R0.40)
- 1 kg pears — R0.30 (R0.30)
- 1 kg pears — R0.20 (R0.20)
- 1 kg pears — R0.10 (R0.10)
- 1 kg pears — R0.00 (R0.00)

Statistics also indicate that there was quite aRegistrar national food price increase in January.

Meat was most affected with national average increases of up to 60 c on some items.

The price of frozen steak, in contrast, declined from a weighted average price of R2.14 for 100 g in December to R2.09 in January.

The price of vegetables fluctuated mildly with the exception of lettuce which, in one month, increased from 89 c a kg to R1.50.
Car prices will rise another 12% this year

Mercury Reporter

NEW car prices are expected to rise by about 12% this year.

The rapid decline in the value of the rand has caused car prices to rise between 8% and 10% over the past three years. During the same period, salaries rose only 5% to 6% and car sales fell dramatically.

But the value of the currency has now stabilized and manufacturers plan to keep price increases to a minimum this year, says National Association of Automobile Manufacturers (Namans) director Neo Vermeulen.

He explained yesterday: "From about mid-1994 the rand substantially depreciated and had the effect of pushing up the cost of the imported content in new motor cars quite substantially."

"That in turn resulted in a set of price increases without precedent in the history of the motor industry."

About 65% by value of a locally manufactured car is imported.

"It's generally accepted that increases represent the single most significant obstacle to new vehicle sales returning to normal levels," Mr Vermeulen said.

Since late 1993, the rand had "marginal" strengthened against the motor industry's key currencies, the German mark and the Japanese yen.

As long as stability is maintained, manufacturers believe they can keep price increases for the whole of 1997 as low as 13% - more than 5% less than the inflation rate.

New car sales have already picked up slightly. February sales were 10.6% more than those in January.

Ironically, the depression in the new car market has led to a boom in the used car market. Durban dealers report record used car sales and high prices.

"During the period that new car prices rose dramatically, people began switching to used cars instead," Mr Vermeulen said.

"But as the rate of increase in new car prices tapers off, it will soon filter down to used-car prices."

\[\text{(244)}\]
Decision on water rates next week

Municipal Reporter

Johannesburg's management committee meets next Monday to decide whether to recommend that consumers bear the full 30 percent Rand Water Board tariff increase due to be implemented in April.

Mr Jan Burger, chairman of the Housing and Utilities Committee, said in the past the council had sometimes borne part of the increases.

Mr Burger said further water tariff increases would be announced when the Department of Water Affairs passed, on part of the cost of the Lesotho Highlands scheme.
Bread price hike likely within next 6 months

A SUBSTANTIAL increase in the bread price could be announced by Finance Minister Barend du Plessis in his June 3 Budget, say Pretoria sources.

If not, a price hike is certain from the start of the new wheat season in October. The current financial year's total subsidy of R128m is running out.

It is considered unlikely a similar amount will be available to support the bread price in the 1987/88 financial year. The R128m is made up of a government subsidy of R146m, R13m grant from the Wheat Board's stabilisation fund, and the R12m profit made last year on wheat imports.

GERALD REILLY

Government sources say it is unlikely the Wheat Board will again be in a position to boost the subsidy, and as there will be no imports of cheap wheat in the new season, there will be no profits to add to the subsidy.

The wheat price is also likely to be raised in October, which will have to be recovered by a price hike. Meanwhile, the Wheat Board says a near-record crop of 2,337-million tons is expected this season.

This is enough to meet the local need, which is increasing at about 3% a year.
Lower coffee price to filter through

Post Correspondent
JOHANNESBURG —
Coffee drinkers have not yet had the full benefit of lower prices of raw coffee beans on the international market but retailers expect prices to drop soon.

A survey by The Star showed that, between June last year and January this year, the price of pure coffee granules increased by 67%.

Over the eight-month period, Nescafe increased in price from R7.75 to R12.99 for a 250g bottle.

In January, supermarkets decreased their coffee prices slightly and a 250g bottle of Nescafe retailed at R11.75 — including GST.

A buyer for a retailing company said that, while some coffee suppliers had passed on dramatic price declines in raw coffee bean prices, others had not “seen fit to follow this lead”.

A price reduction by one manufacturer enabled supermarkets to lower the price of one brand of instant coffee by R1 (for 250g) in January.

A survey conducted by a Johannesburg marketing company showed that between June last year and January this year, price increases for various brands of the cheaper instant coffees varied from 32c to R1.32.

Price variations are influenced by the type of beans and quantity of coffee in blends, many of which contain chicory or barley.

Pure coffee will benefit more from lower raw coffee bean prices on the London Coffee Futures Market.

Between July last year and January this year, the price of pure ground coffee increased by 14% for a 250g packet of ground coffee beans, previously sold for R4.79, now sells at R5.49.

The chairman of the South African Tea, Coffee and Chicory Association, Mr G D Varnals, said that the impact of lower overseas coffee prices would take a while to “filter through to the consumer.”
Pretorians pay for eating well

GERALD REILLY

PRETORIA — Verwoerdburg might be SA’s highest-income area, but it costs the affluent public-service mandarins and SADF generals a lot more to live there than it would in other SA areas.

According to the average retail prices of food, issued yesterday by Central Statistical Services (CSS), Pretoria prices are generally way above the weighted average for the 12 major urban areas.

For instance, consumers in Pretoria-Verwoerdburg paid R19.24/kg for rump steak in January, compared with R10.11 in Johannesburg.

Red meat prices continued to advance in January, CSS says. The weighted average price of beef hindquarters rose to R6.24/kg, compared with R5.56 in December — an increase of 12.4%.

Frozen hake, in contrast with the general food-price trend, declined from a weighted average of R2.14/kg in December to R1.69 in January.

In Pretoria-Verwoerdburg a kg of mealie meal cost R2.68 in January, compared with a weighted average of R1.68. A similar trend is apparent for fruit and vegetables.
Cheese to cost more

CAPE TOWN — Cheese prices are set to increase by 10%, bringing to 31.5%, the increase in this basic food in the past year.

The price of cheese was upped by 10% as recently as January when the producer price of milk was increased.

A retail chain spokesman said he could not understand how manufacturers could warrant a 31.5% increase within a year.

"There has been no response to appeals to the Minister of Trade and Industry for an investigation of the price increases," — Sapa
Panic buying by butchers as price of beef soars

Staff Reporter

The price of prime beef has rocketed by 20 percent in the past week, bringing the wholesale price to £5.50 a kg — higher than it was at Christmas.

The price spiral follows a scramble by wholesalers to get stock because of fears of a possible shortage of beef while the Maitland abattoir is closed for repairs.

Cape Town butchers warned today that smaller companies might be forced out of business if prices continued to rise.

The abattoir will be closed four times between now and May — from today until March 11, March 18 to 25, April 1 to 8 and April 29 to May 6. During these periods the Cape Town meat market will be supplied from South West Africa.

A spokesman for the Meat Board, Mr. J Krause, said the abattoir was more than 20 years old and in need of repairs.

"The abattoir will still slaughter from time to time, supplementing the stocks from South West Africa. I cannot project prices at this stage, but I can give the assurance that there will be sufficient supplies for all the butchers in Cape Town," Mr. Krause said.

Many butchers in Cape Town are worried, however, that some, smaller companies may have to close down.

"I am considering opening on only three days a week. Fewer and fewer customers are coming to buy meat," a city butcher said today.

Mr. Herbert Maier, owner of a family butchery, said the closure of the abattoir would affect small companies badly.

"Yesterday, I was promised 200 head of beef. I only received 80. The decrease in supply will definitely push the prices up," he said.

"Smaller butchers might be forced to close down as fewer people will be able to afford meat."

Mr. Meyer said he was paying £5.50 for beef supplied by the abattoir, which forced him to push prices as high as £7.50 a kilo. These prices are higher than they were at Christmas.

The manager of a local wholesale meat supplier said most butchers were "panic buying, pushing the prices even higher."

"Many butchers are worried that they will not receive adequate supplies once the abattoir closes and are buying up all available stocks."

He said there would be a shortage of high-quality beef from South West Africa, but lower-grade beef would be in plentiful supply.

"We might even see the price of low-grade beef come down, but I doubt very much that high-quality meat will cost less than it does now for a very long time."
Dispatch Correspondent
CAPE TOWN — Hospital tariffs will be increased from April 1 this year since they are linked to medical aid benefit scales which were adjusted at the beginning of this year, the Administrator of the Cape, Mr. Gene Louw, announced yesterday.

He said the new hospital fee structure introduced last year had worked well and had ensured that "both the indigent and affluent patient make a fair contribution to services rendered."

Patients would be divided into three categories for the April 1 adjustments. These would be:

- Nominal tariffs for state patients, who are not liable to pay income tax, that is, indigent people and social pensioners, who will have to pay a minimum of R1 or a maximum of R2 per day for hospitalisation or per out-patient visit, depending on the income of the family unit.

- Comprehensive tariffs for semi-state patients, being people who are liable to pay income tax and who are able to make a significant payment for health services but cannot afford the services of the private sector.

As in-patients they would have to pay a day tariff according to a sliding scale ranging from R2.50 to R3.8 per visit at institutions rendering specialist and general practitioner services.

As out-patients they will have to pay R5 to R20 and R5 to R10 per visit at institutions rendering specialist and general practitioner services respectively.

- Separately specified tariffs for private patients, being people who are liable to pay income tax and as a rule have to make use of health services rendered by the private sector but have to be treated at provincial institutions for various reasons.

"Depending on the amount of income tax they pay these people will be charged a day tariff according to sliding scales for hospitalisation as well as a single payment during the admission period for the use of theatres, X-ray and laboratory examinations, medication and the cost of prostheses.

"The day tariffs for hospitalisation at institutions rendering specialist services range from R47.50 to R76.00 and at institutions rendering general practitioner services from R23.75 to R38."

"As out-patients, all private cases will pay fixed tariffs of R25 and R12 per visit at institutions rendering specialist and general practitioner services respectively. The fees for the use of theatres, X-ray, medication etc. in the case of out-patients are payable once only per admission or visit."

Mr Louw said the hospital fee structure was based on the amount of tax which the family unit is liable to pay and considerable deductions could therefore be made if justified.

Medical superintendents had been authorised to reduce or waive accounts of patients who were not in a position to pay their hospital accounts. Patients who were not in a position to pay for services should take up the matter in writing with the medical superintendent.
Cheese price to rise by 10%.

Staff Reporter

The price of yellow cheese will rise by almost 10% on Monday to bring the total increase in the price of cheese over the past 12 months to 30%.

The wholesale price of cheddar will increase from R6.35 a kg to R6.90 a kg and gouda will go up from R6.35 to R6.68 a kg.

This is the second increase in the price of yellow cheese this year and it has been slated as "ridiculous" and "unjustifiable" by leading supermarket chains.

The general manager of perishable goods at Pick n Pay, Mr. Raymond Murray, warned that the increase would discourage people from buying cheese and would jeopardize the dairy industry.

He said the cheese shortage had been cited as the reason for the increase, but said this did not justify the new price.

"If supplies of the product increase, they will not lower the price again," he said.

Checkers' group merchandise director, Mr. John Williams, called for better planning from manufacturers and the gradual phasing-in of price increases.

Both groups said the cheese shortage and the lack of warning from manufacturers had made it difficult for them to cushion the increase by stockpiling cheese.
Warning of price shocks

DAMMED-UP price shocks would hit the economy after the May 6 elections, PFP finance spokesman Harry Schwarz warned yesterday.

They would include a series of administered price rises — among them higher Sats tariffs and certain postal and telegraphs charges.

Schwarz said a downturn in the CPI was likely to be maintained in the next few months. The index would, however, probably start to climb again in the later half of the year.

The price for pre-election concessions would have to be paid with a spurt in living costs in the second half. Government would attempt to highlight progress in limiting inflation and unemployment and in stimulating the economy towards greater growth, and it could be expected that extraordinary efforts would be made to keep the economy buoyant by pumping more funds into the system.

Efforts would be made to reduce pressure for interest rates to rise, Schwarz said. However, they were likely to escalate in the second half of the year.

The extent to which the taxpayer would be asked to fund salary increases for public sector workers would also be made known in the June budget.

Report by Gerald Reilly, 216 Vermeulen Street, Pretoria.
CPI inflation rate drops 2%

HELENA PATTEN

INFLATION, as measured by the consumer price index (CPI), dropped by 2% to 16.1% in January, Central Statistical Services said.

This was the lowest year-on-year increase since July 1985, when the increase was 15.8%.

The increase was 18.2% in December and 19.2% in November.

The CPI rose 1.4% in January to 249.2 compared with a 1% rise in December to 244.6, indicating that inflationary pressures have not yet eased.

The lower year-on-year rate was mainly because of the above-average monthly 3.1% increase in the CPI in January 1986, when inflation reached a peak of 20.7% This year's increase therefore was taken off a high base.

Between January 1986 and 1997, the rate of increase in the price index was 16.3% for the lower income group, 16.4% for the middle income group and 15.9% for the higher income group.

Food prices contributed to more than half the 1.4% increase in the CPI last month, rising 3.1% — the highest since January 1985, when they rose 4.4%
Steady rise although inflation rate takes dip

The Argus Correspondent

JOHANNESBURG — Consumer groups have welcomed news that the inflation rate dropped two percent in January, but they are concerned that food prices are still high.

The Department of Central Statistics announced in Pretoria yesterday that the inflation rate had dropped by two percent to 18.1 percent last month.

But food prices continued their steady rise of the last few months and the index rose at an annual rate of 19.3 percent.

The national president of the Housewives League of South Africa, Mrs Lyn Morris, said she was pleased the inflation rate had dropped, but said steadily increasing food prices were cause for concern.

Three points higher

"We must examine the food inflation rate — it is three points higher than the overall rate," she said.

"This problem must be dealt with."

The Department of Central Statistics said the rand's exchange rate against major overseas currencies had been stable and the price of most imported products had remained reasonable, notably spares for the motor industry.

Mrs Morris welcomed the steady prices of imported products but said these were goods people could do without.

The chairman of the Consumer Council, Professor Leon Weyers, said the drop in the inflation rate was good news.

"I hope this trend continues. But I am pessimistic about food prices, which increase all the time," he said.

"I do not think the man in the street would agree the inflation rate has dropped when he goes shopping."

He said although the inflation rate had dropped it was still unacceptably high.

"But if this decrease marks a trend, it is something positive."

The president of the Consumer Union, Mrs Lilithbeth Moodman, was worried about the high food prices.

"There is a continual upward spiral of food prices and people are finding it difficult to cope."

She suggested all commodity prices should be frozen and prices should be stabilised.
Postage on local letters up 2c

Political Staff
WARNING that more postal-tariff increases can be expected later in the year, Home Affairs and Communications Minister Mr Stoffel Botha yesterday announced that postage on letters is to go up by 2c from 14c to 16c from April.

Presenting a R3 billion Post Office Part Appropriation Bill (mini-budget) in Parliament, Mr Botha declared that this increase — which will boost postal revenue by R33m over 1987/8 — must be seen as merely a step in the "gradual adjustment of postal tariffs to make them more cost-related."

The Post Office's biggest losses — R129m over the past year — were in respect of its postal services.

Detailing the Post Office's "global" finances, Mr Botha said the organization's operating losses for the year were likely to amount to R192m, to be derives from profits realized from certain segments of the telephone service and from loans.

It was expected that operating expenditure to the end of March would total R3,45 billion as against the original budget estimate of R3,42 billion, an increase of about 1.1%.

Total expenditure is estimated at R5,41 billion.

Mr Botha said further tariff and salary adjustments would be dealt with in the Post Office's main budget, to be presented towards the end of May.

He announced yesterday that Mr Wim de Villiers, who recently completed an investigation into the operations of SA Transport Services, has also been appointed to carry out a similar exercise for the Post Office.

His investigation is already in progress.
THE PUBLIC SERVICE

No holding the Hydra

As President Botha told it last year, SA could look forward to less government in its future. But many were sceptical, and as it turns out, the sceptics were right.

The hard fact is that the civil service, as reflected on Pretoria's payroll, is bigger today than at any time in the country's history. At the end of September, according to Commission for Administration stats, 865 385 employees were pulling their pay from central government, the provinces, techcoms, universities and the homelands. This was more than 56 708 up on September 1985.

The number of civil servants is of particular interest at the moment with public sector pay increases, expected to be announced in June, set to drain about R1 billion a year from the national kitty.

That civil servants are entitled to increases is not in question. They, after all, face the same inflationary pressures as everyone else. Also, the research commissioned by the Public Servants Association (PSA) to be believed, government pay scales have not only been lagging behind the consumer price index (like nearly everyone else's), but running well behind pay rises in the private sector.

The figures emerging from a joint PSA-PE Corporate Services study show that in the 10 years to 1986, public service remuneration rose 118% against a CPI increase of 258%. At the same time, private sector income advanced 231% (whites) and 357% (blacks).

But PE's Naom Brehm admits the figures are skewed by inordinately large increases in some years, mainly in the private sector. He says PE's interim forecast of private sector pay increases this year is 13.8%-14% (based on about 1 000 companies). The implied cost is R7.7 billion.

The PSA's other negotiating point is the fact that during two years over the past decade, government employees had no increases at all (grade moves presumably excepted).

But then statistics can be made to tell different stories. The other side of the coin is that, although average individual increases in government may have lagged behind the private sector, the government wage bill as a whole has been rising as a percentage of the total national wage bill.

Figures taken out for the FM by Central Statistical Services show that in 1985 the public service absorbed 11.9% of the national wage payroll of R51 billion. This increased by 23% to 14.7% (of R66 billion) in 1986. This speaks for itself.

The reason quite clearly is that while numbers employed in the private sector have been falling through the recession, the size of the civil service has been increasing. Why? With fewer wage laws to administer and less demand for government input from the private sector, logic suggests that the size of the civil service should have been shrinking, not expanding.

Again, to get to the basics of the problem, the figures need to be analysed with care. We thus find that the growing size of government has not been at what might be called the "bureaucratic" level, but in homeland job creation and the provision of services.

Numbers in teaching, nursing and the uniformed services have grown (see table) but the complement of bureaucrats (defined under 500 categories generally known as "File 13") has fallen.

Arguing against the employment of more teachers and nurses is rather like opposing motherhood. And, although police no longer have the task of chasing up law offenders, for example, current unrest clearly demands more bodies in the security forces.

Teaching, nursing and uniformed services thus account for 19 289 of the newcomers to the civil service at central and provincial government level, while the number of File 13 jobs has fallen by 11 108. With 59 fewer labourers, this creates a net year-on-year increase of 4 082 bodies.

Extending the exercise to universities, techcoms and homelands, which also draw on the central government account, the figure rises more sharply.

As the table shows, numbers employed by the independent homelands sourced by 51 903 or nearly 47% between September 1985 and September 1986. But further analysis reveals that 56 547 of the decrease were not regarded as labourers, suggesting deliberate job creation programmes to counter hardship.

It should not be forgotten, however, that Pretoria also contributes directly to the self-governing national states — R425m in 1986-87. Also, the Department of Homepower spent R885m in the 18 months to September 1986 on courses (maximum four weeks) designed to train and retrain people for the job market.

Manpower's Piet van der Merwe says some 393 000 people attended, and most of the money was paid on contract to private-sector bodies. Further allocations for training are expected in the June budget.

The efficiency of such courses is difficult to quantify, but it is interesting to note that the R885m involved comes pretty close to the figure which would be required for civil service salary increases.

So far as perks are concerned, the Commission for Administration's Corrie Rademeyer estimates that only some 200 in the public service qualify for "company" cars, for example. The most authoritative costing of perks generally for the sector is around R200m a year, and it's estimated that the civil servants contribute about 22% of personal taxes.

Pretoria's payroll, of course, by no means accounts for all employees in what can loosely be termed government. There are also the public corporations, SA's two biggest industrial undertakings, Sats and Escom, Posts and Telegraphs, local authorities and so on. But as these are generally self-financing and do not draw on the national Exchequer (subsidies and loans excepted) they have not been included in the exercise.

Yet while it is only fair to point out just how and why govern-
outstripping those outside government. The total benefit of last year’s “10%” increase, for example, was 27% (see Economy).

Perhaps most important of all, civil servants generally have not had to face the trauma of retrenchment and unemployment which has had to be faced by thousands of non-government workers.

But this could be changing. In terms of little-publicized amendments to the Public Servants’ Act in 1985, featherbedding in the civil service could be coming to an end.

Instead of having to go through the old long and cumbersome procedures before being able to get rid of anyone, government departments now have the right to fire with one or three months’ notice, depending on seniority and service.

Indeed, 40 people were retrenched by government last year in terms of the new provisions — and more are expected in 1987.

Another little known fact is that two committees are working behind closed doors in Pretoria to tighten deadlines. One, headed by Jimmy Vermaak, is looking areas where central government can be privatized. The other

is examining the necessity for each section and sub-section of the public service.

We’ll have to wait and see what transpires, but it does suggest that government is aware of the problem and wishes to do something about it. Privatization, of course, is one of the keys to cutting down numbers in government.

One of the specifics being investigated by the other committee is the position of the 30,000 odd bureaucrats who were involved in the administration of influx control.

The Commission for Administration’s Wessel Meyer says these employees were transferred to the departments of Manpower, Home Affairs, Education and Training and the provincial administrations.

Unless there were huge losses through attrition, these departments are now over-staffed. The committee’s findings will be awaited with interest.

The other part of the civil service pay argument is the economic one. Officially, the PSA is seeking a 12%-15% increase for its 60,000 members. In practice, however, any increases granted will filter down to all employees and the 12%-15% taking into account increased benefits and notch advancement, is likely to run to more than 20%.

With a R1 billion on the line, the question then is whether we can afford it.

In a word, yes. The country is operating on a moderate R5.4 billion budget deficit, tax receipts are running ahead of expectations, money supply is below target and there have been signs of a general slowdown in government spending in recent months although, based on latest figures, spending is again accelerating.

Also, civil service pay hikes will further stimulate consumer spending, helping to take up slack capacity in the manufacturing sector and to create more jobs.

Indeed, the entire bill could be met through the simple expedient of transferring to the salaries account the R1.2 billion currently sterilized in the Central Energy Fund. In that case, far from having to increase taxes to meet the bigger wage bill, government could further reduce taxes and maintain the impetus towards recovery.

So the debate really is not whether civil servants should receive more pay but whether there are too many of them on the payroll. In some areas, like teaching and nursing, an increase in numbers can be justified. But in most others, the service simply carries too much fat. We wait to see how government intends to remove it.
Iscor to raise steel prices

PRETORIA — Iscor will raise its flat-rolled steel prices by an average of 5 per cent from March 1 after similar increases earlier this month for barges and special sections of steel products.

This is the first of two price increases scheduled for this year after an average 9.7 per cent steel price hike last year, an Iscor spokesman said.

He added that Iscor would probably increase its flat products prices by a further 5 per cent in September.

"But this is dependent on many factors," he said.

Highveld Steel and Vanadium is expected to follow Iscor's pricing lead but this could not be confirmed yesterday.

The motor industry was highly critical of last March's steel price increase, the second since price control was abolished in July, 1983.

— Sapa
Bigger profit on fuel

JOHANNESBURG

The retail profit margin on a litre of petrol rose yesterday by 1,6c a litre to 7,6c.

Announcing the bonus for garage owners, the Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr Danie Steyn, said there would be no increase in petrol prices to the motoring public.

He said the hike was necessary because the wages of pump attendants were increased by 27,5 per cent in August 1986.

"The estimated cumulative profit and loss account (the slate) amounted to R192 million at the end of January this year. In the present circumstances it is not expected that there will be any change in the prices of petroleum products in the near future."

The minister said an increase in the delivery differential of the oil industry was also approved with regard to all fuel. It amounts to 0,3 cents a litre which means a total recovery factor for delivery cost of 1,6 cents a litre.

Both these increases will be offset against the slate in full and there will be no change in the price of petrol. — DDC
Pow! Milk by-products to cost more

By PHOEBE LANGE

An increase in the price of milk by-products from March 16 will come as another blow to consumers in Port Elizabeth and the hinterland.

And this is on top of the latest 7c a litre increase in fresh milk prices from United Dairies.

But that’s not all.

Yet another round of price increases is expected from United Dairies.

From March 16 the hike will affect fresh fruit juices, despite a leaflet last week which warned customers about the milk hike, but which stated that for the present, the fruit juice price would stand.

Asked about this, United Dairies general manager Mr Fred Botha said he was notified on Monday by suppliers of an orange juice base.

That “their price to us” had gone up 10%.

“It was not unexpected because of last month’s 15% sugar price increase. In the manufacture of all our products we use 120 tons of sugar a month.”

Mr Botha said he and his management team were still working out wholesale and retail increases in the price of juices and fresh milk by-products — yoghurt, yogi spoons, cream, buttermilk, cottage cheese, skim milk and milk powders.

“We will make a statement as soon as we are ready.”

Asked about butter, prices of which are controlled by the Dairy Board, Mr Botha said this would not be affected. But cheese would be.

“The manufacturers make their own prices. At present there is a countrywide shortage of cheddar.”
No cheer for beer drinkers

BEER drinkers will have to dig deeper into their pockets after the weekend announcement by South African Breweries (SAB) that the brewer's price of beer will increase by 9% from today.

Retailers said they would be able to stave off the price hike for about a week, until stocks run dry, but would not be able to absorb the increase.

"The modest rise is half the current inflation rate of 18%," said SAB beer division MD Peter Lloyd.

"This is the 10th consecutive year that SAB has kept its price increase below the inflation rate."

He added SAB had no control over retailers' pricing policy.

Last year beer was increased by 8,5%.

Solly Kramer's regional director Clive Downton said the wholesale increase would mean an extra 5c or 6c on each bottle and an additional R1.20 to R1.40 on each case.

Downton said he was "relatively relieved" by the low percentage increase.

Drop Inn Discount Liquors chairman Sam Berk said retailers would not be able to absorb the increase, which was the largest in years.

An SAB statement said prices would vary between pack-ranges and regions.
Focus on 'alarming' school clothes prices

Finance Editor

ANGRY mums faced with rapidly rising bills for clothing their schoolgoing children can voice their views on the topic at a conference called by the Durban Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce at the Royal Hotel on March 10.

The chamber says recent increases, and those expected, are alarming.

The principal problem is that there are 1,000 patterns and 350 different fabrics being used for girls' clothing, and the small runs at clothing factories make the unit cost very high in the absence of mass production.

Most fabrics are imported, and likely to get more costly as the rand slides against the currencies of the exporting countries.

In January 1982, it cost between R230 and R280 to kit out a child for a senior school in Durban. By last month the price had risen to between R322 and R325.

A projection to 1990 would put the price between R541 and R646—-at a modest rise of 19% in the inflation rate.

The chamber says its projections assume that things will continue as they are. They ignore changes in the rand's exchange rates, or increases in sales tax, political changes and so on.

For most people the scene is very gloomy and all South African parents should take a long, hard look at whether they can continue the old traditions when it comes to school clothing, the chamber notes.

It says increases in school fees are also possible.

The chamber observes that there is a strong parent lobby that endorses extra and probably 'non-essential' uniforms such as track suits, team T-shirts and bags.

The chamber says all the Natal Education Department schools have been told of the conference and a wide range of other organisations and Government departments have been invited to attend.

Speakers will discuss the need for rationalisation of school wear and the effects of mass production. The public will be given a chance to discuss the issues as well.
Meat congress focuses on realistic prices

Dispatch Reporter
GRAHAMSTOWN — Concern for realistic prices for their product, coupled with fears of frightening consumers into buying substitutes, were examined at yesterday’s provincial meat congress.

The most time was accorded to a resolution dealing with fluctuating prices and whether the present “tramline” system (of floor and ceiling prices) was as effective as it might be.

Farmers, it was felt, would like the floor prices raised more often than once a year.

The chairman of the National Red Meat Producers’ Organisation, Mr S J J van Rensburg, said the issue was “really academic” and had little relation to market prices.

He cited a case where the floor price for lamb was 301 cents with a 69 cents play within the tramline, yet it fetched R5 at an auction.

Mr P van der Merwe, for the Willows Farmers’ Association and Middelburg Farmers’ Union, was the only delegate to receive spontaneous applause for a meticulously researched resolution.

He noted that the Meat Board had been reducing the price of offal annually for the past three years and required it be sold by public auction.

It was attacked, however, by the congress opening speaker, Mr F N Rielovich, the chairman of the South African Federation of Meat Traders, who said that offal did not freeze well and that the present system was the best yet devised for producers.

Unanimous support was given to a resolution requiring congress to give urgent attention to the high marketing costs of red meat in the light of increasing production costs and the increase in the consumption of substitutes.

Mr Van Rensburg said it was high time the whole cost structure was questioned.

“Bush slaughtering”, however, should not be considered, he added.
Dairies confirm milk price hike

Dispatch Reporter

EAST LONDON — Prospect and Lawrence Da-
ries confirmed yesterday that the price of their milk would also be going up early next week.

Unified Dairies announced earlier this week that their milk price would be going up by 7 cents a litre from Monday.

The managing director of Prospect Dairies, Mr Syd Miles, said his firm would also be increasing the price of a carton by 7c a litre as from next week.

His dairy had last increased its milk price in March last year.

"People do not seem to realise that the dollar-
rand exchange rate has hurt us, as carton prices have jumped from 11c to 13.2c a carton.

"This means that it has cost us 2.2 cents more to package the milk. We have been carrying this ever since last year."

Mr Miles said that the recent increase would help to offset the 2.2 cents which the dairies had been carrying.

He put the increase down to keeping up with the rest of the country and the old story of supply and demand.

"We are not trying to rip the consumers off in any way, it is just that all of our overheads have gone up as well."

"If you look at the three dairies in East London, each one is too scared to raise his price too much because of the opposition dairies."

Mr Miles said that it is because of this opposition that the price had not really increased dramatically before.

He added that East London was lagging behind, as in Port Elizabeth, dairies had been charging 91 cents a carton litre since November last year.

Mr Miles said that all that was happening was that East London was getting in line with the rest of the country.

He said that the dairies here were not being forced to increase their prices but that they had to so they could survive economically.

"At the moment there is a shortage of milk and we are working until the early hours of the morning packaging milk in order to supply the shops."

Mr Miles said that the only exciting thing about this increase was that all the big chain stores were not making any profit out of the new increased price of milk as they were selling it straight to the consumer; unlike most of the smaller shopkeepers who added their various amounts for profit.

He added that an example was that a 2 litre plastic jug of milk at local chain stores would hold their price at R1.89 for the next four weeks.

"However at one of the small local shops at the moment the owner is selling a carton litre of milk at R1.05, when he is buying it at 80 cents a carton litre from the dairy."

"After the price increase starts who knows what he will be charging for that same litre of milk."

Mr Miles stated that it was the shopkeepers here that were ripping the consumers apart and that they were the ones making the profit.

He said that the price increase would not start any type of price war between the large dairy and any other smaller concerns as there was just not enough milk in the city.

The owner of Lawrence Dairies, Mr Johnny Petersen, said yesterday that his concern would definitely be increasing the milk price, too.
Top-level inflation probe

By: John Mamboe

Investigation by the new Prime Minister in a prosecution.

Firstly, inflation now is not of direct concern over prices of food and daily necessities.

Secondly, inked into the country's industrial production problem lies with an introduction to the South African importation of raw materials.

Principal measures of the South African government for the stabilization of prices have failed to achieve their goals. The same failure can be attributed to the application of fiscal measures of the Administration.

It was accepted in the press that price increases should be taken to prevent inflation from reaching dangerously high and

Article...

South Africa's emphasis on the improvement of consumer price in the implementation of monetary policy and fiscal policy is not new, but the application of these measures is new.

Plan for re-stabilization...a complex...

The government's measures applied to the country were accepted.

The present trend of consumer prices, and the second half of 1994, is not the norm. The present prices of the retail trade and the retail trade of the relatively high.

Indeed, when the price of consumer goods was introduced in a month of March was involved in the economy, caused by excess demand by any

Johannesburg — The Department of Finance...

Wednesday, February 11, 1997
‘Ill-advised’ policy may lead to price controls

THE Minister of Finance, Barend du Plessis, said yesterday he was uneasy at the view that business profit margins had to be fully restored before meaningful price reductions could be offered.

He said such “ill-advised” policies could lead to a “vicious price-cost spiral” that could force the government to impose direct price controls.

**Depress demand**

At the moment, the government believed it would be folly to depress demand by unduly restrictive monetary or fiscal policies.

“Neither do we envisage a resort to the direct control of prices or incomes, but I must express my unease at the view apparently taking root in some quarters, that profit margins need to be ‘fully restored’ before any meaningful relief can be looked for on the score of prices.

“I would caution against the unqualified acceptance of a doctrine of this kind.”

Wages and salaries had recently increased at a rate below that of inflation and this underlined the “ill-advisedness of any implied claim by other factors of production to an inherent right to the maintenance of real incomes.”

**Private enterprise**

“To embark on such a course would naturally be to give yet another twist to one of the constituent elements in our inflation, namely a vicious price-cost spiral, with all that this would mean not only by way of its immediate and predictable repercussions, but also for the ultimate survival in our country of the private enterprise system itself, and one hardly needs to say that in those circumstances the government would be unable long to resist a populist cry for direct controls.”

Mr Du Plessis said the government continued to believe in conventional financial disciplines and in a fiscal and monetary policy mix that would not stimulate excess demand.

He said the inflation rate remained at a high level and the government would have to direct its strategy at causes that could be identified —

• Sapa
MINISTER of Agriculture Greyling Wentzel has threatened to re-impose control on consumer milk prices if unjustified increases are imposed by distributors.

In a statement on Friday, after the announcement of a 45c/l increase in fresh and industrial milk producer prices, Wentzel said if it appeared distributors were making excessive profit, he reserved the right to re-institute control.

He has instructed his department to watch the position to close co-operation with the Dairy Board and to inform him of any unjustified price hikes.

Wentzel said because of cost increases in the distributive trade, the consumer price could rise more than the 45c/l producer price rise. He claimed a growing degree of competition was developing in the distributive trade which should keep consumer prices within bounds.

Wentzel added that a portion of the stabilisation fund levy at present paid by producers would now be recovered from distributors.

The consumer council has condemned the increase in the milk price. Council director Jan Cronje said free enterprise should be allowed full play in the milk market.
Milk price rise shocks public

BY JENNY CULLUM

consumers and housewives today, said they were "shocked and appalled" at the increase of 6½c a litre in the price of milk — but farmers and distributors feel that the rise is justified.

The price of home-delivered milk will be 85,5c — an increase of 6½c from February 16. And in supermarkets it will rise to 94,5c for cartons and 83,5c for plastic packets. The price in cafes will be higher.

The cost of milk products, such as custard, long life milk, flavoured milk, cottage and cream cheese will also rise but it is not yet known by what amount or when.

Mrs Edith Matthews, treasurer of the Consumers' Association of PE, said she was "simply horrified" at the increase. Although she accepted that the farmer needed a higher price, she was worried about people who simply could not afford to pay more for milk, which was a body-building staple food.

"I would like to know what explanation there is for an increase in price to the distributors," she said.

Mr Stephen du Plessis, marketing manager of United Dairies, which distributes milk in the East Cape and Border, said the drought was the main reason for the increase. Of the 6½c, 4½c would go to the producer and 2c to the distributors.

Production costs had risen as farmers had to buy extra feed and the milk flow had decreased locally because of the drought.

The 2c a litre increase to United Dairies was because prices of containers, plastic and cardboard, which were mainly imported, had risen drastically in the past few months. Labour costs had also risen.

Mr Tommy Thomson, of Grahamstown, an agricultural economic consultant and committee member of the East Cape Milk Commodity Committee, said that from 1992 to 1998 milk producers had received only a 9,7% increase a year, which was well below the inflation rate.

In fact, agricultural inflation was 3% to 4% above the national inflation rate, so farmers were under-recovering.

They also had to contend with high interest rates and a critical drought. In fact, the 4½c increase in producers was inadequate and a further increase of 3½c later in the year was needed.

"There is an enormous amount of emotomatic when the price of basic foodstuffs such as milk is increased, but if you look at the number of producers leaving the industry it is an alarming picture indeed. If prices are inadequate even more will leave."
Milk price to increase

STAND BY FOR OTHER RISES

Mercury Reporter

CONSUMERS can brace themselves for another increase in the price of milk following yesterday's announcement that the producer price will jump by 4.5c/l.

This was the warning issued by the Consumer Council following the announcement that the increase in the producer prices of fresh and industrial milk would be effective from February 16.

The raw milk cost price of fresh milk to distributors and manufacturers of dairy products will increase by 40c/l.

According to a statement released by the Dairy Board yesterday, the prices had to be 'adjusted to prevent rising milk shortages'.

Growing competition

As a result of the price rise the prices of cheese, milk powder and most dairy products are also expected to increase.

The wholesale price of butter, which is still determined by the board, will remain at R4.5/kg.

Reacting to the price increases, the Minister of Agriculture, Mr Greeping W anchored, said they could not be regarded as 'unjustifiable'.

This was particularly the case, he said, since the Dairy Board had given the assurance that there was growing competition developing between fresh milk distributors.

'This should keep the consumer price within bounds,' he said.
Milk price to rise 

$4\frac{1}{2}$c a litre 

**Staff Reporters**

HARD-PRESSED consumers have been dealt another blow by yesterday's Dairy Board announcement that the producer price of milk will be increased by $4\frac{1}{2}$c a litre on February 16.

The Minister of Agriculture, Mr Greyling Wentzel, said in a statement that because of cost increases in the distributive trade, which was no longer controlled, the price paid by consumers could rise slightly more than the $4c a litre announced.

A Dairy Board statement yesterday said the price of cheese, milkpowder and other dairy products — also not fixed by the board — would increase. The wholesale butter price, fixed by the board, will provisionally remain unchanged at R4 a kilogram.

According to spokesmen for Cape Town dairies, last week's announcement by certain dairies of a milk-price increase pre-empted yesterday's announcement. This meant local consumers would in effect experience only one increase.

Mr Wentzel said he was satisfied that the price increase was unavoidable to ensure that sufficient quanti-
Milk up by 4.5c a litre

Dispatch Reporter

EAST LONDON — The price of milk here will rise by about 4.5 cents a litre from February 16.

The increase was announced by the Dairy Board yesterday and although prices in the Border are not controlled by the board, a spokesman for United Dairies, the biggest supplier of milk in Border and Eastern Cape towns, said that it was expected that its prices would also rise by 4.5 cents a litre.

The general manager of the Dairy Board, Mr P Roux, said the price increase would apply to fresh and industrial milk, but the price of fresh milk supplied to distributors and to producers of dairy products would increase by only four cents a litre.

"This is so the Dairy Board can get part of its losses from distributors and manufacturers in future and not only from the producer," he said.

Mr Roux said the Dairy Board did not fix the consumer price of milk and distributors could adjust the consumer price by more than four cents a litre.

The prices of cheese, milk powder and other dairy products were also not fixed by the board and will increase.

The wholesale price of butter was fixed by the board, and would "for the time being" remain at R4 a kilogram.

The general manager of United Dairies for the Eastern Cape and Border, Mr N du Plessis, said he expected prices to go up from February 16 in this region, even though the area was not controlled by the board.

In Pretoria the director of the Consumer Council, Mr Jan Cronje said yesterday "Although the country is experiencing a milk shortage, this price hike will make it more difficult for consumers to make ends meet"

"The Consumer Council looks forward to the day when free enterprise, in the true sense, will be implemented in this market."

"Although the consumer price of milk is not officially controlled, the producer price is fixed, preventing supply and demand to be the only-controlling factors. Furthermore, distributors demarcate areas among one another and collude to fix one general consumer price," he said — Sapa
Some car prices come down

Post Reporter

TWO South African motor manufacturers have pegged and even lowered prices on certain models amid a general price hike of between 1% and 4% from the beginning of February.

The price of one of VW's most popular models has dropped by R10, while Samcor, has sliced R10 off the price of two of its 1.6-litre bakkies.

The VW 1.6 Golf CSL, now sells for R17 960 (previously R17 990) and the 1.6 Ford Courier and 1.6 Mazda B-series one-tonner range retail for R15 510 (previously R15 630).

A spokesman for VW said the price reduction had been made possible by scrapping the low-volume 1.3 Golf CL model and because of the better exchange rate. This was the first time that prices had dropped.

If the current rate of exchange held, price increases for the year could be held between 13% and 15%. The forecasted increase was between 18% and 19%, he said.

Toyota's car prices are going up by between 2% and 3.5% and most VW models are edging up 2.9% and Audis by between 2% and 3.5%.

GM's rates are 2.9% on smaller cars, 2.5% on larger ranges and from 1% to 4% on Isuzu bakkies.

Samcor's small Fords and Mazdas are increasing by 2% and Ford's Serras by 2% to 2.5%. The price of the Mazda 626 will increase by between 2.5% and 3.5%.
Sugar producers will enjoy increased earnings from exports because of an 80% increase in the price of sugar on international markets in the last five months, says SA Sugar Association (SASA) general manager Peter Sale.

The London sugar price rose from a low of $99 a ton on September 8 last year to a high of $177 a ton on January 26.

And the general opinion of international sugar brokers is that the price could climb even higher during the year, says Sale.

But he points out that SA gains from exports will also be offset by the recent strengthening of the rand against the dollar.

Sale says the world market operates largely on rumours and speculation. He attributes the latest surge in price to three factors:

1. The USSR is rumoured to have imported a substantial amount of sugar this season.
2. There is speculation this year's Cuban crop is the worst in 10 years; and,
3. Brazil, one of the world's largest producers, has had an increase in domestic demand, leaving less for export.

Sale says the rise in the world price will not affect the local price. "The SA market acts in an independent manner," he says.
INFLATION

Still kicking

The rate of increase in the annualised CPI slowed marginally in December to 18.1% compared with the November 19.2%. This brought the 1986 average to 18.6%, still significantly higher than 11.7% in 1984 and 16.2% in 1985.

Food prices rose at an annualised rate of 20.8% and were a major contributor to the December rate. Food is weighted at 25% of the CPI. Month-on-month meat increased 3.4%, coffee and tea 2.1%, fruit 2.4% and fats and oils 2.4%. However, overall the month-on-month increase slowed to 1%, compared with 1.3% from October to November.

On the other hand, sugar prices rose by only 0.2%; the effects of the January sugar price hike will be felt in the next few months.

Vehicle prices were surprisingly stable between November and December, but increased on average by 38% in 1986. The average cost of housing increased in 1986 by 14.8%, less than the 1985 average of 17.1%. This is reflected in generally lower house prices and falling interest rates.

Of all consumers, the lower income group experienced the worst inflation, with an annualised increase of 18.5% in December. The middle and higher income groups were not far behind, with 18.3% and 17.5% respectively.

Although this slowing in the annualised rate was not unexpected, reflecting among other things the lagged effects of a strengthened rand, Louis Geldenhuys, of stockbroker George Huysamer, explains that "the CPI increase also eased for technical reasons. Large increases were recorded in the indices in December 1985 and early in 1986."

So once again, as with the November producer price index, statistical quirks exaggerated the downward trend, and may continue to do so for the next few months. Geldenhuys warns: "The monthly rate of increase is still disturbingly high, emphasising again that inflation has become entrenched."

He stresses that inflation cannot be explained simplistically as it stems from many factors, which vary in importance from time to time. This has created an environment of inflationary expectations, another reason why reducing inflation will take time and perseverance.
Price of milk up 7c a litre this weekend

He expected the fixed producer price to be raised soon, adding to recent increases in packaging and labour costs.

"This increase is only about six percent, much less than inflation," he said.

"The producer price of milk, which is fixed by the Milk Board, must go up soon if we do not stimulate the dairy farmers they will leave the land or switch to red-meat production and there will be a milk shortage," he said.

A spokesman for Pick'n Pay, Mr Raymond Murray, said the increase was unnecessary because the producer would not benefit at this stage.

He said the Dairy Board had not yet announced a producer price rise.

"We are very disheartened by all the price increases"
Price of bread could go up after election

GERALD REILLY

YET another post-election shock will probably be an increase in the price of bread.

The price was last raised by 6c a loaf last October.

At the time, Agriculture Minister Greyling Wentzel said the subsidy for the 1986/87 financial year would amount to R193m.

A small profit made on imported wheat was added to the subsidy.

Although it is by no means clear at this stage whether the subsidy will be exhausted by the end of March, it certainly will be by the time the main Budget comes before the House of Assembly in the split session in August.

Brown and wholewheat bread, currently subsidised by about 11c a loaf, are expected to be made by the baking and milling industries for adjusted margins to cope with rising costs.
Cars sales crash as prices spiral

Sales of new cars are at their lowest level for 10 years — while truck and bus sales have plummeted to a 24-year low.

Motor industry figures released today confirm that 1986 was the worst year for motorists who have given up the unequal struggle against spiralling prices.

Industry officials say car prices have risen by between 65% and 85% in three years — more than double the rate of most price increases.

National Association of Automobile Manufacturers (Naaamsa) director Nico Vormulen says that in an average year between 8% and 9% of the car population — currently estimated at 3.2 million — is replaced. In 1986, this fell to around 5%.

He says: "Vehicle manufacturers are conscious of the fact that new car prices have escalated to a level out of reach of most private buyers and it is recognised that a sustained pace of recovery in demand for new motor vehicles will have to reflect positive trends in real incomes."

The latest figures show that car sales in December fell to 12,070, the lowest monthly performance for 10 years. The total number of cars sold in 1986, 174,453, was also the worst for 10 years and 14.6% down on the previous year’s 201,600.

"Only two manufacturers" — Volkswagen and BMW — actually increased car sales in 1985, both by a few hundred.

The big losers were General Motors, which saw sales crash from 19,000 to 14,000, and Samson, with a drop from 42,000 to 36,000.

Sales of bakkies and minibus held up relatively well — light commercial vehicle sales last year totalled 79,000, against 85,000 in 1985 — while medium commercials continued to struggle.

Truck and bus sales, however, were a disaster — the total of 6,939 was the worst since 1962 and over 34% down on 1975.

Bad as the figures are, industry officials believe things can only improve. And they point out that with most manufacturers already operating at minimum staff levels, the figures are unlikely to lead to further lay-offs.

Instead, they say sales, which have lagged behind the recovery in other consumer sectors, will pick up as a result of lower interest rates, a slow down in price rises and the fact that many vehicles are in need of replacement.

Vermaelen says manufacturers hope to keep car price increases this year to around 12%, although this depends on the rand retaining its value against the yen and Deutschemark. Industry officials point out that the rand’s performance against the US dollar is largely meaningless in determining the price of imported vehicle parts.

Nevertheless, they expect sales in all sectors to increase during 1987.
Car prices off the way up

A BATTERED motor industry has begun increasing the prices of cars and light commercial vehicles.

Price increases of 15% last year and 30% in 1985 led to a plunge in sales last year. They were the lowest in 10 years.

All manufacturers have raised prices by at least 6% by the beginning of February.

However, the January increases will be lower than the average last year. Manufacturers fear that even if increases are held below the inflation rate, it will be 10 months before the average person’s disposable income will be sufficient for a new car.

First time

An indication of manufacturers’ concern comes from a marketing director who says this is the first time in the industry’s history that all motor companies have not raised prices on January 1.

But car-makers have no option but to increase prices because they have lost millions of rand in the past two years.

A popular 1.3L car today costs R15 900. A buyer has to pay R25 430 a month for four years after a 10% deposit. In addition, comprehensive insurance costs about R160 a month.

To meet those payments a buyer must earn about R5 300 a month before tax.

Last year’s car sales were lowest since 1977 at 174 455 units — and down 14.6% on the 204 522 in 1985.

Light commercial vehicles (LCVs) were also at a 10-year low at 78 494 units — and 14% off the 89 247 units sold in the previous year.

Heavy-truck and bus sales plummeted to a 24-year low of 6 490 compared with 10 340 in 1985.

Luxury manufacturer Mercedes-Benz will raise the price of all its models by 6% tomorrow. Prices of the Honda Ballade, made by Mercedes, will be increased by 2.5% for the 130 model and 6% for the 190.

Although December’s total car sales fell by 7.8% from November, Mercedes-Benz recorded a 30% increase to gain its best-ever market share. The improvement came largely from Honda Ballade and Mercedes 190 sales.

Its share of the car market last year rose by 0.5% to 11.2%, and it dominated the heavy-truck market with 32.5%.

Nissan lifted prices by an average of 5% on January 1. Marketing director Stefanos Louhier says, however, it may be possible to hold increases to about 4% below the inflation rate this year.

But even if this is achieved, it will be about 18 months before the average person will be able to afford a new car.

New Skyline

Nissan should benefit from a new Skyline which will be introduced in the second quarter of the year. A new Langley will follow Finance for tooling, estimated at R140-million, has been negotiated.

Toyota continued to set records in market share last year with 20.8% of the total — 20% of cars and 27.1% of light and heavy commercials. Its Corolla alone held 17.5% of the car market. It held almost 40% of the LCV market.

Toyota will raise prices on February 1. Marketing director Brand President, although not disclosing the new plans, has had discussions with Toyota officials.

Argus, Caxton, Hortons spin Waltons web

WALTONS Stationers, Business Times Top Company for 1986, may become further enfranchised in the control spiderweb connecting Argus, Caxton and Hortons.

Argus has 49% of Caxton, the magazine and suburban newspaper publisher, and 50% of Hortons.

In December, Hortons warned shareholders to be cautious in dealing with their shares as negotiations which could affect their value were in progress.

Mr Robert, chairman of Caxton, says Waltons and Caxton have similar styles, have been similarly successful — and both have money.

But he will not be drawn on the precise direction of negotations between Horst and
Price hikes for boozers

By DENISE BOUTALL

THE wholesale price of wine and spirits will increase by between 6.3% and 12.2% on February 1, the Oude Meester group announced today.

The increases come in the wake of the 19.3% increase in the producer price of wine and spirits announced by the KVV last week.

Announcements by the other major wine makers on implementing similar increases are expected soon.

Speaking from Stellenbosch, the public relations director of Oude Meester, Mr Pietman Retief, said the price of South African spirits would increase by between 6.3% and 7.3%.

The price of low and middle priced wine would increase by 10.5% and the price of high-priced and sparkling wines by 12.3%.

He pointed out that the retailers might put an additional mark-up on the wholesale price.

He also warned that in view of the high increase in the producer cost of wine, it was possible that there might be another price increase later this year.

Last Wednesday the KVV announced that the price of wine and of distilling wine paid to the producers would increase by 10.5%.

The price of wine used to make flavoured wine would increase by 11.8%.

Teargas used at party

By KEITH ROSS

EAST LONDON — The police riot squad used teargas to break up a party in a white suburb of East London at the weekend after attempts to quell the revellers failed.

The riot squad was called after the dog unit had failed to bring the party to order.

The police housing officer for Border, Lieutenant Dot van der Vyver, said party revellers had thrown bottles outside the house in Gordon Road.

She said the dog unit had gone to the house on Friday night after neighbours had complained about noise.

Then the riot squad was called and further attempts to prevent the revellers failed.

Shortly after midnight the riot squad used teargas to break up the party.

Lt Van der Vyver said none of the revellers was arrested.

She now plans to use a riot bus and four vans were used to transport police to the scene of the party.

---

Williams Hunt

IN COULD BE WORTH
YOU THINK! WE DO
MORE AT GOOD OL'

• We're committed to doing things better
• We offer the best service and after sales service on any new or used vehicle
• We won't be undercut on any deal

Come and talk to us.
Fuel stockpile levy dropped

DAVID FURLONGER

The 5c "stockpiling" levy on a litre of petrol has been withdrawn, say government sources.

They say the levy, announced by Mineral and Energy Affairs Minister Danie Steyn last April to raise extra funds for stockpile fuel, has been quietly dropped.

It won't mean a cut in petrol prices, however, because the 5c saved is immediately 5c re-imposed.

Instead of contributing to the petrol price as a levy, the money is being transferred to the "slate", an equalisation fund that helps avoid monthly price changes.

Costs change constantly according to world prices and the value of the rand against the US dollar.

While motorists sometimes pay too much for their petrol and sometimes too little, the slate keeps pump prices steady.

Some government officials have speculated that petrol prices will rise early this year.

By adding the 5c to the slate, however, say sources, the government will be able to hold down the price a little longer.
Dealers see rise in used car prices

Staff Reporter

USED car prices will increase dramatically in the next few months, say city car dealers.

Prices are being pushed up by the critical shortage of second-hand vehicles as the countrywide slump in new car sales has resulted in fewer trade-ins, the major source of stock for second-hand dealers.

Dealers confirmed an increase was imminent because of short supply and big demand.

Some said they were already paying more for trade-ins.

Last year, 174,453 new cars were sold in South Africa — about half the number sold five years ago.

Mr John Barker, a director of Kempton Ford, Cape Town, said dealers were being forced to pay higher prices for used cars to induce customers to trade in their vehicles and buy new ones.

“A man is inclined to hang on to his old suit which cost him only R100 if the price of a new suit is R500,” he said.

“An inducement is needed to effect a sale and this in turn has pushed up prices.”

He said there had been a slight improvement in sales in the Peninsula this month.

“December was the worst month in about 10 years and anything better than that is an improvement.”

Mr Terry Sorour, managing director of Atkinson's Toyota, said sales slumped during December but the situation changed this month and there was a noticeable increase in “walk-in trade.”

More people were unable to buy new cars and were looking for used ones.

Mr Dudley Saville, joint managing director of the McCarthy Group, said a 15 to 20 percent rise in new car prices was expected this year.

Plan to fight Aids wins wide backing

Political Staff

MOVES by the Minister of Health, Dr Willem van Niekerk, to help curb the spread of Aids have met with approval.

Dr Marius Barnard, Progressive Federal Party health spokesman, said today the measures announced by Dr van Niekerk should be effective in South Africa.

Dr van Niekerk said yesterday there had been 41 cases of Aids in South Africa in the past five years leading to 28 deaths.

The plan of action approved by the Minister includes a health education programme, surveillance of victims' tests, and setting up of groups at risk, services and counseling for victims, research into new testing methods and the formation of a Government body to implement the plan.

Dr van Niekerk said the plan was largely a continuation of the Aids control programme in operation for the past two years.

The plan had been drawn up by the advisory body of experts he had appointed two years ago.

The body had also established close liaison with organisations involved with high-risk groups which had started an education programme among homosexuals, the largest high-risk group.

Dr van Niekerk said “The success of these educational campaigns will depend on the change in behaviour of the high-risk population.”
Petrol prices may increase again later this year.

THE VITAL VIEWPOINT
Technicians Fees up dental costs

Department of

Dental Association

A report from the dental association regarding the increase in fees for dental services. The association has stated that the fees have risen due to increased costs in materials and labor. The reported fees have increased by an average of 20% over the past year. The association has urged patients to consider their dental health and make informed decisions about their dental care.

For more information, please contact the Department of Dental Association at 123-456-7890.
MEAT PRICES

Kindly cuts

Scare predictions that red meat prices are on a sharply upward curve — with super beef set to breach 550c/kg and lamb retailing at 650c/kg and higher — seem unrealistic.

These increases would have meant retail price jumps of 75% and 42% respectively. But, in reality, prices are already slipping.

Experts agree that super beef prices should not top 420c-425c/kg for the year, while mutton prices have already started falling from the Christmas high of R6,50-R7,00/kg to a current range of R4,60-R4,70/kg.

While prices will probably firm at higher levels just before Easter, they should soon level off again once consumers revert to normal buying patterns. Exceptional demand over the Christmas season led to top grade beef auction prices rocketing to a high in the R6,50-R7,00/kg range, while super lamb hit similar levels.

Up to 10 000 sheep were slaughtered daily at Johannesburg’s City Deep abattoir during December. But this fell rapidly to some 5 100 on January 5 against availability of 5 753, says Kasie Coetzen, an MB representative at City Deep. He adds that supplies are sufficient to meet demand.

This has led to a visible downturn in City Deep auction prices, which are sometimes taken as indicative of national red meat price trends. Although prices fluctuate daily, super beef fell from R4,19-R4,33/kg on January 9 to R3,80-R4,00 on January 16. At the same time, super lamb fell from R5,01-R5,27/kg to R4,62-R4,69 in the same period.

MB deputy GM Frans Pieterse does not expect average red meat prices to rise by more than 10%-15% above last year’s average levels — well below the inflation rate. In the case of super beef, Pieterse predicts auction price levels will average R4,20-R4,30/kg for the year, while super lamb should not exceed an average of R4,80-R5,00/kg for the year.

“Whatever the exceptional price levels over the Christmas season, this proves that consumers still like red meat and are prepared to pay for it,” Pieterse tells the FM.

Others tend to disagree. Chicken producers especially have taken advantage of high meat prices to lift their own prices. SA Poultry Association general secretary Zac Coetzer says chicken demand was boosted by soaring red meat prices and by black consumers who are buying more white meat.

Piek’n Pay director Richard Cohen says poultry wholesale prices firmed to their “highest levels ever” of R3,00/kg over Christmas, more than 50% above last year’s low of R1,85-R1,90/kg.

Another meat trade spokesman claims the current Dutch auction system at City Deep has a lot to do with the sharp escalation of prices. The technique was introduced at the abattoir about 10 years ago.

“The system is highly inflationary,” says the official. “It starts high on the computer clock and then runs down to lower price levels. The first buyer stops the clock, which puts the price at the highest, rather than the lowest level. Another practical problem is that if one agent refuses to sell because bids are too low, he can stop the whole market.”

While this is not market manipulation, it fosters higher prices — to the detriment of buyers and consumers. As he says: “The system stinks.”
Some car prices expected to rise 18-20% this year

By Jeremy Slinek

The present lull in car price rises is unlikely to last.

Although only Nissan and Mercedes posted the traditional New Year price hike at the beginning of January, the rest are likely to start catching up in February.

The non-appearance of the expected industry-wide January 1 price increase broke the quarterly pattern in more ways than one, for it was significant that it wasn't market leader Toyota that made the first move.

This could simply indicate different cost pressures facing the various makers, but it is also understood there is concern in the industry that the previous "Toyota leads, others follow" practice could be perceived as price collusion.

The Nissan increase of 3 percent on January 1 came three months after the previous rise. Mercedes-Benz's January 12 rises of 4 percent on Honda and 6 percent on Mercedes came 10 weeks after the last rises.

Toyota's last increase was on October 6, and the next move is due on February 2. A spokesman could only say it would be kept as low as possible.

Earlier this month Toyota managing director Colin Adcock—who, a self-declared "super-optimist"—predicted cumulative rises of not more than 12 percent over the year—with the usual exchange rate provisos.

That would indicate quarterly increases of 3 percent or less.

A VW spokesman would say no more yesterday than repeat managing director Peter Searle's similar prediction that prices won't move by more than 10 to 12 percent over the year—provided the rand stays steady against the D-mark.

Samcor's managing director Mr Spencer Sterling said his company (which makes Ford, Mazda and Mitsubishi) would raise prices some time in February but the extent and exact timing had not yet been decided.

BMW, which traditionally lags a month behind the others, has indicated it will lift prices by 5 percent on March 1, with two further rises of 4 percent in June and September.

That would mean a cumulative increase of 13.5 percent, BMW says—but that doesn't include the further quarterly rise that would be due on December 1, which would give a year on year rise of 18-20 percent.

A figure of around 20 percent has also been suggested by Mercedes-Benz, although it's perhaps significant that these luxury car makers are currently enjoying healthy supply/demand situations.

What no manufacturer can reliably predict, however, is what the rand is going to do against the currencies that count, the German mark and the Japanese yen.

Right now it's looking good, but in the South Africa of today who knows what political or financial crisis could erupt tomorrow?
High prices hitting the book trade

By Reg Rumney

Christmas brought some cheer to the depressed book trade, and a stronger rand might see booksellers turn over a new leaf this year. But so far looking over the accounts should have the same chilling effect as reading a Stephen King novel.

Christmas sales at upmarket Exclusive Books were, much to his surprise, “fantastic,” says MD Jeremy Gordin.

Turnover was up 30 percent in rand terms in December, but he adds buyers weren’t in the main taking home the glossy coffee-table books, plumping rather for one or two novels.

Still, book retailers have been hit in the last few years by economic recession and the weakness of the rand — 80 percent of all books are imported. Both volumes and real-terms profits have dropped.

“No one in the book trade,” says Gordin, “is making big money.”

As anyone who has bought a book recently will testify, high prices are keeping customers out of bookshops, despite the relief offered last year by when Government dropped the 10 percent import surcharge.

Confirming that price resistance is the key, Gordin says hardback sales plummeted about 50 percent in last three years.

More optimistic is Malcolm Edwards, MD of Collins, which handles 40 to 45 percent of SA paperbacks.

Sales have, he says, dropped “quite significantly” — up to 50 percent over the last three years — but last year, the fall tailed off.

The stronger rand has meant lower book prices and sales are improving now.

He points out books are the first commodity to rise in price when the rand falls, since stocks cannot be laid in in advance of any cost increase. “We are at the forefront of imported inflation.”

In rand terms, he says, 1995 price rises coped with volume decreases, but last year prices came down, and volumes were beginning to turn up.

Academic books, though, a more stable market, have also been hit by the rand fall.

Soaring prices have reportedly led to students illegally xeroxing costly prescribed books.

Literary Services director Chris Wolf says high prices have elicited “creative responses” from students, such as sharing of books — and they are definitely buying less.

“Students are asking whether they really need that book.”

Even taking inflation into account, price increases are “phenomenal!” Wolf cites a random example, of a book which cost R75 in June 1994 costing R180 in December 1996.

Particularly affected are US academic books, says Gordin.

The cost of books from the US, because of their general disinterest in export markets, the recent strength of the dollar, and their strong reservations generally about doing business in SA, has been high.

A book which costs $9.95 is going for R50 here.

Mr James Armstrong, owner of LJ Armstrong Booksellers, agrees there is a measure of price resistance — though prices have come down a bit off a very high base — because the stronger rand and the removal of the import surcharge to customers.

Armstrong has developed a lucrative market in second-hand books for students, a market which he says is “getting bigger and bigger.”

The problem here, though, is the paucity of suitable books. “Demand for suitable second-hand books,” Armstrong says, “always exceeds supply.”

“We are not unhappy,” says Juta & Co Transvaal director Gordon Johansen, though Juta’s has also been hit by economics.

“In unit terms and in rand terms we are selling more at the moment than last January.”

But he warns there could be more price increases this year.

Book prices overseas are rising, and this could contribute to price increases locally, he says.
Price, income restraints urged

David Furlonger
Industrial Editor

The Board of Trade (BoT) chairman Lawrence McCrystal wants government to impose price and income restraints to keep down inflation.

He says he has made known his views and is awaiting a response. A Treasury spokesman says Finance Minister Berend du Plessis is considering certain proposals contained in a letter from McCrystal.

Speaking at the BoT in Pretoria yesterday, McCrystal said inflation was the most serious unresolved issue facing SA. Failure to reduce inflation quickly and substantially would have devastating economic consequences.

"Given the choice between doing noth-

TWS is set to expand to Britain

TWS is set to acquire a London-based public relations consultancy to be headed by present chairman Richard Wagner.

Wagner is due to leave SA next month to finalise a deal with one or more of the six firms with which it has been negotiating. Options include the acquisition and amalgamation of two or three small companies or the buy-out of a medium-sized one.

One of SA’s larger public relations firms, TWS netted R4.2m in fee income last year from its Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban offices — a 24% increase over the previous year.

MD Keith Rhodes says this places it firmly among the British top 20.

An overseas foothold would, Wagner believes, enable TWS to assist in the export operations of existing clients as well as provide on-the-spot service to its multinational clients, especially in countering disinvestment pressures.

R A GLANCE

REUTERS

crepancy in recovery rates

Stuart Sutton

stolen in the first 11 months of last year. Of these, only 2 250 were recovered, a recovery rate of 15.5%.

"The discrepancy between all stolen vehicles compared with that of insured vehicles is unusually large," says an insurance source.

These figures imply that of all stolen vehicles, about one quarter are insured.

CID chief Gen Schutte said yesterday "You can make your own deductions regarding the recovery rate, as we cannot comment on how the insurance companies arrive at their percentage rate."

If insurance industry figures were in line with those of the police, about 7 250 insured vehicles should have been recovered in the first 11 months of last year — 5 000 more than the actual amount recorded by the SAIA.

MOVEMENTS — JANUARY 23 TO JANUARY 26

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous</th>
<th>Latest</th>
<th>3 months</th>
<th>All Gold</th>
<th>BD Index</th>
<th>JSE Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B/A</td>
<td>1963.1</td>
<td>1808.7</td>
<td>2129.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/R:</td>
<td>1804.1</td>
<td>2123.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM/9</td>
<td>1.8200</td>
<td></td>
<td>1960.1</td>
<td>1804.1</td>
<td>2123.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/R:</td>
<td>0.3168</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>1960.1</td>
<td>1804.1</td>
<td>2123.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comm</td>
<td>0.4827</td>
<td>0.2238</td>
<td>1.8230</td>
<td>0.3168</td>
<td>9.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/R:</td>
<td>0.4823</td>
<td>0.2225</td>
<td>1.8200</td>
<td>0.3168</td>
<td>9.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM/9</td>
<td>1.8200</td>
<td></td>
<td>1960.1</td>
<td>1804.1</td>
<td>2123.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/R:</td>
<td>0.3168</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>1960.1</td>
<td>1804.1</td>
<td>2123.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comm</td>
<td>0.4827</td>
<td>0.2238</td>
<td>1.8230</td>
<td>0.3168</td>
<td>9.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/R:</td>
<td>0.4823</td>
<td>0.2225</td>
<td>1.8200</td>
<td>0.3168</td>
<td>9.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRANKFURT CLOSE
LONDON CLOSE
Public favours discount petrol

The public opposes the clampdown on discount petrol, a Markinor Gallup Poll shows.

The poll, carried out among 1,000 urban whites, shows that 82% believe filling stations should be free to cut prices.

Only 16% agree government was right to stop Pick 'n Pay from offering discount coupons for petrol purchases.

"We are pleased to know we have such support from the public," says Richard Frieslich, general manager of Pick 'n Pay's Auto Outlets. He says if Pick 'n Pay wins its appeal against a Supreme Court judgment last June, it will immediately start discounting again. The judgment put an end to the petrol-sales coupon scheme.

The appeal will be heard early in March. "At the moment it is just a big thumb-holding operation," says Frieslich.
Economists dismiss price and income policy

Although such a policy may have a limited effect on prices, the private sector should not be expected to adjust its prices and wages according to policies that are not strongly supported by the government. The government's concern here is with the overall level of prices and wages, rather than with specific policies or actions taken by individual firms.

Business Day
Price rises of up to 20% due soon

Staff Reporter

The hard-hit consumer will face the new year with increases of up to 20% on many household products.

An increase of between 12.5% and 15% is also expected on wine prices.

The senior buyer of Pick 'n Pay supermarkets (Western Cape), Mr Alan Baxter, said yesterday that many of the price rises would take place late this month and early to mid-February.

This was mostly spurred on by the new 15% sugar price rise. Other products would follow with price increases from March to June and by mid-year an across-the-board increase of between 18% and 20% was expected.

Products directly affected by the sugar price rise include canned fruit and vegetables, jams, soft drinks, sweets, most confectionary and syrups.

Mr Baxter listed the products which would increase between now and February:

- Sugar by 15% which could be expected to come into effect in the second half of February
- Soft drinks and squashes by 10% in February

- Pasta such as macaroni, spaghetti and noodles, by between eight and 10% by mid-February
- Canned fruit and vegetables by 5% this month
- One popular brand of peanut butter has increased its price by 60%
- Biscuits around 8% in March
- Milk powder and associated products by 10% in February
- Detergents by 12.5% at the end of January (an annual increase)
- Paperware by 10% in mid-February
- Toiletries by 8% in mid-February
- Chocolate and sweets, which have been hit by the sugar price rise and increases in the price of labour and packaging, could be expected to jump 20% by next month
- The price of gouda cheese will increase by about 4% while cheddar is in such short supply it is almost unobtainable. It could increase in price by about 12.5%.

Sapa reports that Checkers' chief executive of supermarkets, Mr Lionel Blakeman, said they expected price increases ranging from 5% to more than 10%, depending on the sugar content of the various products.
MAIZE PRICE CUTOFF

Too little too late

The much-heralded 8,1% cut in the yellow maize price from January 1 will do next to nothing to stem the sharp fall in demand for maize on the local market. While the move must be welcomed, it is too small to have significant impact on consumption or on food commodity prices.

At best, further price increases could be held back in the short term, say industry spokesmen. While the first price cut since 1962 is seen as a move in the right direction, it amounts to little more than a gesture.

The hard truth is that the maize industry is in desperate straits. With a potential bumper crop in the ground, the vital local market is still shrinking and the export outlook gets gloomier by the day. And few farmers — accustomed to years of state support and unrealistic prices — have taken heed of warnings that a huge crop this year will be penalised by lower prices.

Big overhang

The massive world maize overhang will be increased by an expected US surplus of 143 Mt while the 210 Mt Russian crop is well above the projected 195 Mt. Closer to home, Zimbabwe will also have a 2,6 Mt exportable surplus.

The price of Chicago March futures has now dropped to $1,57 a bushel from $2,20 last February, notes Maize Board (MB) GM Hennie Davel. “Our surplus,” he laments “will have to be exported at a loss into this weakening world market.”

As a result the maize industry is now desperately looking to the local market to rescue it from its self-inflicted woes. But even here the chances are slim.

Local yellow maize consumption fell dramatically from the abnormally high 4,119 Mt in the 1984-1985 season to 1,846 Mt in 1985-1986. The outlook for the current season is even worse.

Davel tells the FM average yellow maize consumption has run at 2,2 Mt-2,4 Mt since the 1975-1976 season. “But we have been forced to scale down our original forecast for this season from 1,8 Mt to a mere 1,5 Mt after the 18% drop in sales in the first nine months of the year.”

The widely hailed “price decrease” thus begins to look insignificant upon analysis. Last year’s basic producer price increase to R266/t was boosted by a R5/t monthly hike to cover storage and distribution. The MB has now dropped the basic price by 5% to R238/t and it is freezing monthly increases for the January-April period.

Effectively, the new price will be R288,27/t until the end of April, when the new season’s price will be set. But the frozen price is still far above the going rate for substitutes like sorghum or barley.

As the FM has repeatedly warned over the last two years, substitutes are stealing a large share of the animal feed market from maize and the price cut is unlikely to change anything. Some 90% of yellow maize sold locally goes into animal feeds — and price determines market share.

Little effect

Traditionally, maize constitutes about 50% of animal feed content, and the price cut could have only a 4% effect on feed prices. In addition, many manufacturers already sit with stock bought at old prices and other feed components are also subject to inflation. “The earliest possible beneficial impact on feed prices would be in February,” says Rogger du Toit, secretary of the Association of Balanced Feed Manufacturers.

But he does say the lower price could increase local sales by 80 000 t to 100 000 t. This would reduce the MB’s export losses, but it would not significantly reduce the problem.

SA Poultry Association general secretary Zaan Coetzee says a more substantial price cut would be needed if maize is to compete with substitutes. And as the monthly escalation of maize prices could not always be recovered from consumers, producers might use the price cut to recoup losses. He does not expect lower egg or chicken prices.

Nor do major feedlots see any impact on the current high price of red meat. Maize, they reckon, remains over-priced and with, better grazing in most parts of the country, there is also little hope of increased demand for maize feed.
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Post Office tariffs set to rise

Gerald Reilly

INCREASED Post Office tariffs are a certainty in the first quarter of this year.

Deputy Postmaster-General Johan van Rensburg said that in spite of tariff hikes last April, the current financial year will end with a deficit of more than R106m.

Deficits in the 1985/86 financial year amounted to R94.5m, and in the year before to R84.7m. Former Telecommunications Minister Lapa Munnik announced in his 1986/87 budget that tariffs had been raised to provide for a 15% hike in revenue. When the projected R106m deficit is added to the expected salary increases for 94,000 postal employees, substantial tariff hikes appear likely.
By David Southey

INFLATION shudders are once again rippling through the economy.

In spite of most economists' predictions of a slightly lower average inflation rate in 1997 than in 1996, reports that prices of many foods are soon to be hiked by between 10% and 20% have set alarm bells ringing among consumers.

The consumer-price index rocketed in the first two months of last year, but expectations were for much lower increases early this year.

Although Meat Board officials do not think the price of red meat will rise by much more than 15% this year, others are pessimistic.

Supply

Standard Bank agricultural economist Theo Potgieter says "Meat prices are influenced primarily by what happens at the moment supply is being checked by farmers who are restocking extensively after good rains. They could force meat prices up for some time to come."

Economists say there is little the control boards can do to alleviate the shortages other than to import large quantities of lamb and beef. Given the limited supply at the meat auctions — set against a demand which must be met from bulk buyers, such as hospitals, hotels, schools, and restaurant chains — price look set to edge up for some months.

Old Mutual economist David Moore has received widespread publicity after his warnings that conditions in SA could be ripe for hyperinflation in the next two years or so.

However, Mr Moore tells Business Times he was merely warning that SA had certain preconditions in common with nations that had experienced excessive inflation rates — a weak economy, foreign-debt problems of one kind or another, disproportionately large public sector in the other.

Warning

He nonetheless believes SA's inflation rate for 1997 will be "no higher than in 1996 and could be even lower".

Mr Moore says that SA's ability to avoid even higher inflation will depend on how the Government reacts to the current adverse circumstances.

In the July 1986 edition of its Economic Monitor, Old Mutual concluded "In the last few years the Government has clearly financed the budget deficit without undue money creation — there is no clear evidence that increased government borrowing was the main factor behind the sharp run up in capital rates."

Old Mutual found that the budget deficit, expressed as a percentage of gross domestic savings, had declined from an average of 16.4% for 1970-1980 to an average of 13.3% since 1981.

Mr Moore says, "Given the extent of the rain's decline, I am surprised that the inflation rate was not above 20% in 1995 and 1996. This testifies to the fact that there is still a lot of discipline in the new government despite what people think and that fiscal policy has been a lot tighter than what we have been prepared to admit."

Flexibility

Another positive factor in the fight against inflation, says Mr Moore, has been the "remarkable flexibility in recent years in real wages". Except for a brief spell in the 1970s, real — inflation-adjusted — wage increases have consistently fallen short of inflation rates.

Of course, there is no guarantee that economists will be right in their predictions of a slightly lower inflation rate for 1997 but there is sufficient evidence available for them to revise their views.
Increase in producer price of spirits, wine due this week

By DENISE BOUTALL

WINE lovers should hold on to the remains of their festive season wine stocks — the KWV is due to announce an increase in the producer price of wine and spirits of 14% on Wednesday.

An announcement on the new wholesale price of wines is expected to follow shortly.

However, it is not clear when consumers will have to pay the new prices because the increase in the retail price may only come into effect when the system of value added tax (VAT) replaces general sales tax on liquor.

Meanwhile, industry sources are speculating that KWV will raise the producer price — the minimum price paid to wine farmers by the wine wholesalers — by an average of 14%.

By law, KWV has to fix a minimum price of wine and spirits annually.

Increases in retail prices, which are usually implemented promptly, might be delayed this year by the switch to the system of VAT.

Although no official announcement has been made on the introduction of VAT on liquor, it is expected in the trade that this will happen on March 1.

GST is being replaced by VAT because the Government is losing millions of rand annually in unpaid GST, largely through sales in the black areas.

The introduction of VAT means that the tax will be paid and collected at wholesale level and the cost built into the retail price.
Food hikes to hit soon

Consumers have been warned to prepare themselves for across the board increases of over 10% in thousands of food and household products in the coming months.

Many of the increases were expected before the end of this month. (City Pics: 10A)

The 15% increase in the sugar price was expected to have a ripple effect on products ranging from jam, condensed milk and biscuits to soft drinks, the SABC said.

It said detergents and toiletries would cost up to about 12% more, while a 15% increase in the meat price included canned and processed meat.

The price of dairy products was expected to rise about 12%. Many would have to forego peanuts and peanut butter as drought had pushed the price up by 60%. — Sapa.
10 000 price hikes on way

Changes in meat, sugar (15%), pasta (5-16%) and wine (17%) are the main products affected but the list includes peanut butter, milk powder, detergents, toiletries, paperware, packaging materials and gouda cheese.

Products directly affected by the sugar price increase will be sweets and chocolates, soft drinks, biscuits, confectionery, canned fruits and jams.

Large supermarket chains foresee an initial resistance to the increases. But once the increases have been accepted, sales will be as before.

Prices will remain the same until old stocks are depleted, so most increases will only be effective from the start of next month.

Pick 'n Pay director Richard Cohen said sugar was a commodity consumers had to have.

And although an initial resistance was expected, sugar sales would not decrease significantly in the long term. He said: "As prices increase, packaging sizes decrease and consumers do not notice extreme in-

The government has encouraged consumers to be positive about the state of the economy, considering sanctions and an inflation rate of 20%, and now we have this 15% increase in the price of sugar.

"Even though the sugar increase is below that of the inflation rate it is the biggest in years."

Checkers' chief executive of supermarkets Lionel Blakeman said they expected price increases ranging from 5-15% depending on the sugar content of the various products.

He said: "The impact of the sugar price rise will begin to be felt next month. Prices will remain as they are until old stock is cleared."

Confectionary and soft-drink wholesalers do not foresee any drastic drop in sales.

Sweet and chocolate manufacturers, the industries worst-affected by the sugar increases, are optimistic and do not anticipate a drop in sales in the long term.
JOHANNESBURG — The cost of meat was expected to drop this week following a cost spiral over the festive period, the general manager of the Meat Board, Dr Pieter Coetzee, said yesterday.

However, the president of the Housewives' League, Mrs Lyn Morris, was concerned the price of meat would join the sugar price spiral this year and contribute to rampant inflation.

Dr Coetzee was prepared to predict that meat supply and prices would be stable until mid-year but was not prepared to predict further.

Cattle farmers were relying on summer rains to continue to feed their animals. In some areas, especially the Vryburg prime cattle-breeding area, below-average rains have not given way to steady rainfall.

Dr Coetzee said it was normal for meat prices to start rising in October, as they did last year. Even though the amount of meat available was normal, and in some places even increased, the prices continued to rise.

One example was that the mutton price on auction in Pretoria after Christmas rose to over 700 cents a kg. On that day, 8,000 lamb and mutton carcasses instead of the normal 6,000 were supplied to the market. It had been rumoured there were new buyers on the market that day, he said.

In Durban, the increased demand for mutton over the festive period was supplemented with imports. Mrs Coetzee said.

Mrs Morris said the present high meat prices were the result of an overkill during the drought. Cows, some even found to be in calf, had been slaughtered, reducing production capacity. The board should have foreseen the shortage and imported meat for the shortfall over the latter months of 1986.

Dr Coetzee said the results were the opposite. Although stock numbers had been reduced by 5,000 from 8.4 million to 7.9 million, in the five-year drought period, the overkill was of weaker animals.

Breeding stock was kept on the farms and their calving percentage had risen from 60 percent to 70 percent. The quality of local meat would continue to increase, he said.

The board was importing industrial-grade beef, for canning, in October last year because of a 28 percent increase in demand. The starting price of the imports was 305 cents a kg. This pushed up the price of higher-grade meats. The increased demand for canned meat could not be explained, said Dr Coetzee — Sapa.
Prices of 10,000 items to go up

JOHANNESBURG. — The prices of as many as 10,000 consumer items will have been increased by June, according to a report by retailers.

The main products immediately affected include wine (17 per cent), sugar (15 per cent), pasta (10 per cent) and meat (various). However, the list is also reported to include milk powder, detergents, toiletries, peanut butter, packaging materials, paperware and cheese.

The report says as many as 2,000 items will be affected in the next two months.

Directly affected by the sugar price increase are sweets and chocolate products, biscuits, canned fruit and vegetables, jams and marmalades, soft drinks, puddings, and various products in the ice-cream and pharmaceutical industries.

Most prices will be held until old stocks are depleted, says the report, so the majority of the immediate increases will be effective from the beginning of next month.

Large supermarket chains foresee consumer resistance to the price hikes. However, once the increases have been digested, they say, sales will recover.

A Pick 'n Pay director, Mr. Richard Cohen, said sugar was a commodity consumers simply had to have.

So sugar sales will not drop significantly except initially.

"As prices increase, packaging sizes decrease and consumers do not notice extreme increases."

'The government has encouraged consumers to be positive about the state of the economy, concerning sanctions and an inflation rate of 20 per cent, and now we have this 15 per cent increase in the price of sugar.'

"Although the increase is below the inflation rate it is still the largest in years."

The chief executive of supermarkets at Checkers, Mr. Lionel Blakeman, says he expects price hikes between five and 15 per cent depending on the sugar content of the various products.

"The impact of the sugar price increase will begin to be felt next month."

Confectionery and soft-drink wholesalers do not foresee any major drop in sales, says the report.

Worst hit by the sugar price increase will be chocolate and sweets manufacturers, yet they are optimistic and don't expect anything more than a "very temporary" slide in sales. — Sapa
YOUR SHRINKING RAND

Inflation spills its volatility economics.

Govt planned for shrinking rand as
poison price points

the star韉ead off
Car price hikes to be less than inflation — VW head

By Jeremy Sinek

Motor vehicle prices should increase by less than the local inflation rate, says VW SA managing director Mr Peter Searle, in reaction to a reported statement by Mr Jan Cronje, director of the consumer council, that car prices would increase by 40 percent this year.

"If the exchange rate holds steady against the German mark, VW/Audi will be doing its utmost to hold price increases to between 10 and 12 percent this year," Mr Searle said.

There is similar optimism in the case of Japanese-sourced cars. "With a little bit of luck increases won't be much more than 12 percent for the whole year," said Mr Colin Adcock, managing director of Toyota.

Already there has been some slackening of the price rise spiral. So far only Nissan, with a modest three percent hike, has posted the normally expected turn-of-the-year increase.

The below-inflation rate of price increases should be possible, because the worst of the exchange-rate onslaught (which inflates the cost imported components) had already been absorbed by the end of last year.

Mr Adcock said: "The large increases up to the end of the year covered a 44 c rand, so we won't be in bad shape if it stays at 45-46 cents."

STEADY RAND

With the Reserve Bank looking able to maintain the rand steady at least until mid-year — helped by a downward trend for the dollar and a possible weakening of the yen — Mr Adcock predicted no major price increase to cover currency factors on imported components.

Similarly, the cost of local components would rise at less than the inflation rate because the cost of their own imported content would remain stable.

Mr Searle predicted that the swing towards smaller cars in 1987 would continue and that, thus, combined with low interest rates and readily available credit, would lead to a revival in the new car market.

Toyota's Colin Adcock predicts a modest five percent gain in car sales for 1987, while light commercials "might be a surprise, as farmers are feeling better and there could be some stimulation of the building industry."

But he believes the passenger car forecast could prove unduly pessimistic in view of the bond rate war.

"This could be a critical and interesting factor, as from April many people will benefit from a two percent drop in the bond rate.

"If this holds through the year, as it should, there is the potential for growth considerably better than five percent."
Expect jump in food prices

Focus

is their main energy source. The South African Sugar Association (sasa) says the price rise has been made only to keep in line with increases in local production costs against a background of 20 percent inflation.

Target

He adds that the latest increase has to do with the announcement by the United States in November that its annual quota for exports from South Africa of 20,000 tons would be dropped and switched to the Philippines. The domestic price increase is also connected to the inclusion of Sasa on the US classification as parastatals and therefore legitimate targets for America’s disembarkment policies, he stressed.

Sasa is a private organization and is in the process of appealing to the US to drop its name from the blacklist.

The shortage of red meat which "seems certain" to send prices rocketing, is seen as the start of another surge in the inflation spiral.

Sources in the industry say supplies will dry up after drought-strengthened farmers slaughter hungry stock.

Also, many farmers will be restocking depleted herds.

Not least, there has been a flight of farmers out of stock farming on the grounds that cyclical price movements have made it uneconomical to continue.

The industry now fears prices will climb still higher, triggering strong consumer resistance.

It is reported that farmers and retailers have been warned that the consumer stand-off will be coupled with ferocious competition from poultry, fish and cheese.

Share

These products are set to grab a larger share of the overall animal protein market.

Sheep herds have been over-slaughtered since 1982 and cattle farmers have dwound since 1976, with only a short interruption in the 1981-82 boom year.

The December issue of Effective Farmers had high standards not being slipping steadily the demand for meat would have been much greater than it is now. The industry expects the gross value of meat sales to rise by 20 percent on average in each of the next three years, it is reported. However, with supplies spiralling, prices will rise to steady for now. Between now and Christmas 1980 to keep supply and demand in
Price hikes greeted with resignation

By JUDY SPARG and JANICE HILLIER

EAST LONDON — Predictions of imminent hikes in sugar and red meat prices were greeted with resignation by shoppers interviewed here yesterday.

Generally, shoppers said they were planning to buy fewer luxury items, and replace red meat with chicken and fish.

They were asked to comment following a statement earlier this week by the general manager of the South African Sugar Association (Sasa), Mr Peter Sale, announcing that the price of sugar would rise by 15 per cent within the next month.

"Carnival, Miss Gail Hughes, who said many people had commented on not wanting to buy meat as they were vegetarians.

Mrs Mazie Pannewitz said she bought only chicken and fish, and that the red meat price increase would not affect her.

"One can produce creative and interesting meals at low cost with a little imagination," she said.

"We use soya a lot, as well as salads and unrefined sugars which are cheaper."

A newly wed couple, Malcolm and Alison...
In addition, the prices of beef and mutton are also expected to rocket because of an expected "acute shortage" of red meat, according to suppliers and producers.

Sheep herds have been over-slaughtered since 1982, and cattle numbers have been falling since 1976, with only a brief respite in the boom years of 1981 and 1982.

The price of super beef is expected to exceed the 350c/kg mark — presently at 400c/kg — and lamb is expected to retail at around 650c/kg and higher.

Shoppers approached yesterday during random interviews at three local supermarkets said that they would buy less beef and mutton, and would turn to chicken, fish, mince, sausage and stews as alternative sources of protein.

A Mdantsane housewife, Mrs Xoliswa Baku, said she would deal with the price increases by buying more white meat, buying in bulk, and shopping around more.

"I will cut down on luxuries, but meat is a necessity," she said.

A housewife, Mrs Celina Judd, said the increases made survival difficult for single breadwinner families.

"We buy very few luxuries now, and will have to be even more careful in future to afford the

Mrs. PATRICIA
BISHOP, a pensioner... only buying necessities now.
RAYMOND AND JEANETTE LA FERLA with Celeste and Andrew ... on holiday — will worry about it later.

rian and annette muller ... prices are ridiculous, but we will have to learn to cope.
Food prices put bite on '87 shopping lists

Sugar price rise helps fuel inflation

- Pastas by between eight and 10 percent
- Canned fruit and vegetables by five percent
- Peanut butter by at least 20 percent
- Biscuits around eight percent in March
- Milk powder and associated products 10 percent.
- Detergents 12.5 percent, including soap powder and liquid dishwasher
- Paperware by 10 percent
- Toiletries by eight percent
- Chocolate and sweets, hit by the sugar price rise and increases in the cost of labour and packaging, could be expected to jump 20 percent by next month
- Gouda cheese by 10 percent (and cheddar is almost unobtainable).

Checkers’ chief executive of supermarkets, Mr Lionel Blake- man, said the chain expected price increases ranging from five percent to more than 15 percent, depending on the sugar content of products.

“The impact of the sugar price rise will begin to be felt next month. Prices will remain as they are until old stock is cleared,” he said.

Mr Rosen said Pick ‘n Pay had bought in massive supplies at the old price to cushion the blow to consumers and would phase in the increases.

Strategic items had been stockpiled but, Mr Rosen said, some products had been difficult to obtain from manufacturers were without stock.

Mr Rosen said suppliers had informed him that increases in the price of wine of 17 percent could be expected soon despite the country “drowning in wine.”

A five-litre carton now selling for R5.95 would jump, to R7.15 after GST.

THE LIST

Mr Rosen said products directly affected by the recent 12.5 percent sugar price rise included canned fruit and vegetables, sweets, most confectionery and syrups.

He said these products would appear in the next few weeks.

- Sugar by 15 percent
- Mineral drinks and squashes 30 percent

Own Correspondent

DURBAN — Nearly 2,000 items on supermarket shelves will rise by up to 20 percent in the next few weeks and wine prices are set to increase by 17 percent, despite the country “drowning in wine.”

And that’s only the start.

Durban North Hypermarket manager Mr Martin Rosen predicted yesterday that by June about 10,000 items will have gone up and that inflation on all foods could reach 20 percent by mid-year.
Meat prices expected to drop before increases in mid-1987

Meat prices are expected to drop to pre-Christmas levels this week as the demand for red meat eases, a spokesman for the Meat Board in Pretoria said today.

Mr Frans Pieterse, deputy manager of the board, said the price of red meat was expected to increase by 10 to 15 percent this year, but consumers would have a reprieve from excessive prices until mid-year.

The price of lamb and mutton in particular soared to a new high over the Christmas-New Year period as public holidays reduced output from abattoirs around the country.

Demand was also high and "the meat price is very much a function of supply and demand," Mr Pieterse said.

Beef should cost about R3,80/kg for superior grade, and super lamb should settle back to about R4,80 or R5/kg, he said.

The price of lamb rose to over R7/kg last week.

Meat Board was "a bit worried" about the condition of grazing lands in the Western Transvaal where not enough rain had fallen, but it and the Department of Agriculture would consider importing meat if necessary, Mr Pieterse said.

In Durban the increased demand for mutton over the festive period was supplemented with imports, and Australian lamb was sold in some Johannesburg stores last week.

The general manager of the Meat Board, Mr Pietro Coetzee, said yesterday it was normal for meat prices to start rising in October, as they did last year. Even though the amount of meat available was normal, and in some places even increased, the prices continued to rise.

Machel crash probe nears end

The investigation into the air crash which killed President Samora Machel is nearing completion and the board of inquiry into the crash is expected to begin in Pretoria later this month.

Mr Ronnie Meyer, Deputy Director-General of the Department of Transport, said today that South African investigators involved in the inquiry met with the Soviet and Mozambican teams in Komatipoort yesterday for a "routine discussion" of the draft report.

"These meetings are aimed at drawing up a single report, on which everyone agrees, for presentation to the board of inquiry," Mr Meyer said.

He said he did not have details of the discussions, but added that the report was at an advanced stage and would probably be completed by the middle of the month.

"Indications are that the board of inquiry will start from the third week in January and that the overseas members will be here a week before to allow them time to investigate the scene of the crash and the aircraft remains," Mr Meyer said. See Page 8.

Sapa reports that the president of the Housewives' League, Mrs Lyn Morris, was concerned the price of meat would contribute to rampant inflation.

Mrs Morris said the high meat prices were the result of an overkill during the drought.

Dr Coetzee said the results were the opposite. Although stock numbers had been reduced, the overkill was of weaker animals.
Sugar price up, so many products will cost more

JOHANNESBURG — Prices of several hundred food products are expected to bound ahead in the coming two months — spurred by the 15-percent rise in the price of sugar and rocketing prices for meat and meat products, beef and lamb in particular.

Supermarket chains say that industries directly affected by the sugar price rise include tinned fruit and vegetables, jams and other spreads, soft-drinks, confectionary, syrups and many other foodstuffs.

Mr Lionel Blakeman, chief executive of Checkers supermarkets, said: "We expect price increases ranging from five percent to more than 15 percent, depending on the sugar content of the various products.

"The impact of the sugar price rise will begin to be felt next month. Prices will remain as they are until old stock is cleared."

Pick 'n Pay, OK Bazaars and Checkers predict that the sugar price increase is only the first of many in 1987.

Mrs Jean Tatham, vice-president of the Housewives League, says she has little confidence in either the industry or the Government controlling food prices.

The lower income groups will be worst hit because sugar is their main source of energy, she says.

The South African Sugar Association (Sasa) says the price of sugar has been increased to keep in line with increases in local production costs against a background of 20-percent inflation.

The general manager of Sasa, Mr Peter Salt, said that the last price increase was in March last year, when the price was boosted by 13.5 percent.

He added that the latest increase was not connected with the announcement by the United States in November that its annual quota for imports from South Africa of 35 000 tons would be switched to the Philippines.

The increase was also not connected with the inclusion of Sasa on the US classification of about 132 South African organisations as parastatals and therefore legitimate targets under the new American disinvestment policies.

Sources in the industry say that supplies will dry up when drought-stricken farmers slaughter hungry stock.
Depleted herds pose big problem

Soaring meat prices set to fuel inflation

IN what is seen as the start of a deadly inflation spiral, an acute shortage of red meat now seems certain to send prices of lamb and beef rocketing in 1987.

The price of super beef is expected to breach the R500/kg mark — now at R400/kg — and lamb is expected to retail at around R600/kg and higher.

Spokesmen say supplies will dry up after drought-stricken farmers slaughter off hungry stock. As well, many farmers will be restocking depleted herds. And many farmers have seemingly aban-

MICK COLLINS

doned stock farming, saying cyclical price movements make it uneconomical to continue.

The industry now fears prices will soar still higher with a resultant stiffening of consumer resistance.

Farmers and retailers have been warned the consumer backlash will be coupled with fierce competition from poultry, fish and cheese.

A spokesman says: “These products will be poised to grab a larger share of the total animal protein market.”

Sheep herds have been slaughtered since 1982 and cattle numbers have been falling since 1978, with only a brief respite in the boom years of 1981/82.

The December issue of Effective Farming says: “Such is the price that farmers (and consumers) must pay for economic policies that retard national growth.

“Farmers’ organisations have been foremost in demanding that government impose production quotas, restrict ac-

Meat prices set to rocket

cess to market through single channels and divert scarse supplies of land, labour and capital to sub-optimal use.”

Meat Board deputy GM Frans Peterse says all indications point to sharp increases.

He says: “We must expect that for 1987 beef prices will go higher, especially in the second half of the year. In the case of lamb and mutton, the situation should not be as critical as it is easier and quicker to restock depleted herds.”

He says market prices paid for lamb just before new year had shocked the industry and adds: “We are worried in Pretoria, the trade paid R70/kg for lamb. We don’t know the reasons yet but it could be butchers were without supplies for four days over Christmas.”

And Peterse says if wool prices rise farmers will be tempted to withhold sheep from slaughter.

The industry is also anticipating a dra-

matic increase in SA’s population and says that, as of now, there are 15% more months to feed than was the case during the last red meat boom of the early ‘80s.

Effective Farming says: “Had living standards not been slipping steadily the demand for meat would have been much greater now than it is.

“Even if poultry had continued to gain at the expense of red meat in percentage terms, it is probable consumer expenditure on red meat would have been between 10% and 30% greater than it is now.”

The industry expects the gross value of meat sales to rise by 20% on average in each of the next three years.

But with supplies shrinking, spokes-
mus say prices will have to rise sharply between now and Christmas 1988 to keep supply and demand in balance.
Lower-income groups will be hard hit

Sugar price hike to raise cost of foods

PRICES of hundreds of food products are expected to increase within the next month as a result of the recently announced 15% hike in the price of sugar.

The chief executive of supermarkets at Checkers, Lionel Blakeman, yesterday predicted price increases ranging from 5%-15% depending on the sugar content of the products.

Industries directly affected by the increase include canned fruit, jam and cold-drink producers and confectioners.

"We will start feeling the effects of the sugar increase in February," Blakeman said, adding that prices would be kept down until their existing stocks were purchased.

He said this increase was the first of a number of increases in the pipeline for 1987.

Jean Tatham, vice-president of the Housewives League, said lower income groups — dependent on sugar as a source of energy — would be particularly hard hit by the increase.

The Housewives League said it had little confidence in industry or the government to control food prices.

Peter Sale, general manager of the South African Sugar Association (Sasa), said the price increases had occurred only to keep in line with local production costs in an era of a 20% inflation rate.

The last increase in the price of sugar was a 13.5% in March last year.

Sale said the sugar price increase had nothing to do with the US government's announcement in November last year that its approximate annual 35 000-ton sugar quota to SA would be dropped and diverted to the Philippines.

He said the hike was also unconnected with the inclusion of Sasa on the US classification of about 120 South African organisations as parastatal organisations and thereby targets of disinvestment.

Sasa, he said, was a private organisation and was in the process of appealing to the US to drop its name from such a list.
Sugar, meat price rises will cause food prices to rocket soon

JOHANNESBURG — The prices of several hundred food products are expected to bound ahead in the next two months — spurred by the new 15% sugar price rise and rocketing prices for meat and meat products.

Supermarket chains say industries directly affected by the sugar price rise include tinned fruit and vegetables, jams and other spreads, soft drink producers, the sweet industry, meat confectionary, syrups and many other foodstuffs.

Checkers' chief executive of supermarkets, Mr Lionel Blakeman, said today: “We expect increases of up to 15%, depending on the sugar content of the products.

The impact of the sugar price rise will begin to be felt next month and prices will remain as they are until old stock is cleared.”

Pick n Pay, the OK Bazaars and Checkers say the increase is certain to be the first of many in 1987.

The vice-president of the Housewives' League, Mrs Jean Tatham, says lower income groups will be worst hit as sugar is their main energy source.

The South African Sugar Association (Sasa) says the price rise has been made to keep in line with increases in local production costs against a background of 20% inflation.

The Meat Board says all signs point to sharp price increases.

The industry expects the gross value of meat sales to rise by 20% on average in each of the next three years.

However, with supplies shrinking, prices will need to rise steeply between now and Christmas next year to keep supply and demand in balance — Sapa
Sugar price rise likely to have ripple effect

Own Correspondent

Inflation received an early 1987 boost with the announcement of a 15 percent increase in the domestic price of sugar — expected to have a ripple effect on the prices of many food lines.

The increase, due to be sanctioned in today's Government Gazette, will lift the price of a 2.5 kg packet of white sugar by around 35c. The last price increase of 12.5 percent was in March.

The rise will further boost costs of the bakery, confectionery, cook drink, tinned fruit, ice cream, brewing and food processing industries after a year in which food prices rose, on average, by 22.9 percent.

The Government's 15 percent announcement applies only to prices of industrial sugar (retail and wholesale prices are not controlled) but a South African Sugar Association (SASA) spokesman estimated that retail prices on the

Reef could rise by about 14 percent.

The industrial price of white sugar rises by R115 a metric ton, from R758 to R973, while brown sugar increases by R99 a metric ton, from R698 to R797.

Mr Peter Sale, General Manager of SASA, said local prices were determined by the Government on a formula based on domestic costs.

He went on to say that although local consumers were in no way subsidising export prices and contracts, the increase would assist an industry which had experienced increasing difficulty in its export drive (the American Government recently removed SASA's, export quota and allocated it to the Philippines).

Mr Sale says he hopes that increases will now take place in January and that future increases will be smaller. Consumers would probably prefer smaller more regular increases as these required were less of an adjustment.